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NEW MEXK9AN REVIEW
VORTV-NINT- H YEAR SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO. THURSDAY. JUNE 27, 1912. MO. 1G
FATHER ALLEGES H
NEW MEXICO CROP STATE BOARDLTHIRTEEN MILLS
T
Samuel Eldodt Chosen Sec-- 1
retary and Treasurer of
New Board
IS TAX LEW
Increase of Thirty Per Cent
Over Last Territorial
Rate.
GOVERNOR PARDONS BLOCK
Suit for $23,000 Salary Being
Heard in District
Court.
Thirteen mills ta to be the tax levy
for the drat fiscal year of the new
state. That Is three mills-mor- than
the last levy made under the terri
torial form of government. State Au-
alitor W. O. Sargent today addressed
the following letter to the boards of
county comnilBslonerB of each of the
twenty-si- counties:
For the purpose of raising revenue
to pay appropriations made by law, for
slate purposes and for state, charit
able and penal Institutions, I respect
fully request that you cause a levy of
eleven and one-ha- mills on the dollar
to be made upon all the taxable prop
erty within your county; the same
when collected to be turned Into the
state treasury to the credit of the first
fiscal year of the state of New Mexico,
to be distributed by the state treas-
urer as required by law.
For the purpose of raising revenue
for the various sinking funds and the
payment of Interest on the state debt,
I respectfully request that you cause a
levy of one and one-hal- f mills on the
dollar to be made upon all the taxable
property within your county; the
same when collected to be turned Into
the state treasury to the credit of the
first fiscal year of the state of New
Mexico to be distributed by the state
treasurer by law.
Complying with an order of the
, Sheep Sanitary Board, bs required by
Sec. 9, Chap. 55, Laws 1903, you ore
requested to cause a levy of eight mills
to be made upon each dollar of the
assessed value of all sheep assessed
within your county; the same when
collected to be turned into the state
treasury to the credit of the Sheep
Sanitary Fund.
I respectfully call your attention to
the provisions of Senate Hill No. 172
as amended, In regard to scnooi levies.
THE PENITENTIARY CONTRACTS
Fitk Mining and Milling Com
pany Files Incorporation
Papers.
The James Flsk Mining and Milling
Company composed of Eugene Rogau
and L B. Rogun and E. D. Baker, ton
former two of Ft. Worth, Texas and
the latter of Orogrande was Incorpo-
rated today. The company plans to
develop mineral holdings at Orogrande
where Mr. Baker, a practical mining
man, Is the resident agent. The com-- 1
any Incorporates for $300,000 at $1 a
share.
New Board Organizes.
Samuel Eldodt of Chamlta, George
W. Beck, and Venceslao Jaramillo of
El Rite, Porftrlo Abreu of Taos and
Frank Deigado of Santa Fe county,
members of the new board of regents
of the El Rlto Normal School in Rio
Arriba county, met at the state capitol
with the governor this morning to
organize the board and to outline the
work of the school for the coming sea-
son. They will be In session all day.
Samuel Eldodt was chosen secretary
and treasurer. Colonel Jaramillo is
the only Republican and the only bold-ov-
of the board.
New Mexico Penitentiary Contracts.
The following contracts, amounting
to a total of $24,324.50, were awarded
by the board of penitentiary commis-
sioners:
Chas. If eld A Co., Las Vegaa.
2,000 lbs. dried apples.
Chaa. ,llfeld Co., Albuquerque.
2500 lbs. Navy beans; 40 lbs. green
tea; 5 cases washing powder. Star
Naptha; 4 cases concentrated lye.
Gross-Kell- y & Co., Las Vegas.
500 lbs. breakfast bacon; 10 dozen
brooms; 35 cases corn; 3500 lbs. cof-
fee; 300 IbB. crackers; 150 lbs. black '
pepper; 1500 lbs. prunes; 5 cases Sa- -
polio; 14 boxes Lenox soap; 450 gal.
syrup (2 gal. Jackets) ; 1000 lbs. Dukes
Mixture; 4 gross pants buckles; 2000
yds. canton flannel 30 In.; 2000 lbs.
Oak tan sole leather.
H. B. Cartwrlght & Bro., Santa Fe.
50 lbs. Baking powder, 5 lb. cans;
Grind lbs. Mexican beans; 1000 lbs.
corn meal; 1250 lbs. lard compound
(50 Ib. cases); 1500 lbs. hominy; 9
cases Domino matches; 750 lbs. maca-
roni; 1000 lbs. dried peaches; 1500 lbs.
r.ce; 20 boxes Ivory soap; 30OO lbs--
table salt; 5000 lbs. granulated sugar;
60 cases tomatoes.
J. Dendahl, Santa Fe, N. M.
250 yds. light drills; 250 yds. heavy
drills; 200 yds. sheeting.
N. Salmon, Santa Fe, N. M.
30 gross shirt buttons.
Sellgman Bros., Santa Fe.
2000 yds. blue denim; 200 yds. crash
toweling.
Grunsfeld Bros., Albuquerque.
1500 yds. ticking A. C. A.
J. H. Gerdes, Santa Fe.
40 gross suspender buttons.
F. E. Nudlng, Santa Fe.
4,000 tons screened lump coal.
J. Pftueger, Santa Fe. '
500 lbs. light kip leather.
Cudahy Packing Co.
600 lbs. Oleomargine.
Armour & Co, Trinidad, Colo.
30,000 lbs. fresh beef; 2,000 lbs,
pork sausages: 2,000 lbs. welne wurst
Leo Hersch, Santa Fe.
65,000 lbs. flour.
Bond 4 Nohl Co, Espanola.
250 lbs. red chill.
PROGRESSIVE PARTY
GETTING UNDER WAY.
Various States Report That They Have
Undertaken Organizations;
Osborn 8ends Message.
Chicago, 111., June 25. Progressive
party headquarters for Illinois were op-
ened today in the Congress hotel.
McCormlek announced the open-in- g
and it was said that permanent
officers would be chosen later. Lead-
ers In the new party said today they
would not take any active steps to-
ward organization in this state until
after the Baltimore convention.
Massachusetts Men Revolt.
Boston, Mass., June 25. A number
of delegates from this state to the Re-
publican national convention have
called a meeting In this city next Sat-
urday to consider the advisability of
,.,.joining in n iiiuvoiMnii iu
party in support oi iiieuuuiu huvbo-vel-t.
Osborn Sends Telegram.
Lansing, Mich., June 23. Governor
Chase S. Osborn has sent a' telegram
and letter to Colonel Roosevelt con- -
80N WAS MURDERED.
Canuto Ares Causes Warrant to Be
Issued for Daniel Rolbal Who
8ayi Killing Was Accident.
Las Vegas, N. M., Jjne 20. De-
claring that because he had refused
Daniel Rolbal permission to pay court
to hla daughter, the youth had shot
and killed Eufraclo Ares, bis son,
Canuto Ares yesterday in Las Vegas
secured a warrant for Rolbal, charg-
ing murder In first degree and Felipe
Lopez a deputy sheriff left for Gon
zales, a Bmall town, to make the ar-
rest.
The shooting occurred on June 3,
and the victim, who was 10 years of
age, died on the following day. It
was maintained by Rolbal, who is 22
years of age, that the killing was ac
cidental. The boy, before he died
gtated that tne two' hai been fooling
with a small pistol on the range
where they were engaged In herding
sheep, and that Rolbal had given the
weapon to him and told him to shoot
a bullet Into a tree. The younger her
der reRed that they had better save
the cartridge to shoot a wolf. Then,
according to the story of the dying
youth, Rolbal took the weapon and
began pointing it at him and dancing
in a circle. Young Ares became
frightened and tried to seize the gin.
Just as he grappled with Rolbal the
pistol was dlcharged, the bul!et per-
forating the boy's abdomen.
The boy was carried to his home,
a distance of three miles, where he
died, after suffering nearly 24 hours.
The tragedy was not reported in Las
Vegas until this morning when the
father informed Assistant District At
torney Charles Hedgcock. The fath-
er does not incline to the view that
the shooting was accidental. He says
Rolbal wished to marry bis daugh
ter and that he refused to allow him
to come near his home. The father
thinks that revenge Inspired Rolbal
to shoot his son.
XXXXXXSXXXXXX
DEMOCRATIC STATESMAN- -
SHIP. N
Phoenix, Ariz., June 25. It
was reported today on author- -
ity of a high source that a sec- - X
ond special session of the Ari- -
X zona legislature w ill be called
X by Governor Hunt, probably in
November. X
sxxxsxxxxr;xxxxx
ESTANCIA VALLEY IS
IN GOOD CONDITION.
The Estancia valley is In good con
dltlon this year according to G. H. Van
Stone, president of the Hughes Mer
cantile Company stores at Estancia
and other points in the valley who,
with Mrs. Vaa Stone and children, ar- -
rived here last evening on a short
business trip.
The party came over by automobile
and did not suffer a single auto mis-
hap on the entire trip. Tbey declared
It was one of the prettiest drlvea In
northern New Mexico and that the
scenery was beautiful.
Everything indicates an exception
ally good year In the valley," said Mr.
Van Stone. "We have had an abund-
ance of rain thus far and what crops
were planted are doing fine while the
grass Is good and there is sufficient
water for stock."
SERVES THAT KIND OF
BUSINESSMEN JUST RIGHT.
Pueblo. Colo., June 26. E. C. Costa
a Denver business man who was rob
bed of money, diamonds and Jewelry
amounting to about $1,500 In Pueblo
about a year and a half ago, arrived
here and accused Peart Book, arrested
here Saturday, aB the woman who rob-
bed him. She declared she had never
seen Costa before. Costa made a
business trip to Pueblo during Febru-
ary, 1911, and just as he was about to
take a train for Denver he met a wom
an and was induced to accompany her
to a rooming house. When he awoke
the following day all of his valuables
were missing as was the woman.
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X YOUNG DE BORD GETS
X AN IMPORTANT POST.
X From the sunny clime of New
X Mexico to the far off Ice fields
X of Alaska, Is a change that few
X persons make In a life time
but that Ib the change which
X Marshal De Bord, stenographer
X in the office of the U. S. sur- -
X veyor general, will make at
once as the result of an order
X received yesterday. Tne cnange,
X however, carries with It, a
much higher position In the
X government service and a sat
X ary that many men of mature
X years do not earn. Mr. De Bord
X is only 20 years old but he has
established a reputation, for
X hnrd and careful work and the
X fact that ho has been selected
X without personal solicitation,
X for the far away post, Is test!- -
X mony of his ability. X
X The young man left last
X night for his home In Texas to
X visit a few days with relatives
X and friends before starting up- -
X on the long Journey. It will
X take him four months of con- -
stnnt travel by rail, ship and
X dog slodge, to reach his new
V post and until ho arrives there
X he will not know where he will
X reside nor the duty he
will be asked to take up. "I
X regret greatly to leave New
X Mexico and the many friends I
X have here," said Mr. De Bord
X last night prior to leaving,"
X "but the promotion is too tempt- - X
V ing to resist and as I am a
X young man I feel it my duty to
X make the change."
JSJSXSXXXXSXXXX
STATISTICS FOR MAY,
This State Was the Dryeet In the
Union Durlna the Firet Five
Monthe of Year.
.The Crop Reporter published by the
Department of Agriculture Is Just to
hand for the mouth of June and gives
the New Mexico crop statistics for the
month of May. Ou June 1, the condi
tion of winter wheat was 88 as against
83 at the same time last year; the
condition of winter wheat was 94 as
against 05 last year, and the ten year
average of 89, there being 26,000 acres
planted, a gain of six per cent over
last year; oats 96 aB against 97 last
year and 88 the ten year average, 52,- -
000 acres being planted, a gain of 8
per cent; barley 95 as against 99 last
year and ten year average of 90, the
acreage being 2,000 a gain of 3 per
cent; alfalfa 93, the same as last year
at the same time, and a ten year aver-
age of 89 per cent; clover 96 as
against 100 last year, and a ten yea)
average of 95; pasture 90 as against
&7 last year, and a ten year average of
84; BUgar beets 92 as against 76 last
year; apples 82 as against 85 last year
and a ten year average of 68; peaches
70 as against 81 last year and a ten
year average of 67; pears 74 as against
80; cantaloupes 86 as against 83;
water melons 85; Canadian peas 91 as
against 86 last year; cabbage 94 as
against 89 last year, and a six year
average of 86; onions 92 as against 93,
and a six year average of 92. The
fnrm value of wheat Ib given at $1.01
a bushel against $1.10 last year; corn
$1.10 a bushel as against 97 cents
last year; oats 69 cents a bushel as
against 65 cents; potatoes $1.52 as
against $1.08; hay $10.80 a bale as
against $11.50 last year; butter 35
cents a pound as against 29 cents
last year; eggs 25 cents a' dozen as
against 21 cents; chickens 15 cents a
pound as against 12.5 cents a pound.
Hogs $7.20 a hundred as against $6.00;
beef cattle $5.30 as against $4.90; mut
ton $4.60; wool 13 cents a pound;
sweet potatoes $2.85; bran $33.90.
Driest State In the Union.
The precipitation for the first Ave
months Is given at 3.47 Inches as
against 3.99 Inches In Arizona; 7.26
Inches in Colorado; 16.24 inches In
California; 25.31 Inches In Mississippi,
and an average for the United States
of 12.74 Inches.
Crop Losses.
In corn 41.2 per cent loss is noted
thus far, 61 per cent of this being
from lack of moisture, 2 per cent from
excessive moisture, 4 per cent from
frost, 12 per cent from heat and hot
winds, 8 per cent from insect pests
and the remainder from defective
seed and plant disease. In wheat, 25.8
per cent loss is recorded, of which 61
per cent Is froii drouth, 12 per cent
from excessive moisture; 4 per cent
from frost; 7 per cent from plant dis
ease; 3.5 per cent rrom insect pesis
and 9 per cent from ynknown causes.
In potatoes the loss has been 66.5 per
cent, of which 47.5 per cent was from
drouth, 6.5 per cent from excessive
moisture; 1.8 per cent from frost; 4.1
per cent from hot winds; 8 per cent
from plant disease; 4.4 per cent from
Insect pests and 27.7 per cent from un-
known causes. In May the loss thus
far this year has been 25 per cent, 61
per cent of this being from drouth, 14
per cent fro mexcesslve moisture, 3.7
per cent from frost, 10 per cent from
hot winds, 1.2 per cent from plant dls- -
2.4 per cent from Insect pests
and 6.9 per cent from unknown causes.
WOMEN'S FEDERATION
DISCUSSES DIVORCE.
San Francisco, Calif., June 25.
Three big topics will be the main
themes of discussion during the ses-
sions of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs which will convene
formally her tonight. These subjects
are:
The Owens bill to create a national
bureau of health, a measure now be
fore Congress; the suffrage question,
and marriage and divorce laws.
xxsxxxxxx
GUS SOLIGNAC DIED
IN ST. LOUI8 HOTITAL.
Former Santa Fe Attorney
to Fever Contract-
ed In Philippines.
Dr. S. D. Swope has Just re-
turned to Demlng, from St.
Louis, where he went accom-
panying Gus Solignac to the
SlsterB' hospital at that place.
Mr. Solignac 1ms since died of
softening of the brain. Mr.
Solignac was at one time a
prominent attorney of New
Mexico. He was one of three
attorneys who had charge of
the famous Friars' land case
in the Philippines. While in
the Philippines, Mr. Solignac
contracted a fever from- which
he has never fully recovered.
He haB spent the greater part
of the Inst two years with his
brother Emlle Solignac on the
latter's farm near Dealing.
Attorney Solignac lived
many years In Santa Fe and
practiced law here before going
to the Philippines.
THIRTEEN YEAR OLD
BRIDE AT ANTHONY.
The prospective brldgegroom
looking out between the bars
to his cell in the city Jail at El
Paso and the little bride-to-b- e
waiting for him in Anthony,
Dona Ana county, comprise an
act In the romance of Marie
'Wallace, said to be 13 years of
age, and John Stlgell, who gave
his age as 29 years. The couple
have known each other five
weeks.
XXXXXSXXX
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Superintendent White In
stitutes New Method of
Examining Teachers
WOMEN AMONG ITS MEMBERS
What State Superintendent Alvan
N. White believes will be an Import
ant step In the state department of
education was taken by him, upon his
leturn here this week from visit;
and summer Bchools. in the
northern part of the state. Heretofore,
the examination papers of applicants
for teachers' certificates have been
sent here and there over the state
to various educators to be read and
graded. By this method, the opinion
of only one grader was obtained and
besides the exprcssage to and from
the department waB a considerable
Item. Knowing this custom, the
teachers felt, In many Instances, that
their papers in many subjects had not
been fairly and conscientiously grad
ed and frequent'y asked the depart
ment to have the same reread, which
meant an additional expense.
To remedy these and other defects
and expenses connected with this sys-
tem or grading applicant's papers, Su
perintendent White has made a- thor
ough study of the methods used in
the various states and had a number
of conferences with state superintend
ents at the St. Louis meeting last
February. He yesterday announced
that he would appoint a state commis-
sion of examiners, who will come to
this city and, under the direct super
vision of the department of education,
grade the papers of all applicants,
who may take the examination this
summer.
Superintendent John Milne, of Al
buquerque, Superintendent J. B. Taylor
Demlng and Mrs. Nora Brumback,
and Mrs. L. Logue of Raton were ap
pointed as the members of the state
commission of examiners, and wftl
take up the work of the commission
about Ju'y 1st. Aside from Mrs.
Brumback's and Mrs. Logue's splen
did qualifications for the work, the
state superintendent felt the women
of the state should be represented or
this important commission. Superin-
tendent White left Inst night for So-
corro and thence to Carrlzozo, where
he will visit institutes this week.
SSXXXXXXXXXXS
CLEVELAND GRAYS WILL
BE HERE JULY 5.
The famous Cleveland Grays,
150 strong, who were here from
Cleveland, Ohio, the day Presi-
dent Roosevelt was In Santa Fe,
will arrive on July 5, at 12:20
p. m., to witness the De Var-
gas pageant. They will remain
until 5:35 p. m. Their plans at
first allowed only for two hours
visit here, but hearing of the
De Vargas pageant, they ar-
ranged to stay all afternoon.
The Grays travel In luxurious
style. They will occupy thir-
teen cars, two of them dining
cars, one an assembly car for
entertainments, six sleepers,
one observation car, and three
baggage cars, one fitted up as
a commissary, another as a
kitchen and the third carrying
private baggage.
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS
CAPTAIN MURRAY HAS
NEW KIND OF BIRD.
Deputy Game Warden at Roswell Has
Hybrid Pheasant of the Chinese
Ring Neck Persuasion.
(Roswell Morning News)
Captain M. S. Murray, deputy game
warden, is a really happy man. Cap
tain Murray gets his butter, eggs,
chicken and squab for the table first
hand. To make a long story short,
Captain Murray besides being deputy
game warden, Is something of a poul-
try fancier on a small scale. He has
experimented In until
he has secured an excellent type of
cross between China ring neck pheas-
ants and the ordinary hen. The" lit- -
t'e ones now a month old are vigorous
long legged, close feathered, and very
active.
Two sets of the China ring neck
pheasants have been relensed for
country propogatlon, one set on the
Oasis ranch, and the other on the
Hamilton ranch. Captain De Bremond
has also raised these birds for propo-
gatlon on his own ranch.
Captain Murray Is enthusiastic
about the prospect for the develop-
ment of this species throughout the
state, and urges farmers everywhere
to encourage the raising of the China
ring neck.
A heavy fine is provided for the
protection of the wi:d fowl, and a lib
eral reward is offered anyone w ho as
sists in the apprehension of persons
molesting the pheasants.
TELLER IS BETTER.
Denver, Colo., June 23. Former
Senator Henry M. Teller, who Is seri-
ously 111 at his home here, Is reported
today as somewhat improved. He
spent a comparatively restful night.
The time Is not long between now
and the next session of the legislature.
Then If the prize fights are considered
desirable, of the legislature
can pass a bill that may make such
exhibitions possible after that time,
Charles Garner Would Have
Been Paroled Next Month
But He Ran Away'..
CAPTURED HIM AT ROSWELL
Had Charles Gardner not escaped
from the convict road camp In
county, three weeks ago he
would have been paroled next month.
Now he must serve two more years
having been under an Indeterminate
sentence of from two to three years.
He had clmost served his two years
with his good time allowance when
he ran away. He was caught 110
miles east of Roswell in what
known aB the Plains Country after,
a light with deputy sheriffs. Nu
one was wounded during the fight.
Gardner Is now enroute here In
charge of officers and will be kept in
close confinement for the balance of
his term. He is the last eBcaped con-
vict from Bernalillo county to be re-
taken and Superintendent McManus
was especially anxious for his cap-
ture.
Gardner was sent up from Chaves
county last spring, a year ago, after
he pleaded guilty to stealing fifty
head of horses from the Thompson
ranch. His term was three to four
years. He told the deputies after the
capture that he fled while one of the
guards was asleep.
Since he had been out i.e had been
stea'lng horseB along the territory
covered.
He was first noted at the Flnley
ran h Thursday, where he stole $40, a
and Winchester. The peo-
ple out that way at once notified the
sh rift s office and his force was at
once on his trail. Deputies Loveless
and Browning first sighted Gardner at
Plalnvlew. He saw them and waved
his gun at them. They followed on
at a regular cow-bo- gait for seven
miles. They could not catch up with
him for 20 or 25 miles and when fhey
did bo It was out on the open plains.
He saw they were gaining on him.
He got off his horses, and took to the
sage brush for protection, lying down.
When the officers were about 300
yards from him, Gardner opened fire,
Just grazing Love'ess' horse's hoof.
Loveless returned the fire.
Seeing that he was trapped the es-
caped convict surrendered, holding up
his bunds. .
Barela Brought to Prison.
Jose Caslmlra Barela, under sen
tence of from one to five years for
murder was brought to Santa Fe this
morning from Colfax county by Sheriff
Abe Hlxenbaugh and placed In the
state penitentiary. Barela was hand
culled and closely guarded but gave no
trouble.
Capitol Custodian Board.
The capitol custodian board will or-
ganize with J. W. Mayes of Santa Fe,
chairman. R. P. Ervien is the statu
tory secretary. Frank Butts Is the
third member. The following two
guards were appointed: Francisco Or-
tiz y Baca and Manuel Ortls f Rodri-
guez.
Unique Suit Involved Several
Villages on Big Land Grant
and Alarmed People
DIFFICULTY IS SETTLED
A. B. Renehan, attorney for a cer-
tain group of residents on the Tram-pa- s
land grant, in Taos county, re-
turned this morning from a visit to
the big grant where all difficulties be-
tween the residents on the grant and
the owners of the laud were finally
O. N. Marron and Charles C. Catron,
also attorneys, visited the grant in the,
Interests of their respective clients. It
seems that there are several villages
on the grant and the residents of
those villages feared that their muni-
cipal rights might be Jeopardized.
These towns are OJosoreo, Canada de
los Alamos, Trampas, Valle, Llano and
ChamlBal. Meetings were held In
each of these towns and the people
were assured that their possessions
would not be Interfered with In any
manner and all disputes were amicably
adjusted so that the towns will not
bring suits to protect their rights, as
such action will not be necessary.
DARROW IS NOT
MAKING ENGAGEMENTS.
San Francisco, Calif., June 25.
Clarence S. Darrow, whose trial on a
bribery charge Is In progress In Los
Angeles crosses his bridges when he
comes to them.
In answer to a telegram from the
labor day committee of the San Fran-
cisco labor council and the San Fran-
cisco building trades council, express-
ing the confidence of the body in his
integrity andfequestlng him to deliver
the labor day oration In Oakland, he
sent the following reply: "Thanks for
expression of kindness. Will be with
you on labor day unless it previous
and more pressing engagement
Issues Statement Saying He
Will Keep Hands
off
OFFICERS MUSTENFORCE LAW
If Gambling and Disorder Are
Not Suppressed He Will
Use Perogative.
After debating the question most of
yesterday, William C. McDonald short
ly after 8 o'clock last night, Issued a
statement In which he deplores the
holding of the Johnson-'- r lynn fight at
Las Vegas on July 4 but wltl which
he declares there will be no lnterfer.
ence by himself or by the mllltla If the
officers of Las Vegas and of San
Mlgnel county enforce the laws now
on the statute books.
As It is written, the statement leads
to the Impression that the governor
feels himself without a law to stop
the contest so long as there Is no gam-
bling and no disorders which are dis-
turbing to any of the residents of the
Btate.
The statement In full Is as follows:
As early as the 9tb of February at
a reception tendered to me by the citi-
zens of Las Vegas, I expressed my op-
position to the then rumored John- -
n fight. The public press quot-
ed me correctly in the main as to my
stated opinion.
March 11th begun the first session
of the New Mexico state legislature.
Shortly after that two bills were intro-
duced; one legalizing prize fights, the
other forbidding. The former passed
the House both were smothered in
the Senate committee.
On the 11th day of May the attorney
general of New Mexico, the law officer
of the state, gave an opinion to the
district attorney of San Miguel coun-
ty bearing directly on the above men-
tioned fight wherein he used the fol-
lowing language:
"If there were no statutory defini-
tion whatever of what constitutes au
affray, there would be more room to
contend that the proposed fight would
bo a violation of law than there Is In
the presence of such a statute as the
one above quoted, but the legislature
having given this statutory definition,
it must be held that any other Is ex-
cluded.
"If public sentiment Is opposed to
these exhibitions, the niucdy mifst be
supplied by the people through their
representatives in the legislature by
way of distinct and unmistakable stat
utory prohibition."
On the 28th day of May I sent a spe
cial message to the legislature request
ing it to take some action and closed
as follows:
"It seems to me, however, that the
circumstances now demand that some
action be taken Immediately to the
end that the citizens of New Mexico
may understand what the legislative
body represents In regard to the' sub-
ject herein mentioned. I, myself, real-
izing to the full extent the obligation
of my oath and my responsibility to
the people of New Mexico, do not hesi-
tate to recommend that such action be
tuken as will surely prevent this prize
fight and so far as possible forever for-
bid any such contest being held on
New Mexico soli."
Neither House took any further ac-
tion than already mentioned.
The fight promoters, backed and en-
couraged by a few citizens who seem
ed to consider that they were beyond
the reach of the law, kept steadily on,
presuming as I believe that there was
no law to stop them. Were they Justi-
fied in that belief? The attorney gen-
eral said they were. The legislature
said that there would be no more law
on the subject.
The question now Is: Does the situ
ation justify extraordinary exercise ol
the power of the chief executive ot
the state?
There are several questions Involv-
ed in reaching a proper answer. The
chief Is: Will the local authorities of
Las Vegas and San Miguel county en-
force the laws of the state now on the
statute books?
If they do this there will be no In
terference from me with the mltiia or
otherwise. Should they fail and con-
ditiona dangerous to the welfare of
the state as expressed In its laws, or
intolerable to the citizens
of San Miguel county occur, then all
the power that can possibly be invok
ed by the executive branch of our state
government will be used to suppress
and destroy the evil and vice attend-
ant upon the gathering together of
certain objectionable factors, and tho
state saved from the disgrace that all
good citizens should deplore.
The roused and shoc ked moral sense
of our people will never tolerate or
permit such nnother mistake to bo
made by the misled action ot any local-
ity. Those who stand ever ready to
take advantage of a bad example and
ruttempt to make a rule of an excep
tion will do well to prove the con-
trary of this statement Which follows
formerly In the Chicago Record-Heral-
of June 16, 1912:
"With these four bouts being plan-
ned now and many more In the mak-
ing, Las Vegas sure is In right aB fat
as the boxing game Is concerned. The
lnw makers of New Mexico are help-
ing the cause of pugilism as much as
possible and are paving the way for
future entertnlnments by passing
measures boosting the game. The leg
islators are making of New Mexico a
mecca for boxers and the men of the
profession are beginning to understand
this fact."
Respectfully yours,
W. 0. SARGENT,
p State Auditor
State Fundi,
State Treasurer O. N. Marron
received frvn .amc Ward'm T.
C. de Baca, $73.50 for the game pro-
tection fund.
Bankruptcy Hearing.
Federal Judge Pope has signed an
order giving August 5 as the final day
of hearing In the bankruptcy case of
Oeorge J. Fredericks of East Las Ve--
88- i 1:
Federal Court.
Judge W. H. Pope of the federal
court has admitted to practice In that
court: H. D. Terrel and Harry L. Pat-
ten of Clovis, and Elisha V. Long of
East Las Vegas.
Special Tax Payera Must Apply.
Internal Revenue Collector Manuel
B. Otero has given orders that all spe-
cial tax payers In New Mexico and
Arizona must have their applications
in before commencing business on
July 1.
Pardoned By Governor.
Governor McDonald haB pardoned.;
John Block of Santa Cruz, who had
been found guilty In the district court,
of an assault with a deadly weapon In
a ditch fight with a man named Bustos
at Santa Cruz, and had been fined $100
and costs. Block had appealed and
the appeal was pending.
Incorporation,
Incorporation papers were filed
with the corporation commission to-
day by The Foote Company of Albu-
querque. The capitalization 1b $250,-00-
divided into 2,500 shares. The
paid up capital ia $5,000. The stock-
holders and directors are: Robert A.
Foote, Albuquerque, 30 shares;
Hughle L, Foot, Santa Fe, 6 shares.
William Wiley Burden, five shares.
The statutory agent is A. B. Robert-
son.
Suit for Divorce.
In the district court today suit for
divorce was filed by Viola S. Reld
against Joseph W. Raid. The petition-
er is a resident of Santa Fe and so
was the respondent, but he la at pres-
ent supposed to be In Blsbee, Arizona.
The couple were married at Silver City
In 1906 and have a five yoar old daugh-
ter, Margaret Emma. The petitioner
alleges and Btates that
the respondent has been a lawyer, a
forest ranger and saloonkeeper.
In the district court before Judge
E. C. Abbott the case of Robert Law,
former president, vs. The Santa Fe
Central Hallway Company Is being
heard, Law asking for $23,000 salary
for two years, which he claims Is due
him.
x'gratulatlng the latter for the stand
that he has taken with reference to a
third party
"I am sure that it the Baltimore con- -
ventlon nominates a reactionary you
with somebody like Wilson or Bryan,
but It the Baltimore convention nomi-
nates a Progressive I am not so sure
that you should be a candidate."
Governor Osborn adds, however,
that he will accept Colonel Roosevelt's
leadership In any direction that may
bo decided upon.
Progressives In Louisiana.
New Orleans, La., June 25. The or-
ganization of the national progressive
party In Louisiana will be undertaken
HENNINQ DAMAGE
SUIT GOES TO TRIAL.
Chicago, ITI., June 25. A Jury was
obtained to hear the evidence in the
suit of John C. Hennlng against Clar-
ence S. Funk, general manager of the
International Harvester Company, for
$25,000 for the alleged alienation of
Mrs. Hennlng's affections. Hennlng
was In court, but Funk was not pres-
ent.
COLORADO RIVER IS LOWER.
Needles, Calif., June 25. The Colo- -
rnrtn river Is falling fast ana in a
week It Is believed danger from the
flood and shifting current will be oyer,
Immediately, accoramg to aiiiimnii.o--
Intent todny by E. .1. Thllborger, Roose--
velt delegate to the Chicago conven--
tlon. A systematic campaign will ba
made, he said.
X Xp,anlzed and developed on a business work in Improving conditions in thexxxxxxxxxxTHURSDAY, JUNE 27, 1912.PAGE TWO
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and the value of the experience rural districts. This Is borne out by
acquired or any success achieved will experiments mode in nine southern
depend first and last on obtaining
'
states where the farmers In 1910 pro--
there should be but one advertisement
and sale for each year's taxes, and
that It Is not proper to advertise and
sell when only half of the tax is delin-
quent. The practical doubling of ex- -
lienae flnil lnhnl rprlnlnlv miirhr t. hi
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW results in the face of conditions no.duced 158,000,0110 buehelB more corn
more favorable ordinarily met than in 11109. Dr. S. A. Kemp of the
with In other land developments, andlU. S. Department of Agriculture de-
bv the use nf moans ordinarily avail- - c'ared this to bo luiR-el- due to the
NOW FOR THE BATTLE. X
While the opening advantage X
of the national political battle X
lies with Taft and Sherman, X
yet it behooves every Republi- - X
can to stand loyal, and more X
than that, to fight staunchly tor X
his party and Its ticket. X
The invasion of a foreign foe X
would not Uneaten the exist- - X
ence of the nalion. The for- - X
elgn foe would be repulsed X
though It took years, much X
treasure and rivers of blood. X
But the revolutionary forces X
able In other Instances. In fact, the adoption by the farmers of the
of In America proved methods of the Boys Corn
depends on whether It can be shown Clubs which were organized and care- -
to pay. The model town fully suirervlsed by those states. It
must succeed on a commercial basis. Is to be hoped that all ot tlie teach- -
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
8ANTA FE N EW MEXICAN.
Oldest Dally In the Southweit and Only Dally at State Capital.
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW.
Makes Specialty of Mining, Political and Industrial Newt.. Goee to Every
Poit Office of State.. $2.00 a Year.
EL NUEVO MEXICANO.
Uarjer Circulation Than Any Other Spanish Paper In United States, $2.50
c Year.
PAUL A. F .WALTER CHA8. M. 8TAUFFER,
Editor and President Vice President and General Manager
JOHN K. STAUFI'ER, Secretary-Treasure-
Entered a Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
lt must even do better In this respect era In the rural districts will take an
thnn the ordinary commercial or active interest In the work and aid
speculative development, Its educa- - the hoys and girls to Ret such clubs
'
tlonal, architectural, and sociological tnder way in every rural communitythat now threaten the republic X in the state.are much more dangerous be- - X ' possibilities, therefore, In the last
Interstate Casualty Co. avoided, unless the statute very plain- -Santa Fe, N. M., June 18, 1912. ly and clearly requires h. By sectionState Corporation Commission, Santa 4066 of the Compiled Laws of 1807,Fe N- - M- - which has been amended by section 10Gentlemen I have your letter of ,of chapter 22 of the laws of 1899, and
even date herewith enclosing the kr- - by section one of chapter 96 of thetides of incorporation of the Inter- - laws of 1001, one-hnl-f of a year'B taxes
state Casualty Company and calling becomes delinquent on the first day of
attention to the fact that these articles December, and the other half on the
do not recite the name and address of first day of June following, and the
the Btututory agent, as required by penalties must be added, It seems
section 49, chapter 79, of the laws of clear that the legislature was provld-190-
You say that while it is true lng for a division ot the year's tax Inthat these articles are drawn under halves not for the benefit of the publio
section 20 of chapter 48 of the laws of treasury, nor for the purpose of
there does not seem to be any creasing the taxpayer's burdens, but
exception as to clasB of corporations for the purpose of making it easier
in the law first above referred to, and for the taxpayer, Instead of more
you are of opinion that the ficult. This will be apparent by s
should specify the agent upon ence to the original revenue act of
whom process may be served, 1S82 of which section E4, which section
If It could be held that the corpora- - as section 2859 of the Com-Ho-
act of 1905 covered the formation piled Laws of 1884, provide that tha
of insurance companies, which Is tax for the whole year should become
doubtful to say the least, the latter act delinquent on the first day of Novem-o- f
1909, fully covering all that must her. This waB changed In 1893 so as
be done to incorporate an insurance to provide for the payment in halves
, analysis depend on its economic sue--
cess. The equation is fundamentally
an economic one. however aesthetl- -
WHAT ARE WE HEBE FOR f
Thrt Rnnwpll Register Tribune criti
cally it may be put upon the alate. cile8 8evereiy the Republican state
Daily, six months, by mall $3.50
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier $ .25
Daily, ner month, by carrier 75 Weekly, six months i.vo
Weekly, per year z.uoDaily, peT month, by mail 65 50
Daily, per year, by mail 7.00 Weekly, per quarter.
and its solution must ce louno. in,executlve committee tor not reconi-term- s
of dollars and cents. mending the reappointment of A. E.
"There are on the Pacific coast
,Curren at the (e(era, laa4 offlce
many examples of suburbs that have port gumner
been laid out with rare forethought. The Regl8t'ei. Tribune Is slaunchlyThe best of these are residence rM therefoi.e t, accus-
ants of such surpassing beauty as to ton meru aUenlloIU Toere vm
make it difficult to convey to the un- - forwelghty reason8i ,noweVer, Mr.familiar mind an idea of their charmi.'Curl.en not reCommended for
difficulty lies In that words and 8ppointnlent, The8e the e(lltor of thephotographs do not give an adequate rosier Trlhune. mav nr, doubt learn.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
cause they are Insidious. If
they once gain the upper hand,
the life of the republic, that is
the kind of republic that was
founded in 17TC, will be at an
end. A' new and different re-
public will take its place. Not
since the Civil War, lias the
nation faced such a crisis.
Surely, the majority of the vo-
ters will- cast their ballots for
the republic so that it may
work out its latter day prob-
lems within the constitutional
limitations so wisely created
by the fathers and cemented
with the blood of the heroes
of hundreds of battle fields. Or
Is this heritage, tbli priceless
heritage, to be flung away?
New Mexico has Just been
given participation In the af-
fairs of this nation, after sixty
years of waiting and fighting.
Will it too help to destroy the
The New Mexican is the oldest news paper In New Mexico. It is sent to
every postcffice in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the Intelligent end progressiva people of the Southwest. company, so far as it departed from and permit the taxpayer, if he choose,showuuprebuuu. ruoiugMUHis imi- - . . Sor.reti.rv Herbert W
tial views of what should be seen In Clark, or even from former Secretary
entirety. Words are associated too Nathan Jaffa, a member of the state
often with the fiction of the printed central and executive committees.
is be understood, that thepage. i But let
'The East has been an experimental ,,. i committee in no Instance,
...........
" "" af,terj on its own Initiative. The rec-
BECAUSE WE HAVE SENATORS.
In last week's issue of the Columbus
Courier, "A small industry well kept,"
there appears an editorial on the three
"u" " i" ""s iiu .. i. loiiuim. oranlendatIonB mnde mmj voicedFor it would have been a pity to mar
,hog- of county wntra, (omM,ttee8iue ueuuty o, some m " '' and 0f other petitioners,
HELP MUST COME FROM X
X WITHOUT.
! The New Mexican in going X
X over the files of the past fifty X
years is struck with the almost
S innumerable smajl enterprises S
to develop the natural re- - S
tne requirements of the statute of to keep half of the money in his own
1905, abrogated and superseded that pocket for six months longer without
general statute. It is the last ex-- paying interest or penalty thereon
of the legislative will and stead of having the money necessarily
fully covering the subject of the In- - accumulate In the public treasury,
corporation of Insurance companies, This legislative intent to benefit the
operated to repeal any other leglsia- - taxpayer would be largely defeated If
tlon on the subject If the certificate he 8 thereby saddled, when delinquent
of Incorporation which you send with with the expense of advertisement and
your letter, In other respects fully, sale twice a year,
compiles with the requirements of the! in addition to this the language of
act of 1909, I am of opinion that a the act of 1899 Indicates a sale for the
failure to comply with section 49 of whole year's tax, and harmonizes with
the act of 1905, is immaterial, and what I have already said. Section 15
that the certificate should be approved 0f that act provides for the advertise-b- y
you, the corporation commission ment by the collector of the g
been substituted by the constl- - quents, within ninety days after any
tutlon for the superintendent of in- - tax shall become delinquent not for
surance. the advertisement of the half of a tax
In view of the factB above stated which may become delinquent, but for
.u. , , -- u,.u , ...u 0f ate yearSi a much n8her gtandyear homestead law which declares X
the measure one of the most import-- 1 V ui.uuu ..u uuu, ... u
.ar(J ,6 delnandea rom (edtra, ofHdalshazard manner Some of the natural than forruerl In Bome ca,es, New
advantages of the West have beea Mexlco.g representatives were told
ant to many years for the develop-
ment of the southwest. The editorial
flatly that such and such an incum
bent could not be reappointed because
of his Intemperate habits, or because
of bis addiction to vice, or because of
predated and so well treated as to
shine as glowing examples of what
nature when combined with intelli-
gent art can accomplish. In the Buh- -
X sources of New Mexico tnat
X failed.
X New Mexico Is a graveyard
of industrial ambitions that X
X perished because they were not Si
properly financed. S
X Take the hi6tory of Santa Fe X
is quite correct in its statement but it
ought in all fairness to go a trifle
further and give credit to Albert B.
Fall and Thomas B. Catron, the first
U. S. Senators from New Mexico, who
by making a combination with five
other western senators, threatened a
very thing it has hoped for,
prayed for, fought for, these
many decades? Even if it were
ready to givo up its share in
the greatest and noblest repub-
lic since the world began. Its
people may not be so ready to
sacrifice the material advan-
tages that Republican domina-
tion means to them. Prosperi-
ty is the difference between
happiness and unhapplness, be-
tween Batiety and hunger, for
thousands upon thousands of
people who must look to their
his neglect of official dutleB. No mat
ter how many committees recommendurb people desire above all else beautyof surroundings, and they are willing him, the appointing power would not
filibuster against the appropriation forX the past fifty years. In the X
V aeirreeate an immense sum has X
frequently to put up with considerable con;,der them
' inconvenience in order to obtain it . dgy jgthe secretary of the Interior unless past when a public office
I'uey win leave lue uimruiiem-iiuiiB-
or small city lot and travel an hour
that act were passed for the benefit of i X
the long suffering homesteaders ofX
can be regarded as a philanthropic
institution to make an easy living forI .. ... II.,,. I .1... n,.l,,.HK nknu
about the statutes, It seems immaterial the whole tax. In the same section
to consider whether the act of 1905 (t is required that the advertisement
had any effect upon the formation of shall show the year for which the tax
Ii.surance companies which was pre-- 8 due. in gectlon 17 of the same act
vlded for by sections 2095 to 2116 of the title of the cause to be Bet out in
the Compiled Laws of 1897, but I am the complaint filed in the district
of opinion that It had no such effect, court shows that It is a proceeding
Those sections of the Compiled Laws against persons and property describ- -
should be considered as in the nature ed jn a dellnquent tax list for a year,
.r some good political mixer, It la wellwill climb hills when they get there
the west. Quite naturally, congress
passed the three year homestead act
X been expended in seeking to V
X give this town industries; to Si
develop the mineral and other X
X resources of this immediate X'
X vicinity. X
X The Cerrillos district, the X1
X New Placer district, the foot- - XI
. that this Is so, that men are gettingnere . . . .
,,.i i i ....in order to build their homesin record time although it was being uuwu iu me lull uini. jjuiu.ctii unmet,held up in, committee prior. are not a contest for loaves and Ashes,is the finest view. They do require
comfort, but they must have beauty but a fight for the triumph of srreaalso if at all possible. of a special Btatute referring to lnsur- - and not In a delinquent tax list for
ance companies alone, prescribing the one-ha- lf of the taxes of a year. In sec- -tha' wlU beneM every yo1'realized "lnc,1,"!e"The far West .has this fact
er, all humanity.
In the same issue of the Courier, is
another editorial which complains that
cattle are not being shipped from
Mexico through Columbus, as a port of
entry because of an unfair ruling of
the Bureau of Animal Industry. Have
method of creating such corporations. tion js 0f the same act is given a formNo dlBtlnct mention Is made in the act 0f the order to be issued by the clerkand applied it with courage. InOak Noll, Pasadena, an oak tree Is
of 1905 of Insuiance companies, nor is 0f the court to the collector for the
there any express repeal of the sec- - 8Bje and again it shows that the Judg- -
valued at a thousand dollars, some! Bluff and bluster may help fill news-a- t
more than that. In this most paper columns but they cannot deceivethe people of Columbus taken the mat beautiful residence district nature was the great mass of hard-heade- Amerl tions of the Compiled Laws anove re- - ment rendered was against property(erred to; and in addition to this, by described in the delinquent tax list oflavish with her gifts, and man took ad-- can voters.
vantage of it. The country is rolling The differences In the Roosevelt
ter up with our two Senators? If
they have not, they should do so at once
as they probably will get prompt re-
lief, if their cause is just. The Co-
lumbus people ought to realize by this
section 131 of that act, its provisions the county for a year. In section 23
are declared to be applicable to cor- - t Is provided that the tax sales cor-
porations formed under four different tiflcates shall show the amount and
acts, neither of which extends to in- - the year or years for which the taxes
daily wage or their daily busi-
ness profit to supply food,
clothing, education, pleasure.
The enabling act that lifted
New Mexico to the high plane
of other states politically, was
passed by a Republican Con-
gress and signed by a Repub-
lican President; magnificent
land donations that have come
to New Mexico by virtue of
that enabling act will give ev-
ery child a good education.
The protective tariff, the home-
stead laws, the three years
homestead act, the reclamation
act, all Inestimable blessings
to the nation but to New Mex-
ico In particular, were enacted
by the Republican party and
conform with basic Republican
principles.
Examine the platform adopt-
ed at Chicago. It Is one that
conforms to modern ideas, that
battles with today's problems,
that holds fast to that which
is good from the fathers, and
assimilates tha ' which is
and dotted with live oaks. Toward the camp that have spilt It wide open,
north Is a magnificent background ofTnerely emphasize that every wild
time that we have a couple of Repub mountains, toward the south, a pano-ey- d theorist is willing to rush to the
rama of the entire San Gabriel Val-- , tnnilarl of revolt mmlnut exlstlne surance companies. This may well be wcre assessed, and taxes are never as- -
X hills all around, are covered X
X with renlnants of costly ma-- X;
X chlnery. with shafts that were X!
X sunk and tunnels that were dug X
X into the mountain side. Money X
X was raised for artesian wells, X
X for fruit canneries, for colleges, X
X for every conceivable enter-- X
X prise, the prospectus for which X
X in each case, promised big. But X
X in every Instance, home capital X
X was not sufficient to lift the en- - X
X terprise to the paying basis. X
X The New Mexican particular-- X
X ly refers to Santa Fe because X
X the older people here can well X
X recount the many times that X
X perfectly good dollars were X
X raised by subscription or other-- X
X wise, to help along some sure X
X thing proposition that was X
X going to make a city out of the X
X village and assure prosperity X
X ever afterwards. But every one X
X of the twenty-si- counties, old X
X and new, can tell the same tale. X
considered as an intention on the part spRsed for half years.order and organization, hut none of of the legislature not to have the pro-- . All of the foregoing has reference to
lican Senators in Washington snd
they have proven more than capable
thus far, of doing things for the new
state. The three year homestead law,
them is willing to submit his own
peculiar pet theory to the will of the
ley."
And Santa Fe has all that and more,
Including unsurpassed climate. It
only remains for Santa Fe to make the
most of it.
visions of the new act extend to in- those sales of property where the
companies, nor in any way to Unouent taxes amount to not less thanis a mere trifle to what they expect majority of his associates. affect their Incorporation, control or twenty-fiv- e dollars, and as to such de- -to accomplish during the next five management, Unquent taxes nothing can be found to
THE VICTORY. Another Indication of the correct-- show an Intention to advertise and sellyears, as the New Mexican happensto know. It used to be that the ter-
ritory was forced to take Just about
AN IMPORTANT WORK. ness of my view Is to be found In twice in a year. When we come n
29, of chapter 6 of the laws of ever to the delinquent taxes amount- -
The news columns contain a roster
of those who "witnessed the birth ofwhat was passed out to it but not so The Agricultural College of NewMexico realizes the Importance of
instructing the children of the entire
190o, enacted at the same session as inK to less than twenty-fiv- e dollars, ita new party" in Chicago Saturdayany longer. The names are, in many cases, fa-The Courier says of the homestead state along the most modern lines 'miliar Ami there
the general corporation law, which iF distinctly and clearly provided by
section provides that insurance com- - 6ection 31 of the act of 1899 that there
panies shall within thirty days after 8hall be two advertisements and sales
food for reflec-act: nr floriculture, nnrl fnr rhnr rpaflnn ir inn i a comparison of some of them"No law has been passed for many has undertaken a unique system to with others. the completion of their organization jn each year, without the necessity of
file a certified copy of their articles Eoing into the district court to get ayears
that will mean more toward the Interest the pupils of the rural schools
In scientific farming.
There are Judge Ben Llndsey, and
Gilford Plnchot, and Brother Amos
X development and prosperity of New
Mexico than that which revises the
X To the small investor there is
X only one sure thing and that
St is the intensive cultivation of
jt a tract of fertile land
a with an ample water right.
of incorporation with the superintend- - judgment. Clearly the legislature
of insurance, leaving undisturbed tended to distinguish between the
the earlier method of Incorporation two classes of delinquencies, and to
In this work, the college should by Plnchot, and others of the RoIIo Book
an means, nave tne support oi every variety nice men who never went
and organization. provide a different method for thecounty teacher because the farming barefooted In their lives, nor ever got
X homestead law of 1S62, cutting down
the residence
. requirement to three
years. Since the signing of this bill
by President Lincoln, thirteen states
X have bppn created west nf th MIrrIr- -
And even that means bard
work and years of patience be I return the certificate of Incorpora smaller ones. The wisdom of this disindustry win eventually De tne mam into mischief, tion as requested.fore such ranches as the Dock inuuBiry oi me siaie lur lue oum m Butl running down the list, one
our population. comes to the names of Fllnn and Per- -
The College now has Its superintend- - i(nSi arij McCormick. and others ofTesuque
are X sippi riveri anj hundreds of thousandsweller ranch at
created. of people have taken advantage of
Yours truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
Dellnquent Taxes.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 19, 1912.'
ent of extension, W. T. Conway, in tne that general type.its beneficent provisions. Now prac
sound In modern
It leaves the
way open for any reforms that
local situations may demand,
any laws that unexpected exig-
encies, economic or political,
may make advisable.
After all, the Republican par-- "
ty and its principles and pol-
icies are worth working and
fighting for. Men who have fol-
lowed the party's standard for
years will not lightly desert It
and their sons are apt to prove
as loyal as their fathers.
Any one who Imagines that
there will be heavy defections
from either of the two great
parties on November 5, is de-
ceiving himself. Every Indica-
tion is that the revolutionary,
socialistic, anarchistic elements
that have been preaching clasB
hatred, will receive a k
that will curb them for many
nem visiting as many oi tne teacners rjreat material with which to form atlcally all the government land to be institutes as possible and earnestly political party! The very sort of va-
crimination may not be apparent, but
we are bound by what the legislature
did. If the sales to which Mr. Pearson
refers are of property upon which the
delinquent taxes were less than twenty-f-
ive dollars, then it was correct to
advertise and sell for the first and
second halves separately.
I return Mr. Pearson's letter here-
with. Yours truly,
F. W. CLANCY,
Attorney General.
striving to interest all teachers in rural riety o( men t0 typfy accurately the Hon. Howell Earnest, Traveling Auditdistricts in the proposed work career of Theodore Roosevelt, at whose or, Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir I have before me by refbehest the new party was born.He Is urging, primarily, the instal-
There are those who can say prunes
acquired is located in irrigated or
sections, and the recent
amending of this law will have a
mighty influence toward the rapid set-
tlement of such lands, at the same
time giving the entryman a much bet-
ter opportunity to provide for the
needs of himself and family and to ob-
taining the wherewith necessary for
the improving of his land."
and prism to the unsuspecting public,
lm Ion In all courses of study, og agri-
culture and domestic science as tho
first step towards the establishment
erence from your office the letter ad-
dressed to you of Mr. Lee G. Pearson,
treasurer of Quay county, as to which
you have asked my opinion.
and there are those who can put things
Is looking; theof a state wide course which the legis- - over when the public
lature and the state school board even- - other way, Mr. Pen rson says that be has ad It is now weil known that not more
vertised the first half of the delin- -tually will make compulsory. Politics and strange bedfellows are than one case of rheumatism In ten
By teaching these highly Important always associated. Tbls "new party" quent taxes for 1911 according to requires any Internal treatment what-la-that the last half Is now delin-!-- . m th.t i nodorl i a. free an- -subiects. the bovs and the in 'he merit, at least, of possessingyears to come.THE JANUARY SESSION. rural districts are spurred to active all the earmarks of politics, quent, but on July 5th he will writs nnpttnn nf rhnmherlaln'a LinimentxxxxxxxxxxxThe New Mexican yesterday pub interest in their surroundings and in-- After a" 11 hasn't been the defeat tax sales certificates to cover all Teal and massaging the parts at each appll-estat- e
which shows not to have been cation, Try K and see how quickly ItBBtlsfled before that date, these cer- - w11 reneve the pain and soreness.
lished in full, the opinion of Frank W.
Clancy, the attorney general, In which
stead of becoming tired of life in the of Roosevelt, Blmply. It has been the
country, they become strong workers defeat of the corrupt forces whichhe declared that the constitution uiicaies running 10 uuay county: anu Sold by all druggists.for the betterment of conditions. The we,e behind Roosevelt, and to which
faculty of the college has taken the he extended special favors when he
THE PLANNING OF AN IDEAL
TOWN.
The planning of an ideal town coBts
nothing.
The making of an Ideal town is
cheaper in the end than the remodel
On the other hand, when-
ever ample capital from the
outside stepped in and develop-
ed New Mexico prospects on a
large scale, success came ul-
timately. There is the El Paso
and Southwestern Hallway
Company, for Instance. Or the
St. LouiB, Rocky Mountain and
Pacific. Or the American Lum-
ber Mill. Or the Silver City
Cottage Sanitarium. All have
succeded where home capital
would have failed miserably.
New Mexico's help must
come from the outside. With
all of Its wonderful natural re-
sources, It Is not
It can not grow and prosper
unless outside capital comes
and outside people help. It
has been thus from the first,
from the day of the Conquista-dore- s
down to the present.
There are a number of big
propositions pending In New
Mexico at the present day, for
which there is likely financial
assistance, because of the fa-
vorable laws passed by the
first State Legislature. There
Is the big Urton Lake Carey
Act Irrigation proposition, and
several almost as large Rec-
lamation projects in San Juan
and other counties. There is
the project of railroads from
Farmington to Gallup, from
Tucumcari to Texas, from
to El Paso, from Roswell
to Torrance. There Is the .
stand that It Is due the boys and girls was President of the United States.
he asks whether thoBe certificates
should be for all taxes against proper-
ty, or merely for the first half which
positively provided for another ses-
sion of the legls'ature to begin on the
second Tuesday of next January at 12
o'clock noon and that there was abso-
lutely no way In which such a session
that they be given every opportunity It is the defeat of the Harvester
to learn the fundamentals In the Trust, which already has been exiled has been advertised. He adds that he
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ing of a town that is permitted to sciences that Dertaln to their everv ''om Missouri and condemned by the understands the law that he should
SEVEN PERSONS SERIOUSLY
WOUNDED IN STRIKE RIOT.
Woman and Small Boy Among Those
Shot By Special Deputies at
Hastings. N. Y.
make such certificates to cover all de--,eiow any way n pieases. day lives and are so vital to them- - nation. It Is the defeat of the Steel
But tne planning must precede tho selves and to the state. The develop- - Trust, which tried, In the person of
making.
Unquent taxes for the whole year, and
for this view there Is foundation in
the statute as I will hereinafter In
could be constitutionally prevented.
This was the assertion made by the
New Mexican at the time other news-
papers In the state, advised from what
sources, we do not know, were con
The world has outgrown the dayB
dicate. Hastings on tne Hudson, N. Y., June
24. Seven persons, Including a worn- -
when anything could succeed without
being planned. Towns, like business,
ment of agricultural resources In New Perkins, to put a purchased dictator
Mexico is dependent upon scientific on a throne. It is a defeat for the
farming and upon scientific and eco- - McCormicks, who are the Harvester'
i'omlcal management both on the Trust, and who used their great or- -
lands and In the homeB. The College an, the Chicago Tribune, la an effort
officials realize more fully than any to hoodwink the public and bring
one else, that the proper place to be-- about the destruction of
I think, however, that Mr. PearBontending that there would be no ses- - cannot prosper In these days of com
petition without some definite plan,
has overlooked some of the provisions an and a small boy, were Bhot this
ot the act of 1899 under which the ad- - afternoon in a Clash between strikers
vertlsement of delinquent taxes Is and special deputies guarding the
or he would not fall into the tlonal Conduit and Cable Company's
slon In January. The New Mexican
read the provisions of the constitution
Jlon that subject carefully and also was except Jt be by accident and accidentsare ten times oftener unfortunate than gin the training of the boys and girls traditions.
error of thinking that he could make works, where a strike has been in pro- -fortunate.
Scribner's Magazine for July Is al
X
X
X
advised !n regard to the matter by
some of the ablest attorneys who
helped write the constitution.
The matter is of more than passing
most entirely given to a series of
articles by high authorities on tho
of the country in newer and better' It Is the defeat of the rnbhlc, as
is In the country school. In tlngulshed from the public,
connection with the courses, as out-- It Is a defeat of the Idea that a
the superintendent of extension slonate utterance, a passionate deed, is
has begun the organization of Boys right because It can win tho following
and Girls Industrial Clubs. Since the of people,
first of February, fifty-fou- r clubs have1 Boat of all, it Is the defeat of the
been organized In the sixteen counties idea thnt a politician may hide behind
X
X importance in that It serves to show planning and building of the Idealonce again most conclusively, that for
such certificates to cover anything ex- - gress. The woman proDaoiy was mor-ce-
the taxes regularly advertised. tally wounded, and all the others are
By Bectlon 23 ot chapter 22 of the in a serious condition. The others
laws of 1899 It Is provided that after wounded were strikers or sympathlz-receivln- g
the amount for which real ers. So far as could be learned, the
estate Is sold, the collector shall exe- - Bhots were fired by the' guards and not
cute and deliver to the purchaser a cer- - returned by the strikers. The boy
of sale which among other Jured was playing in the streets,
things must show that the property!
X Information about matters, especiallyX
matters pertaining to the state capital,
with an aggregate membership of respectable platitudes and further his
own ambition, at whatever cost to tho800.
town.
Similarly, the June number of a
magazine devoted to city planning,
"The American City," is filled entirely
with an account of work done by
women In city building. In that num-
ber, the work done by the Woman's
Board of Trade of Santa Fe occupies
no unimportant place, In an article
by Mrs. N. B. Laughlln of this city.
But It all goes tr- mow iat think
About 500 boys ane girls have plont- - highest American Ideals.
working of the Hagan coal
fields, the building of railroad
shops at Deming, of a big
smelter In the Burro moun-
tains, a big tourist hotel at San-
ta Fe, a few of many proposi-
tions dependent altogether up
the New Mexican always and under
all circumstances publishes the facts
as they are and can be relied upon to
give Its readers the truth.
In other words, the paper to read,
if you are interested in the happen-
ings of the state capital, is the New
Mexican, the oldest dally newspaper
In the state.
ed each a half acre In grain and a
sixteenth In peanuts under direction
nf the superintendent of extension.
The experiment is a contest to se9
was sold for taxes and the amount
thereof. Obviously the collector ;s
certifying to the fact of a Bale, and
cannot include in that certificate any
statement of taxes except those for
vhleh the property was actually sold.
That certificate must stnte the fncts as
Floriculture and plant nurseries are
industries that should thrive In New
Mexico. The census bureau has Just
LIBEL SUIT AGAINST
DENVER POST DELAYED.
Denver, Colo.. June 24. The first
of the three suits for libel brought by
W. Q. Evans, president of the Denver
wno can produce tne most ana nest issued a bulletin In which are sum- -
on the least land. The remaining 300 marlzed the reports of 10,(114 florist es-ing men and women the world over,
who are all girls, have entered a con tablishments producing $35,000,0 0 0 aare giving much attention to cityThe Democratic Roswell News IB building. The mon beautiful, sanl- - test in bread making and sewing, year, and 5,582 nurseries, producing
Lhey exist when the sale Is completed. Tramway Company, against P. G.
22 ot the same act is one fils and H. H. Tammen, proprietors of
which provides for sales to the coun- - the Denver Post, was called today. On
ty and for tha making of certificates a motion of the attorney for the de- -
Prizes will be awarded to the winners. 821,051,000 a year. New Mexico isrrequently fair in its statements. It tary, attractive you make Santa Fe,
Is astonishingly frank, for Instance, to, the more worth-whll- ! residents it will These Clubs are organized and direct- - credited with 14 florist establishments
ed by the Superintendent of Kxten- - producing $31,000 a year, as against Badmit In Its editorials this week:
"It is well to rtemember, however,
therefor, and does not indicate that fendnnts, Jidge Hurbert L, Shattuck
they shall be In any way different 0rdered a continuance until next Mon-fro-
the certificates described in the dny The aU8enca of several wlt- -
slon of the College and It Is the belief ten years ago before producing $4,000
on the attitude of New Mexi-
co toward capital and the out-
come of the election In Novem-
ber.
The Constitutional Conven-
tion and the first State Legis-
lature dominated by Republi-
cans have given assurance of
the square deal to people, to
tax payers, to enterprise, to
capital.
It remains only for New Mex-
ico to give, a rousing Repub-
lican majority on November
5, and the new state will rapid-
ly come into Its own.
sxxxxxxxxxxx
attract. The man of means seeking
a new home certain!? will not pick out
for hImKelf an unhraithful, Immoral,
unsanitary location.
that there Is an element In the Demo-
cratic party which Is but little less
that they will do some excellent work, worth of flowers, The state has 17
They choose their own officers. The nurseries producing $9,000, a ngninst
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noxt section, to state it uirrereniiy,
the collector's certificate Is as to theradical than the wildest-eye- Ted- - Santa Fe should hustle tn ept inln rural teachers are supervisors over n in vphcs before nrodurlna IO.O00.
fact of a Bale, and should certify noth
ing except what actually took place
when the sale was made. The certif
dywlnk in Chicago today, and should the same class with, rtvlc centers like these Industrial clubs and In this wayl j
their counsel or lack of counsel be'Pasadena, Santa ruirliara, and otherl they have an opportunity to get close1 now on, until the Iculslatureheeded In the Baltimore convention, towns which without one quarter the to the home lives of every pupil and meets In January, the press and eoun-th-Democrats can easily cast aside fundamental advantages that nature to teach agriculture and domestic ty officials through It, should dlscusB
nesses wob given as reason,
Mrs. M. A. McLaughlin, 512 Jny St.,
LiiCross, Wis., writes, that she suffered
all kinds of palng In her back and
hips on account of kidney trouble and
rheumatism. "I got some of Foley
Kidney Pills ami after taking thorn
for a few dnys there was a wonderful
icates should properly be made Imme-
diately after the sale.all the advantage that the present has bestowed unon finntn Fb have nut. science in the most practical way. ;the salaries problem, especially as ap- - Although not covered by what Mr.Republican defection brings them. The grown this ancient Copltal In beauty, The work Is commendable from piled to the county in which the par- Pearson asks, what he says forceB uprecord of history reveals the fact in morality, In sanltarlness and there-- , every Blandpolnt and It Ib tho opinion tlcular paper is published, In eachthat the fteOUllliCan defection nn thn fnro In nnnnlallnn an1 nrnu.,nlti. n - .I-- , u.. ........ ..., n..n.ltHn Attw nnrl II In on my mind the consideration of anNew Mexico has 2S3 printing estab-
lishments valued at $.".88,782, producing beels of a convention Is far from belngl It l8 a business proposition purely, 'teachings of these two important ly recognized thnt assessment, popn- - other important question, and that is change n my case, for the pain
en--
8(467,739 annually. There are but few a defection at voting time, and the Just as Scribner's nuts it when It n,h m,.,un, ,,r th. i.in nr. lncm difficulties are all i to wnetner tne law autnonzes an- - ureiy iu my a..u u.p. u i u.manufacturing industries in tne new Democrats want to make their nomina-- , says: n,,r,iv .,.hnni n, rniio f a I. fnetnr. thnt mnl he understood before vertisemeni ana suie ui pmiw. lf, im um..n... mo.o . - -- .."-
state that reach these sums and give tlon Just as If there were perfectl "If for no other reason, therefore the ture will greatly Increase the produc- - a fairly equitable county salary bill delinquent taxes more than once for Foley Kidney PlIlB. For Bale by all
employment to as many men. unity in tho camp of the opposition." model town must be considered, or-- tivenesu of the lands and do excellent can be drafted. J""""' tax8' 1 am ot oplnlon that drjE8iBt..
of his own boyhood, of the itruggleslCORPORATION COMMISSIONWINTER SESSION READY FOR BUSINESS,
first Monday in November In each
even numbered year."
The present year Is an even num-
bered j ear, aud clearly we must have
a general election In November next.
There can be no doubt that there
GRADUATION EXERCISES OF
SI. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE
GOVERNOR WILL
DECIDE MONDAY
Lorel to Auditorium Crowded With Representative
Audience . E. P. Davies Commencement Orator-Meda- ls
and Honor Bestowed Year.
junior class, donated by Mr. Leo
Hersch. Won by Frank Gaines; sec-
ond In merit; Alejandro Esplnosn.
Gold medal for general excellence,
third college class, donated by Mr.
Adolf Scllgman. Won by Sabino ;
second In merit, Arthur Hesch.
Gold medal for general excellence,
of bis parents In a county and one of
the central states which boasted that
It bad only three Catholic families,
yet, how the seven grown sons and
daughters of that family still cling to
the faith of their father and mother."
(Applause.) In conclusion, he dwelt
on the thought, that the graduates of
St. Michael's College should make It
easier for poor hoys to attain such ed
ucational advantages as St. Michael's
college offers; how they should, with
gifts and endowments, enable the col-
lege to extend Its work so that Santa
Fe would have a great Catholic univer
sity; how In this work should be In-
cluded vocational training, the one
grent need of New Mexico In order to
develop to the fullest Its possibilities,
the one great, consuming dream aud
endeavor of Archbishop Pltaval.
Storms of applause swept over the
audience at frequent Intervals as Mr.
Davies spoke.
Had s Successful Year.
Under Brother Edwards' guidance,
St. Michael's college has had a rrost
successful year, during the term hav
ing enrolled 125 and more boarding
students. The institution Is one of
great material benefit to the city, and
certainly, of Inestimable educational
value to the commonwealth. It Is con-
ducted by the Christian Brothers and
has had eBpeclal success In training
young men for business life,
TWO HUNDRED MILITIA
MEN HAVE DESERTED.
Tired of Playing Soldleri They Left
Camp But Are Brought Back
In Irons.
Madison, Wis., June 24. Two hun-
dred soldiers have deserted the pro-
visional regiment since it started on
the trial march from Dubuque, it was
said here today, when 25 deserters
were brought Into camp Randall In
irons. The 2,000 soldiers today broke
camp at Camp Randall where they
have been for the last four days and
resumed the march to Sparta.
Mrs. Lela Love, wife of Wiley Love,
a farmer living near Coveua, Ga., says:
"I have tnken Foley Kidney Pills and
find them to be all you claim for them.
j They gave me almost Instant relief
when my kidneys were sluggish and
inactive. I can cheerfully recommend
them to all sufferers from kidney
troubles." For sal" by all druggists.
; A t
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Costly Equipment Arriving
at Stanley for Santa Fe
Gold Copper Co.
a
IRK WILL NOW BE PUSHED
Reports from San Pedro tell of
continued activity by the Santa Fe
Gold and Copper Company, which has
resumed operations on a big scale in
that district and more men ere being
employed all the time, the effect of
the resumption being felt In all lines
of business there. The Santa Fe Gold
and Copper Company Is one of the
biggest outfits in New Mexico and
the mining operations just re
sumed are among the most Important
In the southwest. This week two big
eight-to- tricks arrived at Stanley to
be used In hauling coke from Stanley
to the mines, the big trucks to be used
as trailers behind the powerful trac-
tion engine now in service between
the railroad and the mines. Two
V
more cars of lumber were also un-
loaded Xthis week aud a big storage
tank to hold fuel oil for the traction X
engine. Every week many carloads of
apparatus and material are arriving
at Stan'ey which is becoming one of X
the most important towns in the X
valley as a result of the renew-
ed
X
mining activity at one of the most X
fnmous camps In the southwest. X
X
NEGRESS IS MOBBED
BECAUSE OF MURDER. X
V
Atlanta, Ca., June 25. Ann Boston, X
the negro whonian, who stubbed and X
killed Mrs. R. E. Jordan, wife of a X
prominent planter at Ptnehuist, Ga
yesterday afternoon, and who later was X
tnken from officers at Cordele by a X
mob, was lynched early this morning, X
according to a long distance telephone X
messnge. X
After taking the woman from the X
officers, members of the mob put her Xin an automobile and set out for Pine-hurs-t,
V
renchlng there, according to the X
message, the negress was hanged to a Xtree.
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
of middle age ana oiaer. 1'or saie oy X
all druggists.
Asks Chambers of Commerce and
Boards of Trade to Submit
Rate Complaints,
The corporation commission has
sent the following circular letter to
chambers of commerce In each New
Mexico town:
Gentlemen:
The state corporation commission
Invites the attention of shippers to
the fact that they are establishing
and now have In process of organlza
Hon a rate department of the commis
sion, the express companies, etc., op.
eretlng within the Jurisdiction of the
commission, and to revise all ' rates
fcund to be unreasonable, discrimina-
tory or phohlbltlve, and bring about
such as may be found
necessary.
A complete file of freight, express
and passenger tariffs of all companies
operating within the state 1b being in-
stalled, and the general rate situation
affecting the entire state will be gone
into thoroughly by the commission as
soon as practicable. The shippers,
however, will fully appreciate the
magnitude of this undertaking which
will necessarily involve much time
and labor.
The commission will gladly entert-
ain and promptly act upon any act
or all complaints or grievances filed
by Bhlppers, or the public In general,
Incident to the transportation of
freight and passengers involving ques-
tions of rates, rules and regulations,
o! transportation companies, operat-
ing within its Jurisdiction.
Instances may be found by shippers
where the present rates on certain
commodities between various points
within the stale are prohibitive, due
to the fact that the matter of re-a- d
justments thereof has not been prop-
erly submitted to the railroad com
pany Interested, and as the rate de-
partment of this commission waB cre-
ated for that purpose the commission
respectfully asks the of
shippers In bringing o its notice any
such rate adjustments found to be
necessary In order to encourage, stim-
ulate, develop and market the pro-
ducts of this state, and to support,
protect and foster its industries.
The commission will take pleasure
in submitting such questions to the
transportation companies and lend
all the assistance within its power
with a view of effecting relief in such
cases. If any shipper has a complaint
to file, or a suggestion to offer along
these lines, the commission will be
pleased to receive such compluints
and suggestions and lend its assis-
tance' in getting such matters amica-
bly adjusted for the benefit of the peo-
ple ot the state.
PRAISE FOR HISTORY
OF B. M. READ.
As Fine a Piece of Work as the Wri-
ter Has Ever Seen, Says
J. 3. Aragon.
The following from J. J. Aragnn, a
prominent citizen of Lincoln county,
praising the History of Hon. B. M.
Read and the workmanship of the
New Mexican Printing Company, Is of
much interest locally, as Mr. Aragon
was a delegate to the constitutional
convention and Is therefore well
known in the capital:
Lincoln, N. M., June 21, 1912.
Hon. B. M. Read,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Dear Sir: Since writing you, your
history of New Mexico has reached
me. I must say that it is as fine a
piece of work as I ever saw.
The people of New Mexico, all, cer
tainly owe you s great debt for get-
ting up such a fine and so complete
history of our state. Enclosed please
find my check for $15 In payment
thereof.
With my best wishes for your suc-
cess, I remain,
Yours very truly,
J. J. Aragon,
PROMOTIONS
k
FOR THREE ARMY OFFICERS.
Washington, D. C, June 24. After
consultation with Secretary Stiaison,
President Taft today annoinced these a
army appropriations: To be Major
General, William W. Witherspoon,
now commanding the Department of
the Gulf at Atlantic. To be Brigadier
General, Clarence E. Edwards, Col.
George F. Chase, and E. J. McCler-nand- .
xxxsxxxxxssx
ELK WILL GO TO X
HAMILTON MESA. X
Because of Many Complaints
Three Herds Will Be Re. X
moved From Range. X
' Game Waraen T.. C, de Baca
has completed arrangements X
to place the Elk now at the X
Nordhaus pasture in Galllnas
Canon, forty miles east of
Santa Fe, and the two bunches X
near Cimarron Colfax county, X
on the Pecos national forest, X
the supervisor of the forest, T. X
R, Stewart, having made pro-- X
vision for their range on the X
Hamilton Mesa north of
Cowles. The bunch In the X
Galllnas Canon is to be roped X
,by "Buffalo" Jones, who will X
also crate them and deliver X
them to Trout Springs on X
wagons. The Santa Fe Rail- - X
way Company hns agreed to X
carry them free of charge to X
Las Vegas. From there they X
will be transported to the Pe-- X
cos forest. Game Warden de X
Baca will shortly go to Colfax X
county, to arrange for the cap-- X
ture and transportation of the X
other two bunches of Elks X
who have been- doing much X
damage to fnrms. Every ef- - X
fort will be made to make the X
transfer as inexpensive es X
possible to the state. X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXS
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Attorney General Clancy
Renders Opinion of
Importance
GOVERNOR ASKS OPINION
Newspaper Stories to Contrary
Have Nothing to Sustain
Their Assertions.
"There can be no doubt that there
must be a session of tbe legislature
beginning at 12 o'clock noon, on the
Becond Tuesday of next January.''
In these words, Attorney General
Frank W. Clancy In an opinion re-
quested by the governor today, de-
clares that the constitution absolutely
provides that the winter session must
be held. The attorney general, In the
course of his opinion, refers to certain
stories to the contrary which appeared
in Albuquerque newspapers, and says
vthey have nothing to support their
contentions that the January session
la not obligatory. The opinion is one
of the most important rendered by
the attorney general recently and is
in full as follows:
Santa Fe, June 20, 1912
Hon. William C. McDonald, Governor
of New Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.
'Dear Sir I have today received your
letter of yesterday in which you state
that there has been a question raised
as to whether under the constitution
there will be a regular session of the
legislature of New Mexico beginning
with the second Tuesday of next Jan-nar-
and you request that I give you
my written opinion on this subject at
the earliest moment practicable.
I have noticed In several of the news-
papers statements to the effect that
there can be no regular session of the
legislature next winter, but I have not
seen or heard any statement of any
reason for such a suggestion. I have
no doubt whatever that there should
be regularly, in accordance with the
constitution, a session of the legisla-
ture beginning on the second Tuesday
of next January, and 1 believe a very
brief statement of the constitutional
provisions will be convincing.
The sessions of the legislature are
provided for in section 5 of Article IV
of the constitution, which reads as
follows:
"The first session of the legislature
shall begin at twelve o'clock, noon, on
the day specified in the proclamation
of the governor. Subsequent sea
slons shall begin at twelve o'clock,
noon, on the second Tuesday of Jan
uary next after each general election
No regular session shall exceed sixty
days, except the first, which may be
ninety days, and no special session
shall exceed thirty days."
It will be seen that, standing alone,
this section would require us, for an
answer to the present question, to de-
cide what is a "general election."
There are, however, other provisions
In the constitution which make it per
fectly plain that the election which
we will have in November next is
general election, but before calling
your attention to those provisions It
may be well briefly to consider wheth
er or not the next November election
would be a general election If we had
nothing as a guide except the section
above quoted.
As defined by Webster, "general"
means "common to many or the great-
est number; widely spread; prevalent,
extensive, though not universal."
There is no difficulty in applying these
definitions to an election, and an elec-
tion, no matter for what purpose,
which Is held throughout the whole
state, is clearly "common to many,
widely spread and extensive."
In Maryland it has been held that
an election general throughout the
state, for members of congresB and
judges, was a general election within
the meaning of a statute requiring a
Ciuestion to be submitted to the people
at a general election, though it was
not a general election as the term was
used in the constitution.
Mackin v. State, 62 Md. 247.
In another Maryland case, It was
decided that a statute which Imposed
a duty on a county clerk "after each
and every general election" Included
an election for members of congress
nnd for president although It was not
an election for members of the stale
legislature and state officers generally.
Downs v. State, 78 Md. 128.
Authorities can be found apparently
in conflict with these views, but it
will, I believe, upon examination be
found that the conflict is apparent
only and arises from the fact that by
statutory or by constitutional prov-
isions, a restricted definition for the
term "general" has been given. In
our constitution, however, we have no
such restriction of the meaning of the
word, but on the contrary, as already as
stated, there are provisions clearly
showing that Bitch an election as our
next one Is a general election.
By section 4 of Article IV of the
constitution, immediately preceding
the section hereinbefore quoted, it Is
provided that senators shall be elect-
ed for the term of four years and
members of the house of representa-
tives for the term of two years, and
that they "shall be elected on the day
provided by law for holding the gen-
eral election of state officers or repre-
sentatives in congress." Next Novem-
ber we must elect a representative in
congress, and this section clearly
shows that such an election is a gen-
eral election.
The first paragraph of section' 4 of
Article VI of the constitution is as
follows :
"The supreme court of the state
shall consist of three justices, who
shall be elected at the general elec-
tion for representatives In congress
for a term of eight years.'1
Here again the constitution charac-
terizes the election for representatives
in congress as a general election,
Section 6 of Article aa is b fol-
'""General elections shall be held In
tho state on the Tuesday after the
must he a session of the legislature
beginning at twelve o'clock, noon, on
the second Tuesday of next January.
Very respectfully,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney General
Holloman vs. Lelb,
The syllnbiiB in the contest case of
Reed Holloman vs. Thomas D. Lelb,
dismissed by the supreme court re-
cently, without prejudice, and because
the court declined to take jurisdiction,
Is as follows:
A proceeding by In formation in the
nature of quo warranto to try title to
a public office, is not a proceeding
against the officer as such, but Is con
fined in lis scope to an Inquiry as to
whether the person Is lawfully hold-
ing" the office.
Under the provisions of Sec. 15 of
Art 6 of the constltulon the chief jus-
tice of this court has powe.- - to desig
nate any district judge la the stale
to hold court in any district whenever
the public business may requite,
whether the requirement arises out
of an undue accumulation ol bnsln tss.
or by reason of the disqualification of
thi! d'slrict judge to sit lu my ore
' more cases.
The provision of the section for
lain Ufore a member of the bar as
Judge pro tempore Is permissive
merely, and does not control the other
provisions of the section.
Fundi for State Treasury,
The following moneys have been re
ceived by O. N. Marron, state treas-
urer: Game protection, $21; convicts'
enlg fund, $(317.80; Btate road fundfrom commissioners of Union county,
$275; state tax'Wells Fargo Company,
$806.95.
Basis of Assessment.
Frank W. Cluncy, member of the
state board of equalization, has sent
a circular letter to all treasurer and
collectors nnd assessors in an effort
to learn the basis of assessment of
property In each county. The letter
is as follows:
Dear Sir As a member of the state
board of equalization and for use In
connection with the official work of
that board, I desire to learn from you
what Is the basis of assessment estab
llshed In your county. We have had
rather uncertain and Indefinite infor
mation on this subject showing great
artatlon in the percentage of actual
value adopted for' the valuation of
property for purposes of taxation In
he different counties, although the
law requires every assessor to assess
property to the best of his judgment,
information and belief, at its full cash
value. This has not been done, how
ever, and therefore it becomes neces
sary for our guidance to know what
actually has been done In each county
In the state.
Southern Pacific Trains to Stop.
The state corporation commission,
In response to residents of Cambray,
Luna county and of Sepnr, Grant coun-
ty, have requested the Southern Pa-
cific railroad company to stop trains
nine and ten at those points on flag.
In the past, only one train stopped
at those points and .at a lute hour at
night. In order to get in or out of the
two villages, the travelers were
to remain up all night. Trains
nine and ten will now stop at conveni
ent hours when there are any passen
gers. The Southern Pacific, In a cour
teous letter to the commission, said
that the company would glady order
the Btops made as requested. It de-
velops that many of the minor com-
plaints against railroads need never
have been made to the corporation
commission had they first been made
direct to the proper officials of the
companies concerned, since the com
mission never yet, has failed to re
ceive prompt and courteous response toto every matter taken up with the
railroads.
CLOVI8 MEN DINE,
W. W. NICHOLS THERE.
Member of First Legislative House
Made Big Hit With His
Constituents.
CIovls, N. M., June 22. Under the
auspices of the CIovls chamber ot
commerce, Hon. W. W. Nichols, the
Curry county representative In the
legislature, was tendered a home
coming reception and banquet at the
Harvey house here last night. Judge
Harry L. Paxton was named as toast
master. The following responded to
toasts: H. C. Herby, "Labor Legisla
tion;'' C. A. Clark, "Progressive Poll- - ed
tics;" John F. .Taylor, "Political
Economy;" C. V. Steed, "The Sensa-
tion of Being a State Official ;' J. G.
McGee, "Experiences of a Member of
the 'Third' House;" C. A. Scheurlch,
"The Eastern New Mexico Normal
School for CIovls;" Prof. V. F. Grif-
fin, "The Elements of a Nlckle Coin
Illustrated in Our Guest of Honor."
This was perhaps the happiest hit of
the evening. C. E. Dennis, "The
Gum-Sho- e Politician;" Alex Shipley, by
"Legislation from the Viewpoint of a
Financier;'' Mr. Hogan, "An Office
Seeking a Man vs. a Man Seeking an
Office;" H. A. Armstrong, "The Per-
plexities of the Race Question;"
Waiter Zerwer, "The Elfect of the to
Governor's Veto Power." Among the
gentlemen who paid a personal
tribute to the guest of honor were: by
Messrs. B. D. Oldham, Duckworth,
Studevant, Curren, Greatham, Win-tor-
Lashier, Prlchett, .1. A. Nichols,
Itoach, Orlofskey, Neigh Martin,
Carmack, Dillon and Mayor E. R.
Hart. To the toasts and personal
tributes, Representative Nichols re-
sponded in a flfteen-nilnut- e Bpeech
n.hlnh maa full nf triwA HAT1HA nnd
wit. Mr. Nichols Is a railroad con- -
, ,
ductor, nnn was eiecieo 10 me legis-
lature largely as a reBiilt of the efforts
of the railroad men of CIovls.
There Is no real need of anyone be-
ing troubled with constipation. Cham-
berlain's Tablets will cause an agree-
able movement of the bowels without by
any unpleasant effect. Give them a
trial, For sale by all druggists.
Las Vegas Will Then Learn
Whether Prize Fight Is
to Be Stopped
TWO BIG MINING COMPANIES
New System of Accounting; For
County Officials Being
Prepared. '
Governor McDonald last evening at
tended a meeting of tbe Commercial
Club at Las Vegas and assured tbe
members that upon his return from
Mora on Monday afternoon, he would
a definite statement as to wheth-
er he would prevent the prizefight, by
force, it necessary.
State Funds.
State Treasurer O. N. Matron has
received from Game Warden T. C. da
Baca $21 for the game protection fund
and from the Wells Fargo Express
Company 1806.93, taxes.
Uniform System of Accounting.
Traveling Auditor Earnest and his
assistants are preparing forms for tha
new systems of accounting which are
to be Introduced under the new law.
The forms will all be ready by July 1.
New State Engineer.
J. A. French, of Dona Ana county,
who will succeed State Engineer Chas.
D. Miller, left today for El Paso, Tex- -
as, where he will take about a month
to write up his notes for the reclama-
tion service and before assuming the
duties of his new position.
Road Building.
State Engineer Charles D. Miller has
returned from Magdalena, much pleas-
ed with the work on the road from
Socorro to Magdalena and beyond. The
camp is now 35 miles west of Magda-
lena and will reach Datil before the
present appropriation Is exhausted. It
will then take $10,000 more to push
the highway to the Arizona boundary,
of which Socorro county Is prepared
to furnish one-hal-
Incorporation.
The Mines and Metal Company ot
Socorro filed Incorporation papers to
day, the capitalization being $120,0011
divided into 1200 shares, and the stat-
utory agent, Harry M. Dougherty of
Socorro. The incorporators are: J. L.
Terry, John A. McDonald, W. R. Dob-so-
James Redmond and Joseph
Brown of Kelly, end H. M. Dougherty
of Socorro, each fifty shares. The di
rectors are: J. L. Terry, John A. Mc
Donald and H. M. Dougherty.
The Battleship Mining Company al-
so filed Incorporation papers, the capi-
talization being $500,000 divided Into
500,000 shares. The paid up capital is
$2,000, the general offices are at Phoe-
nix, Arizona, and the New Mexico of-
fice at Lordsburg, Grant county, with
Frank R. Coon s statutory agent. The
Incorporators and directors are: R. M.
Henningsen, GOO rhares, Los AngeleB;
Frank Oliver, 600 shares, Los Ange-
les; James T. O'Hara, 600 shares,
LLordsburg; Drew Pruitt and E. Oliver
of Los Angeles, each 100 shares.
Insurance Company Examined.
P. M. A. Llenau, assistant commis-
sioner of insurance of New Mexico,
has Just released the report on the
Amarlllo National Life Insurance Com-
pany of Amarlllo, Texas. He exam
ined the company and as a result of
the examination the company will
change its management. Following is
the letter sent to the company:
June 14, 1912.
Amarlllo National Life Insurance Co.,
Amarlllo, Texas.
Gentlemen: The report of the ex
amination of your company by the in-
surance departments of Texas and
N ew Mexico, is no doubt In your hands
by this time.
It shows that the company has been
mismanaged to a remarkable degree
and brings forth an absolute lack of
knowledge of proper business methods
und of the law. The declaring of a
10 per cent dividend on your capital
stock is inexcusable and such meth-
ods go far towards shaking confidence
so necessary to Insurance companies.
Due credit will be given to the pres
ent officers In their endeavor to make
sound Institution out of the company.
There aTe many recommendations
in the report and we must Insist that
they be fully compiled with.
Kindly acknowledge receipt of the
report and your acceptance of the
same. Yours very truly,
JACOBO CHAVEZ,.
Superintendent of Insurance.
Nestor Montoya
Nestor Montoya has been reap
pointed deputy coal oil Inspector by
Coal Oil Inspector Frank Lopez.
"Arrested by Mounted Police.
Sergeant J. W. Collier of the Mount
ed Police last night at Albuquerque,
arreBted A, L. Jellson on the charge
of obtaining money under false pre
tenses.
Road Building.
Engineer Merrlweather of the state
roads department, has laid out the
load connecting Redrock with Silver
City, Grant county, and has a force of
men at work on It, under the super-
vision of Charles Morrill, and will
spend $4,000, derived from the forests
of Grant county to build this road.
NO CHANGE IN CONDITION
OF 8ECRETARY MEYER.
Hamilton, Mass., June 24. There
was no appreciable change today In
tho condition of Secretary of the
Navy Meyer, who Is suffering from a
mild attack of typhoid fever at his
home here.
THEY PUT AN END TO IT.
Charles Sable, 30 Cook St., Roches
ter, N. Y., says he recommends Foley
Kidney puis at every opportunity be-
cause they gave him prompt relief
from a bad case of kidney trouble that
had long bothered him. Such a recom
mendation, coming from Mr. Sable, Is
direct and convincing evidence of the
great curative qualities of Foley Kid-ne- y
Pills. For sale by all druggists,
' 'Mr Dayd Lowltzk, Awar(led
Kugene Tipton; next In merit, Jose,
Lucero.
Gold medal for general excellence.
second Intermediate class, donated
by Francesco Delgado. Awarded to
Antonio Otero; second In merit, Fran-
cisco Anchando.
Gold medal for general excellence,
third Intermediate class, donated by
Mr. John Pfluegcr. Awarded to Jose
De Armond; next in merit, Robert
Rogers.
Gold medal for general excellence,
preparatory class, donated by Mr. H.
Kaune. Awarded to Reyes Gonzales;
next In merit, Alfredo Rivera.
Gold medal for general excellence,
special class, donated by the Parlor
Meat Market. Awarded to Ignaclo
Palomares; next In merit, Alfonso
Bours.
Gold medal for proficiency In type
writing, donated by Remington Type
writer Co. Won by Arthur Hesch
second In merit, Fernando Armljo.
Gold medal for deportment, senior,
boarding department, donated by Mr.
H. Yontz. Merited by Felix Gomez,
Sabino Ollvas, Venceslao Serna, Fares
Jaquez. Awarded by lot to Venceslao
Serna.
First prize for deportment, J inior
boarding department, donated by Mr.
Adolf Vohs. Merited by Pleasant Hill.
Monico Marlbal. Awarded by lot to
Pleasant Hill.
Honorao e mentions are awarded to
Tl -- y"rf ' Vi
.'".'
ST, MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.
the following students who have
themselves as follows:
Senior Class.
Benjamin Sisneros, general excel-
lence.
Venceslao Serna, general excel
lence.
Fernando Armljo, typewriting.
Felix Gomez, oratory.
Junior Class.
Javier Bazet, general, excellence.
Alejandro Espinosa, general excel-
lence.
Frank E. Gaines, penmanship.
Third College Class.
Arthur Hesch, general excel'ence.
Menuel Chavez, general excellence.
Juan Rodriguez, general excellence.
Julian Lobato, general excellence.
Leopoido Abeyta, penmanship.
First Intermediate Class,
Jose Lucero, general excellence.
Jose Chave", general excellence.
Antonio Lopez, English.
Pleasant Hill, penmanship.
Manuel Gomez, penmanship.
Second Intermediate Class,
Francisco Anchando, application.
Jncobo Anchando, application.
Jose Donahue application.
Andres Gutierlez, application.
Thomas Lucero, application.
Calvin McBurney, penmnnshlp.
Frnnclsco Delgado, penmanship.
William P. Ruiz, penmanship.
Earl Vogl, penmanship.
Fred Salaznr, penmanship.
Norman Hampel, penmanship.
Monico Maribal, penmanship.
Third Intermediate Class.
Robert Rogers, application.
Juan Lopez, application.
Fares Jaquez, application.
Enrique Lobato, application.
Armando Samanlego, Christian don-trin-
Euseblo Arragon, language.
Emello Pacheco, penmanship.
Frank costa, penmanship.
Frank Owen, penmanship.
Prepara'ory Class.
Alfredo Rivera, application.
Jose Lucero, application.
Richard Rogers, penmanship.
Special Class.
Alfonso Bonis, general progress.
Antonio Goycoolea, English,
Manuel Bours, penmanship.
Ramon Salldo, penmanship.
There was applause as each nnnia
was read off and the recipients proud-
ly stepped on the stage nnd made
their bow to the audience.
Orator of tbe Evening,
Assistant District Attorney E. P.
The last commencement of the year,
that of St. Michael's college, last eve-
ning, crowded tbe spacious auditorium
of Loretto academy. The stage and
i'l'oscenlum were tastefully decorated
for the occasion. Banners and pen-
dants In purple and white Inscribed
with the words: "St. Michael's," were
suspended from the center of the
stage celling and other vantage point.
with ribbon streamers forming gar
lands. In front of, and below the foot
lights, were banked potted plants and
cut flowers In profusion. The pupils
eat In front to one side of the hall and
In the first row of seats sat Brother
Edward, the president of the college,
with the faculty, visiting priests and
guests of honor, while to the very last
seat and even standing, were crowded
a representative audience that Includ-
ed many officials, professional men.
ladles, and girls and boys of the capi-
tal.
The Program,
It was exactly eight o'clock, when
the exercises began. Outside of the
commencement orator and the award
Ing of the long list of medals and hon
ors, the rendition of the musical, lit
crary and oratorical program took ex
actly one hour. There were three ora
tions. Fernando Armljo described So-
cialism In the United States, review
ing Its growth and history, warning
against its insidious precepts and de
scribing the great Catholic church as
the most formidable bulwark that will
prevent Socialism from sweeping over
the entire nation. Felix Gomez de-
scribed in glowing words the possibili-
ties, opportunities, natural resources
of New Mexico In his oration "Our
Possibilities." It was a good immigra-
tion talk that preceded the last ora-
tion "Immigration," by Benjamin
in which the orator presented
strong reasons why the educational
test Is not a proper test for Immt- -
til
i v '' "
-
grants, incidentally dwelling on the
need and benefits of immigration, as
well as the Injustice of the sentiment
that would bar Immigration from this
country. H. Cortesy, with dramatic
Are and fervid, patriotic eloquence
that seemed to sweep everything be-
fore It, recited Drake's beautiful poem:
"The American Flag.'' All of the
speakers were frequently interrupted
by applause.
The musical part of the program
was noteworthy. It included the vocal
duet "Beautiful Venice," by F. Cavlg-gi- o
and E. Tipton, who had to respond
an encore because of the spirit and
tunefulness with which they rendered
the selection. "Larboard Watch," and
"Tramp, Tramp," the latter ringing
with praise for school days and the
Alma Mater, were rendered with pre-
cision and spirit by the entire school
chorus, directed by Brother Edward
with Brother David as accompanist
and leader on the piano. The orches-
tral selections, given' by a complete or-
chestra, also evoked merited applause,
the selections . being "Silver Star,''
"Dancing Starlight" and a "Finale.''
The junior orchestra, even outdid the
older pupils, although in a simpler se-
lection, "Evergreen Schottlsche."
Awarding of Honors.
The four graduates, Fernando Arml-
jo, Benjamin Sisneros, Felix Gomez
nnd Venceslao Sernn, were then award
their honors by Monslgnor Antonio
Fourchegu, Brother Edwards calling
off the list. Mednls were also be
Btowed as follows:
Awards.
Gold medal for Christian Doctrine,
donated by Rlp;ht Rev. Mgr. Fourche-
gu. Won by Vencoslao Serna; second
honors, Fernando Armljo.
Gold medal for oratory, donat-
ed by Rev. Dean G. Splinters. Won
Benjamin Sisneros; next In merit,
Fe'lx Gomez.
Gold medal for munlc, donated by
Pedro Ortiz. Merited by Jacob Mar-
tinez, Felix Gomez, Benjamin Sisner-
os, Henry Cortesy. Awarded by lot
Benjamin SIcnoroE. ,
Gold medal for elocution, seniors,
donated by First National Bank. Won
Leo Lnjan; second in merit, Luis
Samanlego; third, Clyde Duckworth.
Gold medal for Elocution, Juniors,
donated by the Misses Manderfleld.
Won by Eugene Tipton; second in
merit, Andres Gutierrez; third, An-
tonio Goycoolea.
Gold medal for best English essay,
donated by Wood-Dnvi- s Hardware
Company. Won by Felix Gomez sec
LnJ in merit, Fernundo Armljo
Gold mcdnl .for penmanship, donat-
ed by Mr. H. B. Cartwrlglit. Won by
Benjamin Sisneros; Becond in merit,
Felix Gomez.
Gold medal for General Excellence,
senior class, donated by a friend. Won
Fernando Armljo; second In merit,
Benjamin Sisneros.
Gold medal for general excellence;
Davies was the orator of the evening
and his address whs one of eloquence Each age of our lives has Its Joys,
nnd good advice. Ho dwelt on the Old people should be happy nnd they
work of the Christian will be it Chamberlain's Tablets are
Brothers and the excellent education- - taken to strengthen the digestion and
al opportunities offered by St. Mich- - keep the bowels regular. These s
College. He Impressed upon the lets are mild nnd gentle In their
that their work Is far from tlon and especially suitable for people
completed, thnt the tiold of knowledge
ia just opening up to them. He told
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After all, the units of the
Democratic party are as far
apart as those within the Re-
publican party.
There are the conservatives
TOWN PLANNING,
According to the London Times,
town planning is taken very seriously
In Great Britain. Scribner's for July,
gives a number of instances of model
towns that have been established with
success In England, but it is the
the same as wheat or corn. Last year, X
Servla exportetd $368,699 worth of X
that Jam, In addition to $2,102,26:' X
worth of dried plums. In other words, X
these two Items alone, In the little X
pocket kingdom of Bervla, amounted X
t(. three times as much as all of tlie
NEW MEXICAN REVIEW Production of Coal In the Rocky
Mountain 8tates,
The complete returns of the coal
nrnHnptlnn In tha fltntaa nf tho ,RfWUvand the radicals In both parties moulding over of the older municipal!- -
along the fringes and the X ties that is proving the most difficult Mountaln regIon !n ml hav0 been
solid mass of voters In the cen because it Has Deen so long received by B. W. Parker, of theX laved. London this year spent more, ,,,, 0,D,
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to straighten a Blngle street than the e(gat ,tateB lncludedi namely, Colo-entir-
assessed valuation of Santa Fe
..Bd Mahn. Mnnfnnn. Nevada. New
county. It Is that which furnlBhes a MexCOi North Dakota, Utah and Wyo- -
Editor and President Vice Prealdent and General Manager
gold and silver produced in me same
time In New Mexico.
In Syria, apricot paste, or kame-reddl-
is produced and the industry
Is especially adapted to New Mexico's
dry climate. The orchard owner digs
u basin two to three feet deep and Into
that throws the ripe apricots after
they are pitted, and then stamps them
with his bare feet. The pulp 18 then
spread on thin boards and placed
under trees or In shady places to dry.
The paste when dry Is only one tenth
of an Inch in thickness, and the boards
are of uniform size. Each sheet
weighs between five and six pound's
and brings from 23 to 28 cents, about
$150,000 worth being exported each
year to be manufactured Into Jnm In
Germany and other countries. The
can produce this paste on the
NO REASON FOR IT.
When Santa Fs Citizens 8how the
Way.
There can be no Just reaBon why
any reader of this will continue to
suffer the tortures of an aching back,
the annoyance of urinary disorders,
the dangers of serious kidney Ills
when relief Is so near at band and
teh most positive proof given that
these ills can bs cured. Read what
a Santa Fs citizen Bays:
Toriblo Rodrigues, 110 Johnson St.,
Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "Two and
a half years ago I gave a statement
for publication regarding my expert
ence with Doan's Kidney Pills. Today
I am stronger in my praise of this
remedy than ever. I suffered greatly
from disordered kidneys, the pains
ln my back being so acute that I had
to stop work and sit down. The
trouble steadily grew worse and I
rarely knew what It was to be free
from an ache or pain. Soon after
I began using Doan's Kidney Pills,
my pains and aches disappeared and
my back became strong."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cental Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
, . JOHN K. 8TAUFFER, 88cretary-Treature-
very strong reason tor bama re uuiiig mngi produced m ml a to(aI oflis city planning now, when plans can 26i044,3s7 8hort tonBi vaucd at 40.
be adopted and gradually put Into o(-
,flS)gi747, Although no coal was pro-fee- t
at practically no cost to the tax- - , 0wed , Nevada (a m0i the outl)Ut
payer but to his lasting and decided r tne 8(VBn other stute8 wa 28.benefit. Says the London Times: 857,413 short tons, valued at $43,776.-"-
proposal has been made, and ta 715 Indlcatlng a decreaBe in 1911 of
now receiving support, foe establish- - mm 8nort t(m or per cent
Ing a professorship of town planning . .., and of $3. 677.908. or 8.4
Entered as. Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
at London University. The idea' per cent In value. This decrease wasDally," ill months, by mall 13.50
originated with Joe Burnt, who ewjine to the resumption of mining InWeekly, six months 1.00
RATE OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier I .25
Daily, per month, by carrier 75
Dally, per month, by mall 65
Dally, per year, by mall 7 00
the Mississippi Valley States, the idle-gested at the exhibition,held at Crosby Hall some time ago,Weekly, per year 2.00
Weekly, per quarter 60
farm, and with little cost and labor,
OFFICIAL PAPER OF 8ANTA FE COUNTY. place on the market an article which
ness in which, caused by the strike
in 1910, resulted In extraordinary de-
mand on the mines of most ot the
Rocky Mountain states.
In Montana and North Dakota the
production In 1911 exceeded that of
1Q1A In tha rnpma,. hv KK 980 Wt
that some wealthy person Bhould en-
dow such a chair; and since then, Mr.
Herbert Warren, of the Garden City
Association, has several times urged
Its desirability. The matter was at
first referred to the executive com- -
is easy to ship.
The New Mexican ti the oldeat newa paper to New Mexico. It li lent to
every postofflce In the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
IT LIVES.
mlttee of the association and now a!tonB'and (whlc', the ,atter producedMen may come and men may go,
strong cuniuimc i"mu uHgIllto exclusively) by 103,587 shortbut the republic lives on forever. further it, tons. Both of these states attainedBosses may rise and bosses may fall,
but the Republican party will survive ine recent comerence
on town their maximum record of production in
planning shows that there is among lfmand go on to final victory. the local authorities of the country a
ter, who follow their party
through thick and thin.
But after all, the conservaT
tive forces will be drawn to-
ward Taft and Sherman, and
the radical forces to the Demo-
cratic standard bearers; the
men who believe In orderly pro-
gression and progress will vote
the Republican ticket; those
who think a quick change is
advisable, even If it does upset
industry and business, will
vote the Democratic ticket
That is, not counting the office
seekers and the professional
politicians on both sides who
have other fish to fry and
merely use party to gain power
and office.
The Republicans will appeal
to the man who has estab-
lished himself In business, to
the man who has a steady job
or expects to get a steady Job,
to the man who believes in
protection and stability; the
Democrats will appeal to the
fellow who is dissatisfied' with
himself or conditions, who
wants a change because he
can't lose and might profit
thereby, to the man who has no
Btable interests.
The New Mexican believes
that if there were 7,637,676 vo-
ters in 1908 who voted for Taft
there will be fully as many if
not more on November 5; that
the 6,393,182 votes cast for
Bryan in 1908 measured the
high tide of dissatisfaction that
came after a furious outbreak
of muckraking that has since
then subsided. Taft was 159
electoral votes ahead of Bryan
four years ago, and the cause
of disatisfactlon will have to go
some to overcome that lead.
After all, the majority of the
American people are sane. They
have no reason to Imitate the
blind Samson stunt of pulling
down the house of prosperity
upon themselves, or to cut off
their noBe to spite their face.
XXXXXXXXXXX
In Importance of production Colo- -Presidents may win and Presidents deal of keen interest in thisgreat lrado ranked flr(Jt , lm wlt out.may lose, candidates may quarrel and
subject. Enthusiasm for the move--X the direct result of free trade. XXX One great industry alone in X
TERRITORY W00L8 IN
STEADY DEMAND NOW.
In Boston Markets for Patt Week,
Slightly Higher Pricet Have
Been Offered,
Boston, Mass., June 25. "A steady
X X X X X X X X X X X
X THE REPUBLICAN PLAT put of 10,157,383 short tonB; Wyomingplatforms may be perverted, but the ment, Indeed very often outstrips theisecond wth 6 744 864 ghort' tons; andrank and the file of the voting masses
ultimately will come to a sound deci
sion.
This nation was not born in a day.
anowieuge m me principles oi tuwu New Mexlc0 thlrd ,.,th 3148158 Bnort
planning, which Is natural, seeing that jongthose who at the technical 'are present Coke , made , Colorad0i New
advisers of the and district 'borough
,c() and utah, Colorado's coal
councils had of study-mad- eno opportunity
,nto coke ln ml amounted t0 x.ing the new theory and practice of424251 8nort ton8 or14 per cent of
It was the outcome of a long and bit
ter struggle. It survived the shock of
demand for new territory wools at
slightly higher values has been In evi-
dence in the Boston market for the
past week, while the call for foreign
crossbreds has continued also, al-
though the volume of these wools mov
war with other nations. It came out town planning when they were pre- -
X X New Mexico, the wool Industry, X
X X would be absolutely wrecked X
X X and the thousands of people X
X X dependent upon it would be un- - X
X X employed. x
X X The platform admits that X
X X some of the import duties are X
X X too high while others are too X
X X low and It advocates a re-a- X
X X Juetment from time to time of X
X X tariff schedules to meet chang- - X
X X ing conditions.
'XX X The platform declares that X
x'X the proper way to prepare a X
the total output of the State. Newof its civil strife chastened an
strengthened.
FORM.
The platform adopted by the
Republican party In national
convention in Chicago will, in
the light of future events, come
to be one of the strong, fear-
less and able platforms of
American politics.
It evades no Issue; It re-
sorts to no subterfuge: it places
before the nation a set of prin-
ciples that are honest, wise and
in keeping with the past mag-
nificent history of the great
party.
It is fitting that in Its open-
ing phrases, it again calls at-
tention to Abraham Lincoln and
It has passed through many waves ed has not been quite so heavy. Some
scoured lots have brought full prices,
paring iur lUe.r ca.ee.s wi-im- . Mexic0 consumed 767.108 short tons,
or surveyors It for this jeasonlor cent of. toW ducUonthat the creation of the proposed iof the gtat , (he mamlfacture of
at London Is beingUniversity now coke and utan 381 696 8nort tonfJi orIt is intended, if the proposedurged. j 5 per cent of the tota, out t The
of adversity. It has Bwept away ob but Jhe fag end of the market In thesestacles that seemed Insurmountable
wooIb Is apparent.It has overthrown demagogues and chair is founded, that architectural! "In the west prices have been slighttotal quantity of coal consumedItDemolished disturbers. ' It will do
again. ly advanced also, more particularly ons.uueius
suoum uave u.e opin. tuu.i, the nlanufacture of coUe at the mlns
oi auenoing me lectures on mwoi, i, Mn.t.in Ht0fn .s oOnce more It Is being put to the test planning as part of their professional 673055 8nort ton(i a mtle ,esaExperimental theorists,
egotists and loudmouthed demagogues siuuies. instruction is aireauy giveu , per c(mt of the tota, productionin inis suojeci at uverpooi uu.versa, Tne loM numbeT of men emplovedere having their day. Whether It will
be a long or a short one depends upon r"1 " D..U..B-- coaj m,ne8 of Rocky Mouu.
the common sense of the American rv; Tv ' taln 8tateB was 33,783, who worked anstrongly that students in Londot
avera(fe of 219 day8 agalnst 34653people. BUUUIU UHVe BttlJW iOVil II LUTB. Oil f - l)AZ Aaxra inAre ail the lessons taught by the bit
1910.ter experiences of the past to go fori
the fleece woo!, where medium clips
are bringing 25 at 27c in Ohio and fine
washed lots running largely to delaine
are bringing 29c and in some cases 30c.
Several moderate Bized Montana clips
running an average three-eighth- s to
grade have brought 22 cents
and considerable wool has been taken
from 20c upwards. The clip in that
state is probably two-thir- sold and
In the country as a whole 75 to 80 per
cent ot the clip 1b estimated out of
growers' hands.
"The shipments of wool from Boston
from January 1 to June 20, inclusive
were 134,435,763 pounds, against
pounds for the same period last
year. The receipts from January 1 to
Production of coal in the Rockynaught and be forgotten? We hope
Philip Magnus, M. P. for London Un-
iversity, Sir William Collins, and Sir
Henry Mlers, the principal, have ex-
pressed great interest ln the scheme.
It Is supported also by Sir Aston Webb
R. A., and John Burns has offered
X X tariff is by a scientific study of X
X X all conditions entering into the X
X X complicated question and the X
X X Democratic party is severely X
X X condemned for refusing to pro- - X
X;X vide for a continuance of the :X
x!x tariff board or failing to pro- - X
X X vide some other means for a X
X X sclentiBc study of the tariff X
XIX questions. The Democratic tar-- X
X X Iff bills are condemned for fall- - X
XX ing to present tariff measures, X
X X based upon a proper knowledge X
X X of the needs of the country. X
X X This in brief, is a review of X
X X the platform upon which the X
X X Republican party goes before X
X X the nation and when the Dem- - X
X X ocratic party has equalled it, X
X X then and then only, will that X
X X party be In position to appeal X
X X to the people that It be again X
X X entrusted with the reins of X
not. We believe not Mountain States In 1910:
Colorado, 11,973:763 short tons
valued at $17,026,934.
"God reigns and the government at
FROM JOHNSON'S 8TATE,Washington still lives."
Idaho, 4,448 short tonB; valued atThus Leslie's Weekly will uphold The press dispatches yesterday told several valuable suggestions."' $17,426.the standard of optimism in its editor of a riot at the federal building In
Los Angeles wfien the four Magonlstas Montana, 2,920,970 short tons; valuedial column in its edition of Thursday
this week. were given sentences of less than a
year In the federal prison for viola June 20, Inclusive were 139,016,826
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The levy of thirteen mills for state
purposes in addition to the special
sheep levy and the school levies, pro-
mulgated yesterday by State Auditor
William G. Sargent, force upon the
tax payers' attention the need of an
tions of the neutrality laws during8T. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE pounds, against 114,087,949 pounds forthe Madero revolution.
his tolerance towards all with
malice towards none a man
who came in the hour of need,
as the leader not only of a
party but of a nation torn with
civil war and who, when that
war was over, uttered the first
words for peace In an effort to
e the north and the
south.
As Abraham Lincoln has
come to be universally revered
and respected and bis memory
Bacredly cherished by both of
the great factions of those days
and their progeny, so will the
platform adopted at Chicago, in
the course of time, stand out
as a document of wisdom in an
hour of uncertainty.
First of all, the platform calls
attention to the wonderful
growth of this nation under the
wise provisions of the national
constitution, as drafted by the
founders of the republlo and
the party Is pledged to uphold
the wise provisions of that
great document under which
nearly one hundred millions of
people have lived and prosper-
ed in one of the greatest na-
tions the world has ever known.
at $5,329,322.
Nevada (no production.)
New Mexico, 3,508,321 short tons;
valued at $4,877,151.
North Dakota, 399,041 short tons;
valued at $395,139.
Utah, 2,617,809 short tons; valued at
$4,224,656.
The venerable pioneer institution of the same period last year."It was stated that about 100 peoplehigher learning, Saint Michael's Col
lege, has closed another successful
year. From Its halls of learning haveX
X government. X adequate and modern revenue law.An increase of thirty per cent ln the
tax rate and of at least twenty per
took part In the riot and that several
vtomen wer severely Injured during
the melee wnlch it took the police
force to stop.
S;KXXSSXXXXXXS)
EL PASO THE HOME
OF MANY PAUPERS.
(El Paso Times.)
El Paso has to do more charity
gone forth In the paBt half century and Wyoming, 7,533,413 short tonsmore the men who have in greater cent ln the assessment rate, are the valued at $11,700,187,This Is a fair sample of the stateFROM WOOL TO CLOTH. part made history In New Mexico. YetThe Republican tariff has made measure oi tne auonionai Duraen matthe change from the territorial to thess the commencement orator put
work for other communities than any
other community west of New York.
Of the 668 paupers buried here every
year .SO per cent of them have no legi
Etate government irivolves. Rlast evening, despite the hundreds of
graduates who have achieved great
from where balls Governor Johnson,
the sole remaining lieutenant of Theo-
dore Roosevelt when It comes to
him blindly where e'er he
may lead.
X possible the sheep Industry In New
X Mexico with something like twenty
X million dollars invested, producing
worth it, of course, but the tax bur
success, despite the thousands of boy den has become bo formidable, is so inthree million dollars worth of wool who occupied a higher plane in life
Total production ln 1910, 28,857,413
short tons; total value of production
in 1910, $43,776,715.
" Production of coal, in the (Rocky
Mountain States in 1911:
Colorado, 10,157,383 short tons;
valued at $14,747,764. "
Idaho, 1,805 short tons; valued at
$4,808.
Montana, 2,976,358 short tons;
equitably distributed, that the most
timate claim upon the charity of this
city.' During the last three years El
Paso county burled 2,000 paupers. '
The Workers of the World, whothan otherwise because of the practic important task before the legislature
X and more than six million dollars
X worth of lambs each year, the reve-- kicked up such a fuss In San Diegoal education and high Ideals Instilled next January Is that of taxation, The contract price for buryingX nue from which finds Its way Into local recently are also typical of the greatIn them by the Christian Brothers, St sessment and revenue legislation. NewState of California which elected iX banking and business channels, glv- Michael's College should be a much paupers is $3.28 each, so El Paso coun-ty has spent fully $5,000 in threeMexico has the resources but it willX Ing employment to some 20.000 famt- - greater institution, should be a Cath take some Hamilton to have revenue valued at $5,342,168.man like Johnson as governor. Whenthe governor of the state is willing to
place himself upon record as ready to
ollc University whose beacon light: years
for the burial of paupers, the
other $1,560 was paid by friends and
X lies and more, and helping In many
Party Is,- - X ways In the of the State. gush from them.
The platform says:
The Republican Nevada, 16 short tons; valued atwould shine over the entire west. It $64.X A Democratic victory In the fall, orat alwaya, a party of advanc could be this, It the graduates of the destroy the national constitution,
wreck the court system of the land Despite, or because of protection New Mexico, 3,148,158 short tons;college were to make a systematic,ed constructive statesman-
ship. It is prepared to go Uncle Sam sold Germany $319,000,000 valued at $4,525,925.
X rather, a Republican defeat, would de--
Btroy that important Industry as far
X as New Mexico is concerned. With
and appeal for Justice to mob rule, Itconcerted endeavor to endow the col
worth of his products last year, while 'North Dakota, 602,628 short tons;is indeed no wonder that we find, Inforward with the solution of lege. Sooner or later, such systematic
relatives, bb the county cannot pay for
the burial of Infants. County Judge
Eylar speaking of the matter yester-
day said:
"We have just bought another acre
of ground for a potters' field. The last
acre we bought was three years ago.
An acre contains 2,000 graves. It is a
Germany sold Uncle Sam only $152, valued at $720,489.those new questions whlch6X that destruction would also vanish effort would attract magnificent gifts, the Becond city of his state, a wild
eyed mob howling at the gates of the 300,000 worth, and had to pay for the Utah, 2,513,175 short tons; valued atsocial economical and politic- - X a new hope, the likelihood that even- endowments such as have made great $4,248,666.federal courts when two or three misX tually woolen mills, tanneries and al- -al development have brought universities out of a number of Protes difference in cash. Under Democraticfree trade the balance would be the Wyoming, 6,744,864 short tons;X lied manufacturing Industries, would tant colleges located In fields In which creants who 4n Mexico would havebeen shot, are sentenced to prison for other way. valued at $10,508,863. 'X establish themselves In New Mexico, the good they do is not near as un Total production for 1911, 2C,P44387short term because they have defiedlimited as the field open to St. MichXj The completion of the Panama Canal
X which, by the way, is another Repub- - short tons; valued at $40,098,747.all recognized law. The election of Alton B. Parker forael's College.
sad contemplation, that in El Paso an
average of two paupers a day are laid
to rest in county ground, unable to buy
a burial plot of their own. It Is an
index of the enormity of the work
thrown upon those connected with the
It is no wonder that such persons temporary chairman at Baltimore,The interest that all of Santa Fe's Dona Ana County. N
The Organ Mountain Mining Comas Emma Goldman and other anar means suicide for the Democratic
Unto the forefront of the na-
tion's interest.
It then declares that the Re-
publican party will strive both
in the nation and in the state
to enact the necessary legisla-
tion to protect public health,
regulate the labor of women
and- children and to - protect
wage earners engaged In dan-
gerous employment. It declares
businessmen feel In St. Michael's Col
pany, at a meeting held ln Lasparty, shrieks Folk,
Parker was selected, but the Demo
lege, is commendable. It is recognized
that from the material standpoint
chists find their best haven beneath
the blue skies of sunny California,
when in the state house, sits much
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
Cruces, elected the following direc-
tors: Daniel F. Yost, Philadelphia,cratic donkey was still braying this
charity associations of this city. Busi-
ness never 1b dull with those who
work among the poor. A border city
that catches the drift as It misses
alone, the college Is worth very much
to this city, Is one of the Institutions the same kind of a person except that morning. Can It be that there is hys
he, perhaps, has a trifle more polish terics on both sides of the political
president; Vincent B. May, Las CruceB,
C. B. Gill, Las Cruces,
treasurer; J. I. McCullough, El Paso,
that makes Santa Fe great.
X ncan achievement, will place New
X, Mexico in an exceptionally advantage
X eous position for manufacturing pur--
poses, for besides having the markets
X of Mexico on the south, factories here
X will be equidistant from the port of
'
X San Diego on the Pacific and Galves- -
X ton on the Gulf.
XI The New Mexican Is Just In receipt
X of a nicely printed monograph, en--
titled, "From Wool to Cloth," which,
X with Its illustrations, tells much about
X,the wool industry that people should
X know and that is Important, etpeclal- -
fence?and therefor is a trifle more danger through the gates of the two republics,
and Its reputation as a health resort,
explains the never-endin- g demands
ous. Texas, secretary; S. C. Awbrey, El
Many persons have been wondering Mr. Bryan had tears In his eyesNEW MEXICO AGRICULTURE.
A census bulletin issued today show
Paso; S. Lehmann, Newton; F. M.
Hayner, Las Cruces. This companywhy such a man as Johnson was selec made upon the charities of the city
and county,"ted as Governor of California. In view
when he spoke of how keenly he felt
the situation ln Baltimore. Probably
he will have dust In Tils eyes before
has taken over the Stephenson-Be- n
ol recent developments the question nett property In the Organ Mountain
ed that in the census year, New Mexi-
co had 218,037 acres In cereals;
acres In corn; 32,341 acres in
wheat; 33,707 acres in oats; '2,131 acres
is not bard to answer, It is amazing be gets done with the steam roller. Mining District and in addition to the
ly simple.X 'y to New Mexico.. For Instance, the in barley; 257 acres in rye; 63,570 The Colonel said yesterday that he
directors named some of the promi-
nent business men in Las Cruces and
El Paso have associated themselvesLIFE INSURANCE.
IN THE FEDERAL AND
DISTRICT COURTS.
J. F. Bonham of Las Cruces, was on
motion of E. R. Wright admitted today
by Judge W. H. Pope, to practice be-
fore the federal court.
Injunction Against Yankee Fuel Co,
The order suspending: the writ of In.
had nothing to say which In many re-
spects was the most sensible thing with this organization and the plansLast year, life insurance companies he could have Bald, under the cir are to commence operations on an expaid half a million dollars in claims
X for an adequate employers lia- -
X bility act and for the protection
X of the rights of all.
X With reference to the recall
X of the Judiciary the platform
X openly and honestly opposes It
X but declares In favor of a law
X that shall make It easier and
X quicker to remove from office
X any corrupt member of the
X bench. - - - -
X It clearly states its. opposl--
X tlon to monopoly and to Illegal
X combinations of capital In re- -
X stralnt of trade and declares
X for a law that Bhall clearly de- -
X fine such offense so that those
X who honestly are trying to obey
X the law will know specifically
X what constitutes an offense.
X For the adjustment of Inter--
X state commerce and all matters
X of trade, a national trades cora- -
X mission is advocated. Of great- -
cumstances. tensive scale within the next fewIn New Mexico. That was money
acres In kalir corn; 368,409 acres in
forage plants; 6,230 acres In potatoes.
It produced that same year 2,975,383
bushels of cereals valued at $2,382,996;
1,164,970 buBhels of corn valued at
$984,052; 499,799 bushels in wheat
valued at $508,726; 720,560 bushels In
outs valued at $459,306; 43,490 bushels
weeks. The first work contemplatedsaved for a day when the" saving
X fact that the United States raises
X less than of the raw wool
X that is produced In the world, and
X less than s of that used In
X the United States, in itself shows that
.
the Industry Is one capable of rapid
expansion and no state Is as well
located for that purpose as New Mex- -
ico. The processes of manufacture
X are such that labor, good
water like that found al Santa Fe or
X Deming, climate under which perspira- -
Junction in the case of the UnitedIt is one thing to hold the Demo is to sink the three compartment shaftcounted the most. Life Insurance Is States vs. the Yankee Fuel Company.cratic delegates in line for a stand- - that Is now 499 feet deep, 500 feettoday the most practical way of sav-
ing, the most thrifty and most sys
was revoked today ln the federal court.pat chairman and another thing to
make them listen to his keynote
deeper and cross cut and open up the
ore bodleB at depth that Is now Inof barley valued at $35,626; 2,913 tematic method of providing for thebushels of rye valued at $2,650; 431,
and the temporary injunction restraini-
ng the company from removing coalfrom certain lands during the pen
speech after he Is elected.future. A bulletin of the Life In sight on the 400 foot level. It is be-
lieved that will open up several mil053 tons of forage valued at $4,469,709295,255 bushels of potatoes valued at dency or an appeal, is now in fullWith a tax levy of thirteen mills asX tlon is reduced to a minimum, are Im lion dollars worth of ore. It will also
surance Press today shows the distri-
bution of the $592,640,000 paid out last
year In the United States and Canada$234,636. All of which indicates that torce. The company failed to furnishX portant factors, that will sooner" or n starter, statehood is proving at least be necessary to make some Improve-
ments in the 250 ton mill In order tolt,ond' of f 10,000, choosing to refrainexpensive.Xj later, locate many woolen mills in this by life Insurance companies to beneNew Mexico Is an agri-cultural jstate, although just on the from mining coal on the land in disX Immediate vicinity, make a better saving of the differentficiaries and there Is not a section of
eve of Its development.X That Is, providing the Republicans Mr. Brynn probably knows oy now,the country into which the golden
XI this fall carry this State and the Na
values In the ore. M. J. Dailey, gen-
eral manager, will act In an advisory
capacity and the actual work of the
Just exactly how Theodore felt.stream did not flow. In New Mexico,Chancellor Day of Syracuse Univer the largest single claim paid was $12,-si tlon, and thus assure the continuance
of the Protective Tariff policy and the
X est Importance to the varied In- -
X dustrles of New Mexico Is the
X stand taken for a protective
X tariff. On this the platform
X says:
X The protective tariff It so
sity points out the peril to our land DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED.030 and went to the heirs of Harper
when he says in Leslie's Weekly toX square deal to capital, enterprise and
property will be In charge of A. L.
Hurley. Both of them have had a
number of years experience ln the
by local applications, as they cannotS. Cunningham of Santa Fe. Albu
pute.
8ult for $15,000 Damages.
On removal from the district court
for McKInley county, suit was filed In
the federal court by Frank Peccavish
vs. The Victor American Fuel Com-
pany for $15,000. The defendant com-pan- y
operates near Gallup.
Divorce Granted,
In the case of Mattie L. Kerr vs.
morrow :X the workmen querque received $50,000 of the In
"Nothing will bring us to Immovable Park City District, Utah. The minesurance money, Roswell $48,500, Raton
foundations, nothing will secure to us well equipped for the work to be
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There Is only one way to cure deaf-
ness, and that Is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin
$21,500, Santa Fe $24,000, Socorro $19,
X woven into the fabric of our X
X Industrial and agricultural X
X life that to substitute for It a X
X tariff for revenue only would X
UTILIZING 8URPLU8 ORCHARD
PRODUCT8. our Inheritance as a great and imper 000, Wagon Mound $18,000, Las done and will require only minor
changes in equipment and good manishable people, nothing will establishThli is an abundant fruit year and Cruces $13,750, Kingston $11,750, andthe perfect equilibrium of Justice and agement of a competent force of aboutthousands of dollars worth of fruit Dayton $11,250, while the following ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube Is inflamed you have a rum
William H. Kerr, Judge E. C. Abbott
today signed a decree in divorce. The
couple were married in Albuquerque
50 men to get results.will be wasted In New Mexico or places received less than $10,000 eachcontent between all classes, so that
the rich shall always apply the Golden
Rule and the poor trust God and not
X destroy many Industries and X
X throw millions of our people X
X out of employment. The pro- - X
X duett of the farm and the X
X mines thould receive the X
chards because fruit raisers have not
WO MASKED MEN HELD in isno and the petitioner chargedyet learned what to do with the sur-
bling sound or Imperfect hearing, and
when It Ib entirely closed, deafness
Is the result, and unless the inflamcomplain,
but that true gospel preachpiusu proauct. The erection of n
and yet bringing succor to many a
home in Its darkest hour: Alamogordo,
Artcsla, Helen, Bernalillo, Blbo, Black-rock- ,
Clayton, Clovis, Deming, Dexter,
Folsom, Fort Sumner, French, Gal
ed by the Methodist Asbury and his
UP TRINIDAD 8ALOON
Trinidad, Colo., June 26. Two mask
cannery does not always solve the
mighty host, as on horseback they
rode from the Atlantic to the far wild X
X same measure of protection X
X as other productt of Ameri. X
X can labor. x
X There is no chance fr an ar- - X
mation can be taken out and this tube
restored to its normal condition, hear-
ing will be deBtroyed forever; nlna
ed men shortly after two o'clock at
problem. It did not do so at Santa
Fe, which through publlo subscription
and stock sales equipped an
lup, Ilagerman, Hatch, Hlllsboro, Las
Vegas, Lordsburg, Mesllla, Naravlsa.erness; by the Presbyterians and Epis-
copalians from the Canadas to the
Appalachians; by the Baptists with
Negra, Pines, Puerto de Luna, Santa
cases out of ten are caused by catarrh
which is nothing but an Inflamed con-
dition of the mucous surfacoB.
X gument against the protective X
X tariff so far as Now Mexico Is X
X concerned and very little In any X
night, executed a bold robbery at the
Park saloon and cafe, across the street
from the Santa Fe depot. The two
men held up night bartender, Robert
Bastleno, and one other man who was
RoBa, Springer and Talban.
cannery, which languished and finally
died from inanition. But in other
countries, individual orchard owners
have learned to handle the surplus
their martyrs; by the Congregational-1s- t
Edwards, under whose preaching We will give One Hundred DollarsX of the other states for the X The Governor of Arizona Is goingX American standard of living has X to call another special session of the
legislature. There Is nothing like
In the saloon and got away with $300
In money from the cash register and
slot machines, two revolvers and a
men hold by the pillars of the church
list they drop Inio perdition; by
heroic Lutherans, who have always In-
sisted upon the liberty and responsi
PALACE HOTEL ON
8EMI EUROPEAN PLAN.
The Palace Hotel under new
management Is now on the
plan In re-
sponse to popular demand.
Rooms from 75 cents per day
upward. Choice rooms and
suites for regular occupants,
at special rateB.
First-clas- s restaurant. Spe-
cial Sunday dinner for busi-
nessmen and their families.
Meals 50 cents.
The bar room has been en-
tirely removed.
X
X
X
X
X
X"
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X '
X
for any ense of Deafness, "caused by
catarrh, that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu-
lars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 750.
Take Hall's Family Pllli for
"
fruit on their own account. There Is,
cf course, the drying and preserving of
fruit which every orchard owner might
tackle of his own account without
waiting for the erection of a big eva-
porator or cannery. In Bervla, for
Instance, the orchard owners produce
Democratic economy and true
to build up a slate. That
will be only the second special session
since statehood.
bility of conscience, and by devoted
Catholics, whose Mnrquettes, Nlcollets
small stock of whiskey and cigars.
The robbers cut the telephone wires
to prevent those inside from com-
municating with the police. The barand Henneplns were found from the
X been fixed and fixed by a Re- - X
X publican regime. The work- - X
X man, the stockralser, the man- - X
X ufacturer, the miner and In fact X
X all lines of industry and those X
X dependent thereon, need the X
X protection of a tariff or they X
X must come to the standard of X
X cheap labor, scant living, un- - X
X certain existence and the varl-- X
X ous other evils which would ba X
St. Lawrence to the Father of Waters."plum Jam that finds a market all over,
the world. It Is boiled down to the
"If the Baltimore convention nomi-
nates a Proresslve," writes Governor
tender and the customer were lined
up against the wall, while one man
searched them. Before leaving, the
Congressman George Curry has
written friends In Roswell that he(consistency of hard cheese and is Mr. Bryan called (or oroer and then Osborn to the Colonel, "I am not so bartender and his friend were lockedwill visit them the latter part of June,considered a staple that brings a the police marched solemnly down the sure you should be a candidate." Liar,
Mlsa LUlle Hammer, who conducts In the cellar.certain market price the world over main Isle thief, rascal, boss I
ping his fine collection of Ind.
paintings to this city and will exhibit
them on DeVargas day In the School
of Archaeology, This collection 1b
valued at an enormous Bum and some
o' the pictures have been hung in the
most famous art salons of the old
world. There will be no admission
charged for the privilege of viewing
these pictures and they will form one
of the attractions of the many Bched-iile- d
for that day. The secretary of
the chamber of commerce Is directing
letterB to the mayor of Las VegaB and
Albuquerque urging them to aid in se-
curing special trains and the attend-
ance of a large number of people from
their respective localities.
SOCIETY GIRLS TAKE .
BULL 8NAKES TO CHURCH.
Greeleyi Colo., June 28. Staid
churchgoers of Greeley, Sunday gave
gasp of astonishment as they passed
a group of Normal school girls, head-
ed by pretty Bessie Potter, a society
leader and member of one of the
wealthiest families In Greeley, as each
girl had draped around her waist, her
parasol or neck, a squirming snake.
They were mostly bull Bnakes, cap-
tured by a nature study class. Miss
Potter donned five snakes and had her
picture taken.
7j
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PROCESSION FORMING AT R08ARI0 CHAPEL IN R DSARIO CEMETERY,
PRACTICAL CHARITY MAKES
MANY A BRIDE HAPPY.
Northampton, Mass., June 26. The
fund of $370,000 left by Oliver Smith,
Clara have already promised to Join and romance, and all the local color
the writer man wants, can be securedHUflKMB BACK TO DAYS Or PICTURE FILMS
who died in 1845 and which now
George Armljo, who will again enact
the role of DeVargas, today received
by express the mounted
saddle which he bestrode last year. It
Is the property of Alfredo Otero of
Jemei Springs and Mr. Otero loaned
amounts to more than $1,000,000 Is a
boon to brides of this city and surOF OE VARGAS DAY
the cavalcade with a hundred or more
of their warriors, and their costumes
will be no less striking than those of
the Conquistadores. The Cleveland
Grays will be bere all afternoon and
at an early evening hour the Plaza
Fete will begin Its merry doings. The
Plaza will be elaborately decorated
for the occasion. Surely, happenings
S
rounding towns who desire to make
on July B, when the history of thrill-
ing day 8 will be brilliantly repeated
and exemplified.
' The Program.
The procession will form at the his-
toric Rosarlo Chapel in Rosario
Cemetery, at which each year the
promise of DeVargas Is fulfilled with
it for the big pageant The costumes applications. Each bride Is given $50.
to enough for one Fiesta.
Kalem Company Wires Sec-
retary That It Will Send
Expert and Six Players
I (w() proceBSons from the Cathedral.
DeVarge Day Pageant Will Be Spectacular Event
Attract Crowds From Far and Near
to Santa Fe.
Here Is Material for Romance. lit will follow much the same route as
Rehearsals will take place this I'ast year, but the program in detail
week. The costumes are all In hand.;'"' e published later. The noble
One hundred descendentB of the s that will serve as mounts will
qulstadores have been assigned their be caparisoned with even greater
BIG THING FOR SANTA FE!
places of honor in the procession and 'splendor tnan at tne rormer ceieora- -
tlon, and details will be worked out toare vleing with each other to repeat
and increase IEt year's success. They greater perfection by the committee in
charge.
Twitchell Promises Railway Will
Bring Big Crowds From All
Over the Country.
surely will. No one who can possibly
ao so, from neighboring cities, will fall
to visit Santa Fe and crowds are com
Harking back two and a quarter
centuries, Sai.ta Fe's De Vargas
pageant on July 6, will bring vividly
before the eyes the important part
played by the Spaniards In the settle-
ment of America. In fact, the very
descendents of the ConqulstadorcB,
will ride In the same procession with
the descendents of the Pueblo Indians
who engaged In bloody battle with the
men who bad come from across the
ocean to civilize and Christianize
them. Nowhere else in the world
can such a historic spectacle be
Sham Battle and Pastores.
In addition to the procession, there
may be staged a sham battle between
the Spaniards in costume and the
Indians in war paint and feathers.
Such a riot of colors would be spec-
tacular Indeed. The medieval play
of the PaBtores, too, may be given in
the same quaint old way that It was
played In the villages of Spain and of
Italy five hundred and more years
ago.
A Great Fiesta.
The pageant last year came as s
SQUEERlng from long distances to view the
spectacle. Santa Fe's blue skies, de
lightful summer climate, scenic sur
roundings, are attractions in them-
selves, but when added to these there IN POSTOFFICES
Is an annual pageant like that of July
5, It will mean fame the world over.
The story of the two entries of De Department of Government
Has Many Habits That
Have Grown There
John: S. Harris, secretary of ,.tbe
chamber of commerce was notified by
wire this morning that the Kalem
company, the biggest moving picture
concern in the United States wou'd
take films of the entire De Vargas
day procession on the Fifth of July,
and that In addition it would send
George H. Medford, an expert scenic
dramatist and six able scenic players
to aid in staging the big event and to
take such part in the procession as
was necessary.
This is one of the greatest conces-
sions ever made to any city the size
of Santa Fe and it will mean adver-
tising in thousands of moving picture
shows all over the country that
money could not buy.
Mr. Medford and his players will
arrive here about July 1 in order to
aid In the preparations and he'p set
LETTERS SOMETIME SHRINK
-
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No one ever quite masters a know-
ledge of all the rules of the Postofflce
Department. For queer and seeming
ly inconsistent regulations, no enter-
prise on earth, It appears, compares
with the United States postofflce.
An official of the postofflce was ex r xiv i ithe stagings. The assistance' of suchplaining some of the "funny" things In
a man as George Medford, means
that the DeVargns day procession
will be the greatest ever staged.
the rules. For instance, if you drop a
letter in the box In Santa Fe that is
addressed to some point in a foreign
country, your oversight in falling to
put a postage stamp on the letter will
result In no delay. It will go right
along to England, Germany or France,
or wherever It is marked for. At the
other end the recipient will have to
A meeting of the committee on ar-
rangements and of the other commit-
tees Is called for Thursday night at
the chamber of commerce.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell of the Santa
Fe railway, who Is here, said last
night that the DeVargas day event
was being featured from one end of
the Santa Fe system to the other and f;:i'pay
double postage.
! Now, If the same letter had been
(addressed to someone in the city, and
there had been no stamp on it, it.
would be held in the postofflce and a I
that the railway would make unusual
to bring several thousand poo-cara a rectea to tne aaaresseu.party , ,
v pe on tnat day from allInforming him that the department tti((,j q,ot.was holding his letter and would con The memberB of the chamber of
commerce are enthusiastic over the
acceptance by the Kalem company of
the moving picture proposition and at
their hearty response in sending some
tlnue to do so until he proffered a
postage stamp.
On the other hand, if you place a
stamp on a first class parcel,
whose weight will require much great-
er postage fee, the package goes to
Its destination just the same, the con-
signee paying the postage due when
of their best known players here toCONQUISTADOR E CAVALCADE COMING DOWN LINCOLN AVENUE.
Vargas and the of New the mall carrier delivers the parcel.
Mexico in the dead of winter of 1092 olai pointed out mis odd con- -pleasant surprise,
for it exceeded even
the expectations of those who woftced
.0 bring it about. It was the marvel
of every tourist visitor and they went
1b the parceland 1693 is a thrilling one. Willi. ju lutriiuauuioo uiaiici im iuoone should read it up In Attorney B., a,. , ,r
aid In the procession. A letter ws
recoived by Mr. Harris today from tho
Cleveland Grays staling that they
would arrive at 1 p. m. on July 5'h
and remain until evening. There will
be 150 of them and they place them-
selves at the disposal of the DeVargas
people for the time they are In the
city. The Cleveland Grays are tlie
most exert Zouave company In the
United States and attract attenti-- n
wherever they go. They will be met
at the depot here by an escort of na-
tional guardsmen, by the FirBt Infan-
try band and by the reception comml'- -
Into ecstacies over it. - This year M. Read's Illustrated History of
many of them will bring others with Mexico in the dead of winter of 16 J
them and It will be worth while. De proclamation of DeVargas, which will, ' 1
Vargas and his noble retinue in his-- be repeated before a huge wooden
cst ty evJCe ?o
torically correct costumes will again ..cross in th Plaza opposite the portals!" . cdJe" fer PL;? DON GEORGE W. ARMIJO, A LINEA L DESCENDANT OF DEVARGAS ASDEVARGAS.
gaged within such historic and im-
pressive surroundings as here at
&.nta Fe.
Becoming World Famous.
The pageant last July 4, was a suc-
cess. No wonder the world Is beginn-
ing to pay attention, and Inquiries are
pouring In from magazines and news-
papers for feature stories of the
event, and moving picture concerns
are seeking exclusive concessions to
fake vlewB of the pageant. Thoughtful
men and women see In the pageant,
the seed of an annual display that will
Become as famous as tho Ober Am--
r.iergau Passion Play, for It Is an
eent that lends Itself to expansion, to
iMpllflcation.
lend the ceremonies, but there will of the famotiB Palace.of the Governors,. ' ' 'V n Uncta ttarn takes busi- -
be more attendants; It Is possible that which was built several decades bet or, ,1
Onate with one of the authentic bat- - DeVargas made his of " T. Z.un'" has by tD6irtie flags of the Conquistadores will be New Mexico. In the museums of this .h,e have all been prepared and outshine Already $2S2,500 has been spent In this
way, $8,200 being distributed duringthose of a year ago by one hundred
their
.. Uu . ,i m. n, nf .h,,,. riv. nrt th hi . The letters that never reach
tee, They will be escorted to the
Jimory.
An effort Is being made for special
trains from Albuquerque and Lus Ve-
ens which will doubtless be secuiej.
destination and ultimately go to the
dead-lett- office reach an amazing
percent. i the last year. More than $2,000,000
Bert Phll'lps, the best known Indian has been distributed in bank accounts
artist in the United States, has in- - for apprentice boys, help for sick and
formed the committee that he is ship- - needy widows and in other charities.
(JUttUlUU IB lumiiis ui nun a uwuig ,..,, t.v . - ,
retinue from the Duke City to par- - toric and prehistoric days that pre
tlclpate. The chiefs of San Juan, ceded them in this very vicinity.1
Can Ildefonso, Tesuque and Santa Many an Incident for a historic novel total.Another thing learned from the post-
offlce man Is that an ordinary letter
shrinks in transit. A letter that wll!
weigh slightly more than nn ounce
when dropped into the box is likely
to weigh slightly less than an ounce
If Its destination be New York, New
Orleans or some other distant point.
Letters on which postage is due al-
ways are registered at the office of
origin. If they were to be weighed at
the office of destination the govern-
ment would lose money, for It too
frequently would happen that the let-
ter, like the hard working pugilist, had
"made the weight."n
. t"
ALLEGED BURGLAR ARRESTED
AT MOVING PICTURE 8HOW.
Trinidad, Colo., June 20. In the
here of Bill Vallou, the police be-
lieve they have one of the gang of f
. TfZmii J 1 ffl'l.r
- If . TV rriburglars
that has been committing a
number of hold robberies In the busi-
ness district. Vallou was taken Into
custody at a moving picture house, anil
when searched had on his person an
automatic Colt's revolver and a watch
Identified as loot.
-- :j.&rr,&4ifrr' v FOUNDER OF TOWN OFtoe i t& ALTMAN DIES OF APPENDICITIS
Colorado Springs, June 26. Somuel
Altnian, for whom the town of Altmar.Ss1'.1 J,?
V-- c c .r ; 4 - 'r i
.'f. . - - - - r a J
In the Cripple Creek district was nam, ''im
'p,. 1 II ed, died
In Colorado Springs, a victim
of appendicitis, after a brief lllneBs.
Altnian was 56 years old and Is sur-
vived by his wife and five children.
ik
PROCESPION DISBANDING IN FLACITA OF PALACE OF GOVERNORS.BEFORE THE CR083 IN THE PL AiA,
THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 1912.PAGE SIX Dr. Clifford Pine, successor to Dr. They were a econ panted by the Misses
E. . Hammond, returned last evening Lillian and Wernlce Ilesseldon who
from Santa Fe. Dr. Pine was one of will be bouse guests at the McFlo res- -
Santa Fe is In: Albuquerquei
Journal.
O. M, Lyon, a contractor ot Roswell,
accompanied by Mra. Lyon, is a busi-
ness visitor here.
W. H. Livingston, a physician and
WOMEvi TAKE tfoTICE!
A nan cannot understand the torture nnd uficrlni) many women
If the nmjurity ui men suffered as much puin aud endured with
wtienoe the weakening sicknesses tbet most women do, they would ult lor
mmediate sympathy end look for t quick cure,
Many women have been laved from a tile oi misery and tufFcring by turning
to the right remedy Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription remedy which is sale
to take because containing no naroorioi, alcohol or injurious Ingredients, It ia an
Iterative extraot of roots, made with pure glycerin, and first given to the puhlio
by that famous specialist in the disomies oi women Dr. R. V. Pierce, of the
Invalids' Hotel aud Surgical Institute o( Buffalo, N. Y.
surgeon, Is here for a short ulstt tramPersonal Mention.
the candidates before the recent meet- - idence for the summer,
ing ot the state dontaP board which Hoy A. Smith, a former university
was held in the Capital City. Las who baa been working for the
gas Optic. Santa Fe at Wlnslow for some time
J. D. Skldmore, member of the past, was here yesterday on his way
House, from Colfax county, left this home to Portales. He will return to
afternoon for Raton, after having the Institution this full to complete
aiuinl eavni'Dl WttTl Mm. Skid- - hin alllillAH A llmniiern llfl .Intimul.
bis home at Espanola
H. F. Franenhelm, receiver for the
Vanadium Mining Company, is In San'
ta Fe on a short visit.
F. J, Baldridge of Albuquerque, en- -
honor students of the Loretto acad
,
THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1912.
more who Is convalescing from a serl--i Among the charming affairs of the Jemy at Las Vegas participated In theH. C. Smith is a visitor from Las
gaged ln the lumber business, is hei'eous operation at St. Vincent's sanltari- - week was the meeting of the Auction
on a brief business trip.tin I linage l inu Wltn Airs, riayueu un
commencement program at Loretto
Academy; Las Vegas. Miss Bacis
valedictory address was real gem of Dr. F. R. Lord returned last night Cupltol HIM. Mrs. S. G. Morely nnd
on train No. 2 from Santa Fe, where Mrs. Kegel of Raton were guests of
he has been for the past several days the club. The prise was a silver Don
'nought and diction. It was delivered
in an impressive manner,
Alvan N. White, state superintend
Mrts. Lizzie M. IlEssinmmn, of Lincoln, Nob., 29 "0 St.,
sin a: "I srnd a btliiioniiil w lib. much pleasure so that soma
siilfiirlntj woman may knuw the true worth of your remedies.
I was a groat sufferer from fmimlu troubles but after taking
ono bottle of Dr. IMnrco's Favurlto Prescription, which aliiend advised ma to take, I found myself very much Im-
proved. Aftor taking three more butllos, and using twolxxos of Dr. Piorco's Lotion Tablets, I found myself on the
raid to recovery. I was In poor health for live years bus
now I am ourod.
"I hopo all women suffering from female weakness will
give Dr. Plorco's Favorite Proscription a fulr trial,
Dootor Pierce's Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invigorate
attending a meeting of the state con msti ana it was captured ny Mrs
G. Emory Morre of Boston, Mass., a
friend of Dr. McCarthy, is In the city,
a guest at the Montezuma.
R. S. Jennings, a business man of
Las Vegas, arrived last night and will
Bpend today here on business.
E. L. Blschel, a traveling salesman
with headquarters In El Paso, spent
board dental examiners. Seven an- - .tauffer after a pleasant contest,ent of public Instruction, came in last
plicnnts for admission to practice Mrs. H. B. Piatt of St. Louis, whonight from his home in Santa Fe on a
were received. Las Vegas Optic, 'has been in the city for the pastshort business trip. Mr. White, accom-
panied by Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Business visitors In the city for the month, left during the week for her
day are W. A. Dunlavy of Wlllard, N. home In St. Louis afti-- r a visit withpresident of the New Mexico Normal today among local business con
Vegas.
W. D. Shea left this afternoon foi
Las Vegas.
R. J. Murphy arrived from Albu-
querque Inst evening.
Mr. and Sirs. O. P. Ooebel ot
are Santa Fe visitors.
Attorney J. E. Crist left for Colo-
rado points this forenoon.
Ellas Clark, the Plaza del Acalde
merchant, Is a Santa Fe visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Larkin of Raton
registered yesterdy at the Palace.
G. A. Kaseman, the Albuquerque
businessman, Is a guest at the Monte-i-u
ma.
W. T. Conway, superintendent of
schools at Raton, is a visitor In the
Capital.
Former Coal Oil Inspector Mala- -
lis. HtasiiErMui. stomach, liver and bowels. Sugar-coate- tiny granules.M.. Bovd McConnlck and Douglas her four daughters In this city. MissUniversity, will go to Mora Saturday cerns.
Walker of Santa Fe. The party came Helen Porterlield, her granddaughter,morning on a short trip on school Dr. M. lone Hulett left Wednesday
In from like Arthur In an auto, hav- - who has been attending school atbusiness. They will be accompanied afternoon for Santa Fe, where she
Ing spent several days visiting points Loretto Academy returned with her. from Mora to Las Vegas Saturday
night, The automobile party leftwill spend the summer. Alamogordoby
Governor McDonald. Las Vegas
Optic. News.down the valley. Roswell Dally Rec- - M. J. Drury who started work as an
ord. apprentice in the Topeka Bhops of the
SATURDAY, JUNE 22. Santa Fe and who Is now head of
Mrs. Clara K. Jacobs, nf Pasadena. Mike A. Stanton, manager of the
Mora at 6 p. m but the auto was
stuck in washouts, and streams that
were running high, and It was 2 a. m.California,
Is visiting Mrs. W. B. Elks' theater in Santa Fe, motored to
Mr, v R T.auzhlln will return ths l "h 3,000 men under hisSloan, and Is accompanied by Master Albuquerque yesterday. Albuquerque Sunday, when the governor reachedabsolute command, Is featured in thisPernatrd Harwell. Mrs. Jacobs Is Journal,
at the Montezuma Inst evening
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Schneppls
and daughter, have again taken up
their residence In Santa Fe after a
three years absence at Espanola, Mr,
Schnepple will go into business here.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
returned Inst night from Albuquor.
que. Mr i. Clancy will come next
week when the Clancy's will have
completed their removal from Albu-
querque to Santa Fe.
Las Vegas. Nevertheless, he enjoyedmonth's Issue of the Santa Fe Emenroute to Lakeside, Ohio, on business Mr. Lehman and Mrs. Lehmnn andployes' Magazine. He is well known
week after next from Dallas, Texas,
where Bhe attended the funeral of her
father.
Governor McDonald and Superinten-
dent of Public Instruction Alvan N.
Miss Vaughn of Vaughn, N. M., arquias Martiuez came In fromlast evening.
Taos and pleasure and will spend the sum-
mer months at the camp meetings, to railroad men all along the big San'ta Fe system. rived yesterday and are stopping atMisses Clara J. Herr of Cleveland, at the latter place, a Chautauqua re-- the Montezuma.John Lee Clarke, district deputy for Misses McCrary and Willis and N.the B. P. O. Elks, has left for Seat
L. Strong and J. D. Drummond form
ed an automobile party from Albu-
querque yesterday.
tle, Wash., to attend the grand lodge
convention which opens there July
8th. Mr. Clarke is a candidate for
grand inner guard and several other
members ot the local lodge will go to
Seattle to help him enpture the
Mrs. Enno Breckleln returned Mon
White are expected home from Mora
on Monday.
Governor McDonald and Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction Alvan
N. White were guests of honor today
a', a banquet at Mora.
Sir. and Mrs. W. E. Freeman of
Dlghton, Kansas, and W. P. Tearse,
Jr., of Winona, Minnesota, are tourist
visitors in the Capital.
day from Santa Fe accompanied by
his visit to Mora very much.
G. Emory Moore Oi Boston, a friend
of Dr. W. T. McCarthy arrived last
night in Santa Fe and will make his
home permanently In, the Southwest.
He brought a letter from Mayor John
F. Fitzgerald of Boston which he turn-
ed over to Mayor Celso Lopez of this
city. Mayor Lopez instructed the
Santa Fe policemen not to arrest
Moore until he had time to change
his Boston accent to Southwestern
Lingo. Mr. Moore also has a letter
from the chief of police of Boston to
Captain Fred Fornoff of the Mounted
Police and a letter from Senator
Lodge to personal friends In New
Mexico. He is expected to get onto
the ropes under the kindly guidance
sort, of which she is the principal
owner. Mrs. Jacobs and Mrs. Sloan
were schoolmates.
J. Perry Earicksot, of the firm of
Earickson & Sabln, brokers in this
city, returned yesterday afternoon
from a short business trip to Santa
Fe. Mr. Earickson made the trip to
Santa Fe in his automobile and was
accompanied by ars. Earickson end
son. Mr. Earickson reports the roads
between here and the Capital City to
be in flue condition, the rains of the
and Amy Worst of Ashland, Ohio,
are Santa Fe visitors.
Mrs. O. D. D. Kirkpatrick will leave
this evening on a visit with relatives
In Minneapolis, Minnesota.
A. J. Whiting returned Monday
from Santa Fe where he has been for
several weeks past. Clovls News.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Van Stone and
children of Es'ancia, were among
last evening's arlvals at the Palace.
Rumaldo Ortego and Reyes Naran-j- o
of Chimayo, northern Santa Fe
her niece, Miss Frances Leeson,
Moriarty Messenger.
Mrs. Minnie Brumback came down
honor. Albuquerque Journal.
Mrs. L. B. Prince went to Colorado
Springs on Monday to visit friends
end attend the meeting of Colonial
from Santa Fe yesterday evening and
Mr. and Mrs. Angus McGilllvray of will spend several weeks visiting Es-
tancla friends. Estancla News.Estancla, are the guests for several Dames on Tuesday. Unfortunately she
weeks of General and Mrs. C. F. Eas--' encountered the snow storm and very Tomas Gonzales and Mrs. Gonzales
county, were visitors in Santa Fe to- - past week having had but little effect are here from their home at ADiquiu
where Mr. Gonzales has extensive
Bheep ranches and a general store.
day.
D. H. Boatrlght, an Albuquerque
merchant, and a member of the state
penitentiary board. Is at the
"FORGET IT, BE A
BOOSTER," ORGANIZATION,
Live Ones at Las Cruces Get Togeth-
er and ctart Something to Bene-
fit the Mesilla Valley.
Las Cruces, N. M., June 24. The
organization meeting of the new Me-
silla Valley Boosters organization to
be known as the "Fibab Club" was
held In the office of M. B. Stevens Fri-
day night. Those present were
George Frenger, E. C. Wade, Jr., Will
Lapolnt, O. A. Foster, Rutherford, W,
M. Adair, W. S. Gilliam, F. M. Hayner,
D. V, Peacock, M. O. Llewellyn, N. C,
Frenger and M. B. Stevens.
George W. Frenger, being tempor-
ary chairman, called the meeting to
order and stated the object was to
organize a booster club to be known
as the "Fibab Club" meaning "Forget
It, be a Booster," and after reading
the constitution as presented by the
on them. Las Vegas Optic.
FRIDAY, JUNE 21, 1912.
A. J. Casner was in from Tesuque
today.
of Dr. McCarthy. ,George P. Learnard, proprietor of a
ley on Gallsteo street.
M. G. Keenan, of Springer, Colfax
county, and inspector of the cattle
sanitary board, Is In the Capital on
reform school matters.
Quite a crowd of people left this
forenoon on horseback for San Juan
pueblo, to attend the fiesta there on
music store at Albuquerque, is here on
a business trip. J. Porter Jones alsoE. H. Hart of Roswell, Is In the city
TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1912.
Judge E. R. Wright will go to El
Paso this evening.
Attorney A. B. Renehan was a busi
arrived In the city from Albuquerque.L. H. Gibson, traveling freight agent 0n business at the rnnitnl.
M. G. Zimmerman of Washington, D.
ness visitor to Espanola today.C, inspector in the Indian bureau, is
in Santa Fe. He will visit various
cold weather which then prevailed in
that region, and bus been confined to
the house for several days with a se-
vere cold. She expects to stay a s
in Denver before returning.
Mrs. McDonald kept open house at
the executive mansion last Thursday
because of the visit to the city of the
members of the Federation of Wom-
en's Clubs who stopped here Beveral
hours while enroute to the coast The
visitors were accorded a pleasant re-
ception at the executive mansion and
found the wife of the chief executive
of the state a charming hostess.
Mrs. H. C. Yontz entertained at
bridge Wednesday afternoon for Mrs.
H. K. Gllmour and Mrs. C. Van
Hecke of Denver, Colorado. Besides
J. D. Kavanaugh of Las Vegas, is in
for the X. M. C. was here today looking r. Lopez of Alamosa, Colorado, is
after the interests of the road. Es-- visiting friends In this city.
tancia News. c. j. Smalley is here from Hodges,Mrs. H. Roehl, wife of City Clerk .. M., on a brief business trip.Boehl and children. left today for San- - C. R. and J. R. Kimball of La Junta,ta Fe for a visit with friends. Albu- - Colorado, are visitors In Santa Fe to--
Indian reservation during the the capital on land office business.
Jerome Delgndo left today for a
Mrs. J. W. Green and daughter, two weeks' visit on the upper Pecos.
querque Meraia. day. Miss Adalalda, arrived home the first Mrs. C. C. Reddin and Mrs. Henry
Harry w. Keny. the Las Vegas H. C. Lewis and Mrs. J. E. Lewis of of the week from a visit at different
points in California. Gallup Inde
Chambon of Socorro, are visiting Leo
Hersch.Dusinessman ana member of the con- an Francisco, were visitors here
convention, is hob-nob- - terday. Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Coomer left lastpendent. committee it was unanimously
adopted.Ding with old acquaintances in this John Patten who went to Santa FePete Volette and B. F. Cogdill of evening for El Paso and other points
city. The objects of the organization assome time ago to act as guard In the in Texas.
stated ln the constitution, and as exPenitentiary returned here this week Col. R. E. Twltchell of Las Vegas,
Las Vegas, are in Albuquerque on
business.
Mother Roslna of Loretto Acad-m-
has gone, to the Mother House in
State Engineer Charles D. Miller
left last evening for Magdalena and
Las Cruces on good roads business.
plained by the chief booster and thearrived last evening. He Is here on
railroad business.
Dr. M. J. Moran, a dentist of Dem- - Kentucky. Father Montreal has arrived from
others, are to Investigate and boost
ail things of benefit to Dona Ana
county, encourage Industries and de-
velop and secure new Industries for
the valley. To set aside nil factional
tne guests prizes .Mrs. Orygla won
the prize for highest score. The Invit-
ed guests were Mesdnmes Frost, Dor-ma-
Woods, Hoover, March, McNitt,
Harney, Dun'avy, Castle, VIckroy,
Burrows of Farmington, New Mexico,
Fairfield, Gllmour, Van Hecke, Misses
Grygla, Pain, March, Hamper and
Bergere.
Ing, was here last night, on his way The two year old child of School
home after attending the sessions of Superintendent and Mrs. J. E. Clark
Denver to conduct a retreat for the
Slstersyof Charity.
the state dental board at Santa Fe is seriously ill. Miss Jesuslta C. Ferran of Coyote,
St. John's day, Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. O. R. Lehmann of
Vaughn, Guadalupe county, and Miss
Alma Lehmann of Galveston, Texas,
are guests at the Montezuma.
H. S. Arno'd, the upper Pecos ran-
cher, spent the day in town.
W. D. Shea returned last evening
from a business trip to Las Vegas.
V. M. Potsch, the St. Joe hardware
salesman, is calling on the local
trade.
Corporation Commissioner Hugh H.
Williams will not return from Demlng
until July 1.
Mrs. V. Moore and E. V. Moore of
Sherman, Texas, are guests at the
Palace,
Mr. and Mrs. B. S. PhiHips came
dow n from Velarde, Rio Arriba coun-
ty, last evening.
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervlen
has gone on an official trip to the
lower Pecos valley.
Former County Commissioner Jose
Inez Roybal of Ildefonso, was a busi-
ness visitor In town today.
Archbishop J. B. PItaval will go to
Taos next week to dedicate the fine
new church just completed.
Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
left last evening for Albuquerque and
will return next week with MrB.
Clancy.
Corporation Commissioner M. 8.
Albuquerque Journal. A. T. Payne, Ed Rich, Gene Clancy Rio Arriba county, arrived last even strife, political, industrial and person-
al, nnd to promote a feeling of co-o-and G. W. Shippey were Denver visit ing ln the capital.Dr. J. A. Reldy, chairman of the
street committee of the city council, Mrs. John Pflueger and baby leftThe members of the Woman's Boardors here today.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Harr of Girardreturned to the city on No. 1 last of Trade are making elaborate prepa yesterday for Los Angeles and Pacific
const summer resorts.right, after spending several days in KanBs. spent today In the city en-
and will remain for some time. o
Outlook.
George Ulrick and son, T. C.
left Wednesday evening for
Santa Fe where Mr. Ulrick will attend
a meeting of the Penitentiary board.
Carrizozo Outlook.
Hon. and Mrs. It. O. Bursum be-
came the proud parents of a beautiful
little daughter Wednesday night.
Mother and daughter are In the best
of health. Socorro Chieftain.
Attorney E. P. Davles of Santa Fe.
who has been spending a portion of
the week in Raton on business before
the district court, has been a guest oi
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Lyng. Raton
Range.
Dwight L. Elmendorf, the lecturer,
who arrives ln Santa Fe tonight to
take pictures here and at the Cliff
route to tne coast.Santa Fe. Albuquerque Journal
rations for the Plaza fete which will
be held on July Gth and which together
with the De Vargas procession will
Deputy Internal Revenue CollectorMiss Bertha Weinman of
is the guest of Miss Parline Vhl- -
J. E. Hestan Is in the Capital after
a trip through the state.make that day one long to be rememfelder on Manhattan avenue. bered ln the annals of the Capital City. J. W. Akers left this forenoon for
Mrs. A. Johnson of Racine, Wiscon
Mrs. Harry Moulton who under-Wfn- t
a critical operation yesterday,
passed a fairly comfortable night and
is doing as well today as might be ex-
pected under the circumstances.
Emil Vhlfelder arrived in the city
last nieht from Knntn ft fr 7:hl- -
The plaza will be elaborately decorat Golden, southern Santa Fe county, to
look after his mining interests.ed for the event, the electrical displaysin, was among arrivals here yester-day. She is enroute to the coast.
W.' E. Freeman and Mrs. Freeman.
eration and good fellowship amongst
the people of the valley.
The constitution providing fqr a set
of officers, the following were unani-
mously elected: George Frenger,
chief booster; F. E. Lester, vice boos-
ter; E. C. Wade, Jr., scratchem; F.
M. Hayner, money bagger; M. O.
Llewellyn, door knocker; M. B. Ste-
vens, forager; N. C. Frenger, whip
cracker, tne meeting then adjourned
until Sunday morning at which time
the board of directors will hold a
meeting and provide the ritual, secret
work and other forms to make real
boosters out of the candidates, even
though he may have been a confirmed
knocker In his youth.
ln particular, being one of the strong Mr. and Mrs. Mellton S. Otero of
features. Many new and interesting
departures will be among the attrac Cubero,
were In Santa Fe yesterday
for St. Michael's commencement.ielder is manager of the White Store of Dl'Ston, Kansas, spent yesterday
in the Ancient ln Santa Fe visiting points of inter- - John W. Sullivan, former superin
Dwellings for his "Travelogues," is an tendent of the coal mines at Hagan,
tions of that occasion and it is ex-
pected the fete this year will be the
most successful ever held.
Mrs. Frank P. Newhall was the host authority
on town planning and city
beautiflcation.
Sandoval county, is a visitor ln the
capital.ess during the week at two well apGroves and family are expected to ar The Hon. Judge Oscar T. Toombs,
Herald. est- -
Col. W. S. Hopewell and J. E. Saint Miss Elizabth Brown of St
last night for Bakersfleld. Cal.. Beph- - Mo' arrived yesterday to spend
where they will spend some days look- - tne UBlmer with her sister, Mrs. R. F.
ing over the oil situation. Albuquer Asplund.
que Herald. j Mr. and Mrs. M. Bendlx of Las Ve--
Frank Spengler and WiUlam Hagen- - Sas- - are guests at the Palace hotel,
buch of Easton, Pa., who have spent Tne5r wl" remain in the city for a
pointed card parties at which herrive today from Carlsbad, Eddy who so ably represented Union coun
J. A. Hubbell, W. GalleB, N. T.
and H. L. Galles of Albuquerque,
registered at the Montezuma last evcounty. ty in the past session of the legisla
Mrs. Sarah Astier, who was the effl ture, left Monday for Chicago where
cient postmistress of the legislative ho will attend the Republican national
many Santa Fe friends were pleasant-
ly entertained. The first party was
given on Wednesday afternoon and
the second on Friday afternoon. Mrs.
Newhall was assisted in entertaining
by Mrs. James Newhall, her mother- -
the past few weeks in Santa Fe. left couple of days. house has gone to Taos for a vlBlt convention. Clayton Citizen
yesterday afternoon for Colorado 'Douglas Walker and a party of with her sister, Mrs. Fred McCabe. R. P. Ervlen, public state land
Springs to remain for the rest of the friends expect to leave tomorrow for commissioner; L. O. Moore and Johnof Albuquerque, who Is Ervlen of Santa Fe are in the citysummer. an auto trip to the Valley Ranch onJ. D. Hand left last night for Baltl- - the u"Per Pecos- -
ening.
Deputy Internal Revenue Collector
F. R. Crandall of Phoenix, Arizona,
will arrive here to spend several
weekB.
Father Tomaslnl of Albuquerque,
who attended St. Michael's College
commencement last evening, left this
forenoon for Taos.
Archbishop J. B. PItaval left yester-
day for Taos going overland. Supreme
Assistant Superintendent of Public
Instruction Filadelfo C. de Baca has
returned from Las Vegas where he
attended the Loretto commencement.
guest In Santa Fe for the summer.
attending to routine business connect
more ana otner eastern cities on busl- - im' i oama re, was a vis- - ed with the state land office.. AfterThe Newhall home was prettily deco-
rated, the color scheme being pink and
300,000 HAVE VOTED
ON RAILROAD STRIKES,
Ballots Are Now Being Counted and
150 Railroads East of Chicago
Are Affected,
St. Louis, Mo., June 24. The exec-
utive council of the Federation of Fed-
erations, an organization comprising
nine branches of railroad employes,
began to count the ballots today cast
by members on the question - of a
a few days here they will go downwhite with the seasonable flowers andGovernor and Mrs. McDonald willgo to Clayton, Union county, next
week, where a banquet and reception
ness. Mr. Hand is an alternate to uor ln Las Vegas today, having come
the national Democratic convention in from tne capital city last evening,
which convenes Baltimore on June Las Vegas Optic.
25. Las Vegas Optic. Miss Katherlne Muller of Phlladel- -
green forming the center. Peonies,
roses and sweet peas were used in
abundance. During the afternoon,will be tendered them on next Satur-
- Court Clerk Jose D. Sena accompaniedA. O. Wheeler of Denver, who has Phla- - na returned to Santa Fe and
hu,h !n T nr. Tr - -- - Ir the meet nf Xfloa Porrnll T0l.luu'-
,u uon rwi nuuui a twR yinu - . o. .. , . ,lVlrB- - r- Martin oi i aos, nas leiti. mj. i. .t ... ... are nvoniio fm. th iim...
the valley. Roswell News.
Mr. and Mrs. N. A. Field were ln
town Sunday on their way to their
home near Puertocito from Santa Fe.
While here Mr. Field bought Beveral
ponies for ranch UBe. He recently
sold a lot of yearlings at 24. Socor-
ro Chieftain.
Benarthur Castle, the little son of
strike.. Three hundred thousand mem
blm as far as Sun Juan.
Jacob Safford has gone to San Pe-
dro, southern Santa Fe county, where
he will be timekeeper for the Santa
Fe Go'd and Copper Company.
an extended visit with relativesSanta Fe wh re he w S Wn Mri. Mr. and Mr,. David Wlnternltz re.!for
,,.i a ...u.:.. V imi w vi , o.... Vancouver, B. C. Mrs. Burton, her bers voted. The Btrike, if voted, willbe one of sympathy, with the Bhip- -turn toUrdW. V,ii wh;VVth7y 'had Wn several days ol her. '""
dainty refreshments were served at
the card tables.
Somewhat of a surprise to their
many frlendB was the marriage Thurs-
day evening of George Feffler of the
firm of Leffler & Field, at Demlng and
Miss Laura Hon. The service was per-
formed by W. E. Fouike at his home
at Demlng. The couple left last night
Professor W. T. Conway of State workers of the Harriman lines andOptic. meir weaatng tour. Las Vegas Optic.
Dr. Charles Magee of Kansas City, ' Sheriff Jesus Romero and Mrs. Mrs. Eva Castle accompanied Mrs. College returned last evening from will be effective on 150 railroads east
of Chicago.Ve'arde where he addressed the Rio
The picnic of the Presbyterian Sun-
day school on next Tuesday promises
to be a most enjoyable affair. Be-
tween 75 and 100 persons expect to
Haynes on her trip to Boise, Idaho.
Mr. and Mrs. A. O. Wheeler and Arriba county Teachers' Institute.
a medical man of note, Is the guest Kornero lett lant night for Faywood
of Mr. and MrB. W.,N. Townsend on Hot sI,rln&s. N- M., where they will
Capitol Heights, He is here getting remaln tnree weeks. Albuquerque cn a honeymoon trip, again surprising Mrs. W. N. Townsend, Dr. Dean,children arrived this afternoon fromSanta Fe, and will spend a short timetheir friends who expected them toattend.J. R. McF' Jr., and J. F. Co'llna Ralph Sparks and others formed a
party that took In the Indian dance atIn Las Vegas visiting friends. Thev
local color for a paper which he la
writing for the American Medical
Association.
Mrs. George Frenger will leave this
leave Friday morning. Their destina-
tion and the duration of their trip are
not known.
left this morning on the Santa Fe
train for the Valley Ranch from where
UIU.
Although suffering intensely, Mrs.
H. D. Moulton Is reported to be hold-
ing her own at St. Vincent's Sanitar-
ium and her recovery 1b confidently
San Juan yesterday, going in an auto
BEST.
Costs no more but gives the best re-
sults.
H. L. Blomqulst, Esdalle, Wis., says
his wife considers Foley's Honey and
Tar Compound the best cough cure oh'
the market. "She has tried various
kinds but Foley's gives the best result
ot all.''
week for San Francisco, where she
will attend the meeting of the Fede- - hopcd for'
were formerly residents of Las Vegas,
their home at the present time being
in Denver. Las Vegas Optic
MIsb Lea Chavez came in from San-
ta Fe Monday morning and went to
Capitan the same day on the branch
line. She is the daughter of Mr, and
Mrs. Porfirio Chavez of Lincoln, and
mobile,
N. F. LeSuer, Ralph Gunst, E. R.
Baca, It, A. Martin, M. A. Ross, H. B.
Roeder, W. J. . Stehle, were others
from Albuquerque, who weie guestB
they will ride several horses to San-
ta Fe.
N. Salmon, S. G. Cartwrlght, M. A.
Ortiz and Jake Levy will go to Las
Vegas tomorrow In Mr. Salmon's car
Misses Frances and Esther Barry of
Francis Henry Bergen of New York
ii a guest of Bronson M. Cutting on
Buena Vista Heights.
Lawrence Lee, nephew of Federal
District Clerk Harry F. Loe, stopped
over in Santa Fe yesterday on his
way home from an eastern university
to Albuquerque.
MONDAY, JUNE 24.
ration of Women's Clubs of America
as a delegate from New Mi;xlco. Mrs.
Frenger will spend the summer In
California. Rio Grande Republican.
A letter received from Mr. and Mrs.
and will visit the camps of the rival
pugilists.
Santa Fe, left this morning for Cas-
cade, Colo., ta attend the Y. W. C. A.
conference of the middle west. They
go as delegates from Ottawa Univer-
sity.
Former Governor L. Bradford Prince
has been attending the Loretta acad
The commencement exercises st emy the past year. Carrizozo News.
St. Michael's College, on Monday,
are the last of this year, and arereceived word yesterday that Mrs
E. S. Groves, formerly of Las Vegas,
accompanied by Paul Staab of Sunta
Fe, arrived this afternoon from thePrince who is ln Colorado Springs had bringing quite a number of, visitors to
Santa Fe.
J. A. French of Las Cruces, who will
contracted a severe cold and was con-
Jim Quire of Buckman spent
in Santa Fe.
Henry Keebeck was a Sunday
from Buckman.
Nunia Reymond last week announced
that the Reymonds had arrived safely
at their home, Geneva, Switzerland,
and that they are now In their own
home, enjoying themselves after their
tour around the world Rio Grande
Republican.
N. C. Nelson representing the Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History of
Capital City, and will spend two weeks
visiting Mr. Staab's sister, Mrs. Maxnnea to her bed. Her Illness is not
serious. succeed Stale Engineer C,- D. Miller, Nordhaus, at the Nordhaus mountain
arrived last evening from Denver home at Trout Spring, Las VegasWilliam H. Wetzel of the Federal
Building will leave this evening on Optic.
Miss Lena Rathjen returned Monhis vacation during which he will visit his old home at Washington, D. C, day from Sunta Fe where Bhe has
been attending the Loretto Acadand will also report the Baltimore
convention as the New Mexican's spe
where he finished writing up his
notes for the reclamation service.
Misses Ruth and Helen Laughlln
are expected home next week, Miss
Helen from Northampton, Mass., and
Miss Ruth from Colorado Springs and
Denver, where she met her sister.
The Saturday club Is meeting this
SUMMER TOURIST BATES
TO
All Stations East and West
FROM
Stations on the Denver & Rio Grande
IN EFFECT
June 1st to September 30th
Abe Hlxenbaugh sheriff, 6t Colfax
county, Is In the city.
J. M. Chllders is in the city from the
lumber camps at Thoreau.
Fred Sherman and Mrs. Sherman
are in the city from Demlng.
A. S. Harris, of Woston, Mo., Is here
en route to the Pacific coast.
Er N. Rich of La Jara, Colorado, a
sheep raiser, is In Santa Fe today.
D. D. Dnqier, a business man of Al
emy. She received a gold medal for
New York, arrived here today from
Mountalnalr, N. M., accompanied by
his wife. Mr. Nelson Is making an In-
vestigation of various ruins and other
objects of interest In the southwest-Albuquer- que
Herald.
Rev, B. A. Hodges of Temple,
Texas, is spending several days in
cial correspondent.
Fred Chavez was unable to attend
the highest average- in the ninth
grade. At the commencement exer-
cises she played second violin in thethe Republican National Convention
at Chicago on account of the illness orchestra. San Juan Democrat.afternoon with Mrs. A.'M. Bergere,
Mrs. Bergere's guests are Mesdames Col. E. W. Dobson is In the city to
of his wife at Punta. His proxy was
wired to Sol Luna In Chicago. WrII- -this section to visit the Cliff Dwellings
lard Record. Wright, Diaz, and Manderfleld andMisses Eugenia Manderfleld and Con
represent Robert Law in a suit for
$2:!,000 against the Santa Fe Central,
buquerque, was here over Sunday.
Charles Patek, a merchant at Pojoa- -Martin M. Burns of Colorado now known as the New Mexico Cennelly. que, is a business visitor to theSprings, district attorney, is ln the
city for the purpose of securing extra Druggist A, 3. Fischer finds he Is
tral Railway, for salary alleged to be
due him for his services as president
of the old corporation. The case Is
M. A. Ross of Albuquerque, a wellunable to go to the national Elks'dition papers for Edgemcnt D. Welsh known businessman, is in Santa Fe toof Albuquerque, wanted In Colorado meet at Portland, Oregon, to which
ho was a delegate from Santa Fe day.
B. A. McAlllxter and Mrs. McAllisLodge. O. C. Watson, bis alternate,
will go instead.
and to see the oilier sights of this
section, having been sent here by W
Goodrich Jones, a businessman ot
Temple, who annually spends his va-
cation on the Upper Pecos.
William H. Simpson, general adver-
tising manager of thp Santa Fe with
headquarters at Chicago, with the
wcllknown lecturer, D. Klmendorf, will
arrive in Sunta Fe on Saturday or Sun-
day to visit the Cliff Dwellings. The
last time Mr. Simpson was in Santa
Fe was with the late William E,
Curtis of the Chicago Record Herald.
MIbs Elolna Bnca, daughter of As-
sistant Superintendent of Public In
ter of Tesuque, spent Sunday in Santa
being argued today before Judge E. C.
Abbott In the district court. .
Judge and Mrs, William H. Pope,
the Misses Hull, Jack Garrett, John
K, S. Walter and Paul A. F. Walter, Jr.,
comprised an automobile party that
Return Limit, October 31st.
Liberal Stopovers.A. R. McCord, chief clerk In the office of Surveyor General March, has
to answer to a charge of bigamy.
Mr. nnd Mrs. J. C. Larkin of Rnton,
are visitors to the capital and both
are very much pleased with the city.
Mr. Larkin is interest-- d In the coal
business and while here called on
Mr. and Mrs. F. . Nudiug.
Professor W. T. Conway of the Agri-
cultural College at Mesilla Park, who
has been In 8nt.a Fe the past few
returned from a sojourn started out this morning for the fiesta
at San Juan ln the Pope automobile
Fe.
B. P. Hcney of Anderson, Ind., a
tourist, 1b spending a week ln the
city.
Mrs. C. E. ReIdln nnd Mrs. Henry
Chambon of Socorro spent Sunday ln
Santa Fe.
Miss L, Lopez of Park View, N. M.,
although doubts were expressed wheth
at Long Beach, California. Mrs. Mc-
Cord remains in California with Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Ireland, formerly of
this city.
For information as to rates, reservations
etc., call on or write to any D. & R. Q. Ajcent or
W. D. Shea, T. F. & P. A., Santa Fe.
er they would get any further than
the Santa Cruz ln which high water is
reported today.struction Filadelfo llnca, having com- days addressing the Norma! Institute, Misses Mary and Amelia McFle who arrived Sunday for a visit with friends
in this city,pleted the required cotirso, was grant- - will leave tomorrow for Velarde to ad have been ln Albuquerque for the Governor McDonald returned home
ed a diploma and with several other dress the Rio Arriba county teachers. past month returned home today, Francis C. Wilson, an attorney of last evening after a strenuous trip
... I
excepting as modified by section 9 of months. It becomes necessary for
the county superintendent to act at
point at whfcih to hold the flood wa-ni- niflTfl ' ITtori of the Rio Grande. In all such rJA U K 1 1 IS A I
storage works the rat difficulty Is HAUL Mill I U IIICARLSBAD AND ELEPHANT BUTTES once and to see to it that county
commiHslonerBat their Julv meetinggetting a good foundation, in this
the reclamation act which has now
been repealed. That section forced us
to accept a project In each state, and
the best project In some states was
not as good as the poorer projects In
others.
case the bedrock la 60 or 80 feet un shall make all necessary levies foiTRECLAMATION PROJECTS school purposes. we hope, therefore,
ESPANOLA fHJT.
CR0PJSJI8 ONE
Reports Made to Denver and
Rio Grande Show Unu-
sual Field
dor the rlvea-- . To handle this stream
w are building a large concrete
fume, resting- on the solid rock on
that you will make a thorough study
ol this new law and take prompt acMr. Andrus. This rentleman (Mr.Roberts) was referring to the rivers
and harbors bill, I suppose, where the
one side and with a cofferdam above Sheriff of Otero County In
and below, diverting the water, In or-
tlon. In accordance with Its provisions
as the law has been In effect since
the teuth day of June, 1912, accord
started and made theprojects atare to ,ay bnre tD8 follndlltion, Af. Full Control of Situation
Howeverrequest of the localities, and the gov-
One Hundred Thousand Acres Are Already Under Culti
vation in Mesilla and Lower Pecos Valleys-Cr- op
Successes and Failures.
ter the next spring flood we should ing to Section 13.
Very truly yours,
ALVAN N. WHITE.
eminent will never be- repaid. But
here are some good ones and some have the equipment
so complete that
we can get the foundation In before
the next flood comes. state superintendent nf PublicGO TO LAS VEGASmighty poor
ones. But now we cut out
the poor ones and get the ones that
are profitable, und I suppose It is the
PROCESS HELPSThe first construction has been to Schools. June 18, 1912.
build a wagon road from the railroad No Joint Maneuvers.same way in irrigation
Likely That Definite AnnounceMr. Baker. What project Is com Santa Fe and Tesuque ValleysAdjutant General A. S.Brookes thisstation at Kngle,
N. Mex. ,on the At
oh I son, Topeka & Santa Pe railroad
dally successful on an Interest-bearin-
basis, and we can thus afford to
await, and If the lands are not prompt-
ly utilized the enterprise Is not eo
hi ill zed as it Is under private auspices.
In this connection I wish to quote
from a statement by Mr. R. P. Teele,
(Continued from yesterday.)
Mr. Andrus. Without your not draw-In- g
anything from the reservoir, you
could Impound the water for two or
three years?
Mr. Newell. Yes; in low years, such
as 1809 and 1902.
pleted? afternoon received a dispatch fromment as to Prizefight Will
Be Madeto the site tf the dam and locate aMr. Newell. No project Is absolute Also Have Prosperous SeasonAhead of Them.the war department, making the finaldecision, that there will be no manpreliminary camp. Next was comly completed. Several of them are ap
pleted a railroad tn and fproaching between 90 and 95 per cent euvers this year for lack of money.In charge of irrigation statistics for Governor McDonald la planning to01' completion or even more. One of the best fruit crops In aPresident Taft having vetoed theMr. Andrus. Does any part of thatwater run into the ground from the
miles long, und a permanent camp es-
tablished where we Will be for seven leave Friday evening for Las Vegas,the census. He calls attention to the
striking fact of the large acreage for Mr. Raker. Which Is the nearest? army appropriation bill. number of years Is In prospect In the
Espanola valley according to Informacanon, through that rock? and thence for Mora on Saturday morn- -For many years the Republic of The race war at Clovls has endedwhich water has been provided, butMr. Newell. Thut is all rock, and if ing. Captain Fred Fornoff of theMexico l.as been making claims
or eight years, probably. We are op-
erating the railroad under an agree-
ment with Hie Santa Fe system, by
rather abruptly according to the Inthere is any seepage, it Is probably Mounted Police is to return tonightwhich is not being utilized. In Bpeak-In-of the results of the last census, he against the United States for dam
tion which has been furnished the
Denver and Rio Grande railroad off-
icials within the past few days.
rormatlon received by Captain Fredfrom Las Vegas and important develvery Binall. which they route through freight to Fornoff of the mounted police InMates:Mr. Andrus. There seem to be so optnent8 In the prize fight situationthe end of our road at terminal rates. And in the Tesuque and Santa Fe
many dark lines there that I thought These returns furnish a numericalstatement of a condition of which all are expected.
ages to Mexican citizens, arising out
of the alleged diversion of the waters
of tITe Rio Grande in Colorado and
New Mexico. The claims at one time
are said to have amounted. to about
valleys there will also be a recordAfter the dam Is built at this place
letter from Sergeant J. W. Collier who
with Policeman Street, went to Clovls
last week. Collier Is now in Albuthere might he seepage there. New Desks for Federal Buildingfamiliar with the west Wore already yield of fruit unless some unforseen
condition arises to prevent it.Mr. Newell. There might be seep New desks, cabinets and filing case
there will result a reservoir auout 40
miles In length, which will hold prac-
tically the entire flood flow of the
querque, but will return to Clovls.cognizantthat there Is a very large for the federal building were received In the Espanola valley, the fruit$3(1,000,000. Finally, after muchunlrrlgated acreage for which works In his letter, he reported that hetoday.negotiation, officials of the State De and the other policemen assisted byare built and water Is available, and Chief Deputy Coal Oil Inspector.
growers bad been greatly alarmed be-
cause many of the apples were drop-
ping from the branches. They found
partment asked the Secretary of the Santa Fe special officers had arreBted
stream. In some years there will not
be enough water to completely fill the
reservoir; but whatever is held will
that the water supply for this land Coal Oil Inspector Frank Lopez has Ed Kiser and Mickey and ClarenceInterior whether It would be posBlb'ehas been provided at a much higher
appointed Alfred Coleman chief dep a short time that this natural thincost than had previously been consid to adjust the clainiB under some sort Conley, despite the strong feeling
age in the canals, because the ground
Is light and sandy in the lower val-
leys.
Mr. Andrus. Have you surveyed to
find out what the amount of seepage
is?
Mr. Newell. We have endeavored to
measure it, but the old canals in Me-sill-a
valley are In very bad shape. In
their usual condition they accumulate
a great amount of mud, and then when
uty inspector at Albuquerque to suc against the officers there. He said theof an agreement to divide the waters,ered practicable. Such a condition
means either that the land actually
be turned back into the river to flow
down as needed and be diverted by a
series of dams, of which we have
built one, known as the Leasburg
ceed Nestor Montoya. wo Conley boys waived preliminary
ning process was greatly Increasing
the marketable yield by aiding In the
rapid development of the apples that
remained on the branches and here
the neceBsary works being built under
the terms of the act of June 17, 1902 Appeal Granted. hearing and were held to the grandIrrigated must bear the expense foi
the Idle land, when Its own proportion In the federal court, an appeal was :iiry. Kiser was released by the JusDam.(32 Stnt., 388). The result was a
granted In the case of the Unitedireuty, proclaimed January 10, 1907, The Chairman. What proportion ofof the whole expense is already high,
or that tne Investor In irrigation
tice of the peace but was at once re-
arrested charged with ImpersonatingStates vb. The Alnmogordo Lumberby which It is agreed that If the Unit
after they will thin the crop each
year by hand if nature does not do
the work. In the past, the custom has
been to permit all the fruit to remaH
the flow do you estimate that Newthe mud Is dug out of the bottom the n officer and hold to the grand JuryMexico or the United States will get,ed States will store the flood waters
in New Mexico, and hold practically
works must wait Indefinitely for re-
turns on his money. His own legiti-
mate trarden Is all the new settler cat
on that charge.nnd what proportion will go to Old
water tends to escape by seepage, so
at one time there might be a loss of a
large amount of water and at another
Sergeant Collier said he had secured cn the trees In many of the orchards
the result being an Immense yield inMexico?the entire flood flow of the Riopossibly bear, and consequently the amaging evidence against the sheriff jMr. Newel. The Republic of MexicoGrande, it will deliver to Mexico 60,- -time little. there and had turned it over to the!on ani a greatly decreased
Company, one of the old timber cases.
Spanish American Normal School.
Francisco Delgado of this city, a re-
gent of the Spanish American Normal
School, has Issued a call for a meet-
ing of the regents for organization at
Santa Fe on Wednesday, June 20.
Hunting and Fishing Licenses.
From now on until further notice,
gets 60.000 acre-fee- t under the terms000 acre-fee- t, the remainder of theInvestor must carry the load
or
drop it.
There is little doubt that most of
Mr. Andrus. I noticed places where
there is considerable water in the
yield the following year. Early esti-
mates from the valley are for fifty car
district attorney. He said the Bherlff
rendered him no aid but on the conof the treaty just describedwater to be utilized in New Mexic
and Texas. The Chairman. What part of thstream, and come down a little further our irrigation enterprises are practic total amount would that be?The articles of this treaty are of trary
had exhibited a pistol before
residents of Clovls and Special Off-
icer Snowden of the Santa Fe and
and It would be very dry. Is there
any way of guarding against that
loads of apples of finest quality, with
a large amount of lesser grades. There
will probably be at leaBt one car ot
peaches and a couple of carloads of
Nr. Newell. In the low season Itsuch importance in this connection fishing and hunting licenses will be
able and would succeed to the satis-
faction of all concerned If all of the
land for which water Is provided were
producing returns, but one-thir- or
lbsued only from the office of Game had threatened them. Collier said itthat they may be noted herewith:Article 1.
would probably be about
of the available amount; in normal
years It would be about one-fift- or
and Fish Warden T. C. de Baca. They was necessary to take his witnesses
may be secured either through mailAiier me completion of the pro-posed storage dam near Engle, N. M.,
f or three-fourth- s of the land
cannot carry the whole load. Now one-sixt- h or more, and In high water or on personal application.
seepage.
Mr. Newell. We propose to guard
against losses by seepage into the riv-
er by placing dams at intervals across
the stream and catching any seepage
which comes from the irrigated lands
above. This return seepage is, how-
ever, not as large as is popularly sup-
posed. The quantity is dependent up
and the distributing system auxiliary years, perhaps after de
to Roswell and then bring them back
for trial in order to keep them from
being intimidated or injured. It la re-
ported that the Santa Fe officials are
considering the Immediate removal of
the conclusion from this Is obvious
. Filed Oath of Office.
Miguel A. Otero, C. F.thereto, and as soon as water shall ducting losses by seepage and evapwhat the west needs Just now is not
oration.more irrigation works but more Easley and D. E. Boatright have filed jbe available in said system for the
purpose, the United States shall de The Chairman. Did Mexico have with Secretary of State Antonio j. i the shops and terminal buildings from
The conclusion readied by Mr. pr'or right, and was that the reason Lucero their oaths of office. The memliver to Mexico a total of 60,000 acre-fee- t
of water annually, In the bed of
the Rio Grande at the point where
we gave them this 60,000 acre-feet-
Clovls because of the hostile attitude
shown by the people there not only
towards the negroes who were train
porters, but towards ail Santa Fe
Mr. Newell. Attorney General Jud
bers of the board of dental examiners,
J. J. Clark, R. F. Lord, J. C. SMnfleld,
M. J. Moran and J. Q. Welch have also
pears. These are all freight ship-
ments, representing fruit3 that can
wllhstand freight shipment. In addi-
tion, much of the finest fruit, Is ship-
ped by express because of Its perish-
able nature. The express shipments
bring the highest market prices and
this year, they will be unusually
heavy.
In addition to the apple, peach and
pear shipment, the expressing of cher-
ries already has been started, some ot
the finest cherries on the market be-
ing from the Espanola valley. The val-
ley abounds in berries and small
fruits. ' In snd about Santa Fe, the
yield of fruits may not be quite so
heavy but the orchard owners report
Indications of an exceptionally fine
grade of apples.
on the way in which water is applied
to the fields. If great quantities are
turned out of the canals and the
ground is saturated so as to produce
a marshy condition there is of course
the head works of the Acequla Madre, son Harmon, In a communication to
known as the Old Mexican Canal, now fiied their oath.the Secretary of State, dated Decern
exist above the city of Juarez, Mexico, ber 12, 1895 (Opinions of Attorney Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed to
Teele that the west needs more Irri-
gating rather than more works Is
very significant at the present time,
especially In connection with the ur-
gent demands made for extension of
the government projects. At present
we have In round numbers over a mil-
lion acres for which water is now
available under completed or partly
completed works, and we have appli-
cation for water for only about 420,000
a considerable amount whlcjh finds
Its way back to the river, In some General, vol. 21, pp.
274 to 283), statesarticle II
thatThe delivery of the said amount ofcases as high as 25 per cent, but with The Immediate as well as the poswater shall be assured by the United
States and shall be distributed
tetter methods of using the water the
amount returned by seepage becomes
day with the corporation commission
by the Suburban Realty Company ot
Albuq jerque capitalized at 525 I.0C0.- -
aid up. The incorporators and dir-
ectors are: W. H. Gi'lenwater, 1S00
sible consequence of the right assert
ed by Mexico show that Its reeognlthrough the year in the same propor
tions as the water supply proposed Hon Is entirely Inconsistent with the
sovereignty of the United States overto be furnished from the Bald Irrlga shares; Atanaslo Montoya, 100
shares; John W. Wilson, 100 shares.
acres and In addition temporary rental
ccntracts for about 360,000 acres, mak-
ing a total of 7S0.00O acres, or a little
over three-fourth- s of the area for
its national domain. Apart from thetlon system to lands In the United
WINTER OAT? CROP
I" BEING HARVESTED.
Carlsbad Is Planning a Big Fourth of
July Celebration Dairy-
ing at Otis.
Carlsbad, N. M, June 22. The win-
ter oat crop In the Carlsbad project Is
being harvested. The threshing be-
gan this morning. The acreage
o' oats planted last fall was small, the
crop Is turning out well.
The Groves Lumber Company has
opened a hardware store In Loving in
connection with the lumber yard es
sum demanded by way of indemnitStates In the vicinity of El Paso, Tex., Race Riot at Cloudcroft.Governor McDonald is in receipt offor the past, the claim Involves notaccording to a schedule, as nearly aswhich water has been provided. If
dispatches from Cloudcroft, Oteroonly the arrest of further settlementmay be possible.
less.
This argument of return seepage
has been used in the advocacy of the
benefits to be derived from building
reservoirs at the head of the Rio
Grande. It has been urged that the
government should permit filings to be
made on public InndB for reservoirs at
the head of the stream because of the
alleged large return flow from the
lands Irrigated by them. It Is to.be
noted that there have already been
granted rights of way for a large num-
ber of Bites and filings have been
county, that an effort was mad,? toand development of large regions of
we assume that about a quarter of a
million acres are now standing Idle
for which water has been provided at
In case, however, of extraordinary
drought or Berious accident to the Ir
DISTRICT IRRIGATION LAW
IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
Far Reaching Decision of Judge C. A.
Pike at Durango, La Plata
County.
Durango, June 24. Declaring In
substance that the law creating irriga-
tion districts passed by the state legis
drive out the negro population of thatcountry, but the abandonment, in
popular resort. The sheriff of Oterogreat measure at least, of what ha:an average cost of $30 an acre, we rigation system in the United States,
county, reports however, that It wasalready been accomplished.have an investment of $7,500,000
which is not at present productive. To
the amount delivered to the Mexican
Canal shall be diminished in the same merely the work of hoodlums and thatIn other words. It was asserted that he can handle the situation without tablished several years ago.rectify this condition we are using ev proportion as the water delivered to there was no servitude lying In the state aid.ery reasonable effort to induce larger waters of the United States In favorlands under seld irrigation system in lature In 1905 and amended in 1907 is,
Insofar as it provides for the electionThree Year Homestead Law,of the foreign country. As a mntter The New Mexico land offices, six Inthe United Statea.
Article lit. of international comity, Congress,
Aiigustlno Caldarone near Loving
has sold his farm and Is preparing to
move to Johnstown, Pa. Mr. Ca-
ldarone has lived here many years and
has prospered.
The people at Otis are giving much
number, are being rushed with busiwell as the State Department, agreed
cultivation of the land and are more
concerned In larger and better cultiva-
tion than In simply building more
works.
This is In partial explanation of the
question Just asked as to whether the
uess because of the three year home
made in the office of the state
gineer of Colorado for many
volrs. In all there have been filings
made for a capacity of 4,343,700 acre-fee-
Not all of the reservoirs have teen
built, but the list shows that there
The said delivery shall be made
without cost to Mexico, and the Unit-- ' that a fair amount of water shouli stead law, all homesteaders who hav
of officers is unconstitutional, Judge C.
A. Pike of the district court of La
Plata county has decided a point ot
law of importance In
Colorado. The test case came before
the court on quo warranto proceedings
brought by District Attorney George
be allotted to Mexico.ed States agreeB to pay the whole cost ing lived on their claims for three andThe Chairman. They have been us attention to .dairying. For sometime they have shipped cream to Rosof storing the said quantity of water more years rushing to prove up uning that water for several hundredgovernment has undertaken any thatlooked doubtful. As evidences have der the new act. The surveyor gento be delivered to Mexico, of convey- - well. Now they have decided to buildhave been great developments pro years on the Mexican side? eral's office is also receiving manyBhown, we have perhaps built works! InB the same to the international line Mr. Newell. Yes; there is no doubtposed at least and that if there is any
considerable return seepage this will requests to have townships surveyedof. measuring the said water, and ofmore rapidly than would have been
a creamery of their own. Several
meetings have been held to agree on
plans. Last week a committee was
but that they have used It. In con so that settlers will be able to proveJustified had we taken fully into ac
versation some years after with Judg1 up.
appointed to prepare final plans and
delivering it in the river bed above
the head of the Mexican Canal. It is
understood that the United States as-
sumes no obligation beyond the de
count the slow development of the
country and the obstacles to immediate Harmon, he 'said that his decision Fight for Requisition.
W. Lane on behalf of the people of
the state against the Florida mesa ir-
rigation district, In which the district
was required to show what right it had
to exist. The district was not repre-
sented, but the Pioneer Construction
Company, which has spent $100,000 on
the district's irrigation system, and
Clarence Dorst, one of the bondhold
submit to a meeting Saturday. It is
proposed to start aDistrict Attorney Martin E. Burns
was, perhaps, a little further than he
would have gone if he had been more
thoroughly conversant with the situa
utilization of the land. There has thus
been a certain element of risk even
in the government enterprises where
Hvering of the water in the bed of creamery.of Colorado Springs, is In Santa Fe to
secure the requisition of Dr. Edgeniont July Fourth will be duly observed.
he an Important fuctor In the develop-
ment of the lower lands. Unfortunate-
ly, however, much of the seepage from
the irrigated lands which will be sup-
plied from these reservoirs does not
get into the Rio Grande, but into de-
pressions not directly connected with
the river.
Returning now to the Mesllla valley,
which contains the principal tract of
land to be irrigated from the water
stored at the Engle dam, it is to be
tion.It Is not necessary to figure time, D. Welsh, now at Albuquerque, and
Mr. Taylor. The State of Colorado A regulation celebration will be heldIn Carlsbad with a long program ofwho is charged with bigamy and per-
-profit, or interest, as In the case of ers as Intervenors, tried to show that
the district had a right to exist and
the river above the head of the Mexi-
can Canal.
Article IV.
The delivery of water as herein
provided Is not to be construed as a
recognition by the United States of
has always very bitterly complained ury. Welsh's attorney, James A. Orr ports for the entertainment of visiof that arrangement, declaring that b also In Santa Fe to resist requlsi- -
the use of private capital
Mr. Andrus. Well, capital Is very
careful sometimes, and I do not see
why they would not have as much
do business. District Attorney Lane,
assisted by Attorneys Perkins andIt thus renders millions of acres of on. Governor McDonald could not
tors. The Farmers' Union will have
a big picnic on the Bolles Farm, south
of Otis: Main, succeeded in convincing thegood land practically worthless,
be-
cause it takes the water out of Colo
pass on the case today as the requisi-
tion papers had not yet arrived fromeny
clnim on the part of Mexico tochance as the government.noted that canals have already been The canals of the Carlsbad projectrado and uses it elsewhere, Governor Shafroth of Colorado.to the said waters; and It Is agreedthat in conslderat'on of such deliverybuilt In the valley, and some of theseLave great age. These canals receive
Mr. Newell. Those conditions were
tally brought out at the time of the Mr. Newell. The United Statea is
court that the law creating Irrigation
districts In this state is fatally defec-
tive. Attorneys McClosky and Moody
and A. Rex Mollette appearing for the
defendants, will appeal the decision to
School Revenue.
water, Mexico waives any and all still the owner of a number of reserthe muddy water from the river, and To County Superintendents;
voir sites in Colorado at the headwaclaims to the waters of the Rio Grandefor any purpose whatever between Under separate cover we are send
are carrying the greatest amount of
water at present since the opening of
the project five years ago. There is
more land under actual cultivation
this season than at any time since ir-
rigation first began some twenty-tw-
years ago.
ters of the Rio Grande. There have he supreme court. The decided questhe head of the present Mexican ing you a number of copies
of Senate
Bill .No. 173, entitled, "An Act Re
large expense is incurred each year in
keeping them clean and In throwing
out the accumulated material.
Mr. Greene. Speaking of throwing
that material out on the side, what
passage of the reclamation act of
June 17, 1902. ft was then shown that
private enterprise in irrigation had
practically stopped because none of
the Investors had received any profits)
When the government took up the sur-
veys and construction there was a
been filed with the Btate engineer tion came up on a demurrer and Judge
Pike held that the law was unconstiCanal and Fort Quitman, Tex., and enough claims for storage rights to
take care of the available flow in Colalso declares fully settled and dis tutional because It prescribes a prop- -
garding the Revenues for the Public
Schools and Repealing Section 35 o
Chapter 97, Laws of 1907." I suggestposed of,
and hereby waives, all E. T. Carter has purchased the Slo-- erty qualification for voters.means do you take to keep that ma
cum farm of sixty acres near Otis. ItclalmB heretofore asserted or exist Judge Pike in substance, held thatrevival of Interest, and private capital that you distribute copies of this s nearly all in alfalfa and Is one ofing or that may hereafter arise,came in and companies were formed.
the best Improved places In the Carlsbill among chairmen of boards of dir-
ectors In your county. In the even!
But the men who put In the money to
build the works rarely receive returns. bad project. Mr. Carter will make exthat the levy for the coming year has
be asserted, against the United States
on account of any df.mages alleged to
have been sustained by the owners
of land In Mexico, by reason of the
It is the men who own the lands that tensive improvements at once to dem-
onstrate what can be done in the pro
these districts are public corporations,
that their directors are public officers
and therefore that the above named
property qualification, which this law
Imposes on voters, Is In conflict with
the constitutional provision "that any
person who is twenty-on- e years of age
and who has resided In the state over
one year can vote at all elections."
make the money if any is made. Al
orado. Under the orders of the In-
terior Department of December 5.
1S90, applications for further rights
of way have been suspended.
Mr. Taylor. Ib It not possible that
storage reservoirs might be built?
Mr. Newell. It has been urged that
the river flow in New Mexico will not
be diminished by allowing the reser-
voir sites In Colorado to be used. Ap
flic Hons have been approved for a
laige nu;uber of theBe.
not yet been certified to the county
commissioners, or If such levy has
been made and Is insufficient In your
ject.though the Investors may not be finan diversion by citizens of the United J. I. Sawvel who came here last wincially successful, yet the communities
terial from falling into the stream
again?
Mr. Newell. It Is heavy mud and
dries quickly, then vegetation grows
on it.
Mr. Andrus. My idea was to put In
a dam way down on the bedrock, which
would mean a saving a great amount
of water that could be used very prof-
itably on the land.
Mr. Newell. Yes; the series of dams
will result in reluming an amount of
the seepage.
Mr. Greene. You spoke of purchas-
ing a canal from a Mexican company
dgment or in the judgment of the ter Is so well pleased with the countryStates of waters of the Rio Grande.
Article V.where the Investments are made bene county commissioners may make such that he has bought another farm of
ueventy acres. A month ago he
fit to the extent of several times the
Investment. The argument Is made The United States, in entering into levy In the various districts as will
be sufficient to carry on the schoolsthis treaty, does not thereby concedethat the. development of the arid west
that district. We call your attenmust be by the government taking expressly or by implication, any le-
gal basis for any claims heretofore as-
serted o( which may be hereafter as-
tion especially to those districts
hlch have not had sufficient funds
up some of the largest or most ex-
pensive projects which have not an ele-
ment of profit and yet which ultimate asserted by reason of any losses in the past to maintain school for at
bought eighty acres that he is al-
ready Improving.
The peach growers are busy getting
ready to tnke care of the early crop.
The cold weather thinned the crop and
the peaches will In consequence be of
extra large size and be market top-
pers. The weather turned cool some
days ago which will delay the ripen-
ing somewhat.
When your child has whooping
cough be careful to keep the cough
loose and expectoration easy by giv-
ing Chamberlain's Cough Remedy as
may be required. This remedy will
least five months. Under the new
the county commissioners have
curred by the owners of land In Mex-
ico due or alleged to be due to the
diversion of the waters of the Rio
Grande within the United States; nor
CIGAR WORKERS MAKE
MILITANT DEMONSTRATION.
Two Perth Amboy Policemen Cut By
Stones and Two Girls Are
Arreated,
Perth Amboy, N. J., June 24. La-
borers, formerly employed by the
Perth Amboy Cigar Company, made a
demonstration at the plant today and
hurled stones at policemen who
sought to check their advance. Two
policemen were badly cut about the
head and two girls were arrested.
power to levy up to the limit specialso liquify the tough mucus and make
It ensler to expectorate. It has beendoes the United States in any way used successfully In many epidemics
and Is safe and sure. For sale by all
druggists.
fied, fifteen mills. You will note
that It Is not necessnry for any dis-
trict to hold an election with refer-
ence to levy for Bchool purposes. This
being the case you will see at once
that considerable responsibility falls
A sprained ankle may as a rule be
cured In from three to four days by
Chamberlain's Llulmont and ob-
serving the directions with each bottle
For sale hy all druggists.
concede the establishment of any
general principle or precedent by the
concluding of this treaty. The under-
standing of both pnrtleB is that the ar-
rangement contemplated by this
treaty extends only to the portion of
the Rio Grande which forms the Inter
SENATOR HENRY M. TELLER
IS SERIOUSLY ILL.
for $120,000. Did they fail because of
their inability to carry out the scheme.
Mr. Newell. That is the Franklin
canal at El Paso. It failed 'primarily
because of the lack of continuous sup-
ply of water. The annual flood of the
Rio Grande was too irregular and too
short In duration.
Mr. Andrus. I suppose you can put
In a dam and get plenty of water, and
that you have thut In view.
Mr. Newell.' The enterprise was not
financially feasible on account of wa-
ter shortage. It Is one of those enter-
prises which would probably never pay
without having a large storage Biipply
of water.
Mr. Andrus. You sny It would never
pay them. Has the government ever
undertaken In Jiny of these Irrigation
projects any that looked doubtful to
pon the county superintendent to see
Iy will return the cost of construct-
ion.
Mr. Andrus. I am not objecting; I
only want to get Information. Then
the projects so far completed are
and profitable, so that the
government Is not losing anything or
standing the chance of losing?
Mr. Roberts. Is it not a fact that
those reclamation projects are the only
projects? In other wordB, the only
place where the proposition has been
made and where the money invested
by the government is expected to come
bnck; Is It not a fact that In the
dredging of the rivers and all the
eastern enterprises It Is being done at
a total loss, and they never expect
the money to come back, whereas in
the development of the west the mon-
ey will ultimately come back Into the
that commissioners are propert'y In-
formed ns to the needs of each dis-
Aged Statesman Spent Restless Night let in order that the low may be MAGONS AND RIVERA
ARE FOUND GUILTY.
national boundary, from the heed of
the Mexican Canal down to Fort Quit
man. Texas, and In no other case.
effective for the coming year and thai
school shall have less than five
and Is Suffering From
Heart Trouble.
Denver, Colo., June 24. The condi
GREAT BRITAIN WILL
REDUCE NATIONAL DEBT.
London, June 24. David Lloyd-Georg-
chancellor of the exchequer,
confirmed In the House of Commons
today, rumors that he proposed to de-
vote $25,000,000 of the surplus of
to the reduction of the nation-
al debt.
no
In order to enab.e this work to be
TRAIN CRASHES INTO AUTO
NEAR CINCINNATI, OHIO.
tion of Henry M. Teller,
who has been suffering for several
weeks from an attack of heart trouble
carried on In accordance with the
terms of the treaty an appropriation
of $1,000,000 wbb made by act of
March 4, 1907 (34 Stat., 1337). Work
was Immediately begun, the first op
Cincinnati, June 24. Four men were
Will Be Sentenced Tomorrow Despite
Demonstration Made Yester-
day at Los Angeles.
Los Angeles. Calif., June 24.
Flores Magon, Enrique Magon,
Anselmo Flgueroa, and Llhrado Riv-
era, found guilty by a Jury In the fed-
eral court of hnvlng violated the
laws of the United States dur-
ing the Mndero revolution In Mexico,
Is regarded today as serious by physi
hands of the government? cians. Senator Teller passed a sleep-
less nigh'. Ha Is 83 year old.erations being
o make surveys andfi K'owott Ttint la the thenrv. Tile
A CARD.
This Is to certify that Foley's
and Tar Compound does not
any opiates, any habit formingimmni hnoncinri-- ih farmers
Secure rights of wny for the reservoir.
seriously Injured when the automobile
In which they were riding was struck
Ly a Louisville and Nashville train
near the Latonla rnce track this after-
noon. The injured were taken to St
Elizabeth's hospital In Covington, Ky.
GEORGE 8. CARPENTER DID drugs, or any ingredients inai cumu
nnssiblv harm Its users. On tne con
see whether they would be successful r
Mr. Newell. There Is an element of
doubt In some of them, but the doubt
i,i less than would be the case In a
similar enterprise by a private com-
pany, because the government is not
required to consider loss of Interest.
In a private enterprise paying inter-
est at 6 per cent It does not take
many years to eat up all possible prof-
its if there is any considerable delay
in getting the land settled and pro
backAt Inter (late, undef the terms ofon the land-- will ultimately pay
the act Jl,ne ;,(i s,llt-by thethe money supplied govern- -
ment, and It will be used over again the amount of $1,500,000 was made
in other communities. The projects, available from advances to the recla-n-
doubt enn be handled successfully mation fund. The $1,000,000 has
a reasonable time. ready been expended for rights of
iwt An,ir. Rome nrolects look WW equipment, and beginning work
NOT STAY TWENTY ROUNDS.
Dieppe, France, June 24. George S.
Carpenter, the middleweight champion
of France and England, nnd Frank
will be sentenced tomorrow. It was
stated no appeal would he made. The
four defendants were snld to have be-
come reconciled to hnvlng been con-
victed of aiding the Mexican revolu-
tionists through a Junta maintained in
Los Angeles. Their friends, however,
conducted a demonstration yesterday,
against the prosecuthig officers.
trary, its great healing and soothing
qualities make H a real remedy for
coughs, colds and Irritations of the
throat, chest and lungs. The genuine
is in a yellow package. Ask for Fol-
ey's Honey and Tar Compound nnd
accept no substitute. For 6ale by all
druggists.
Mrs. J. E. Henry, Akron. Mich., tells
how sho did so: "I was bothered
with my kidneys nnd had to go nearly
double. I tried a sample of Foley Kid-
ney Pills nnd they did me so much
good that I bought a bottle, and feel
that they saved rne a big doctor's bill."
Klatise, of Pittsburg, middleweight,more feasible than others, and you are " the foundations of the dam near
exercising your best Judgment in se- - Kngle. The location wns chosen after met In a 20 round match here today.ducing crops. In the case of tne gov--
eminent projects it is not necessary ilectlng the best projects first? a general survey up and down the Carpenter wns disqualified In the
to consider whether they will be flnan- - Mr, Newell. That has been the case river to ascertain the most feasible eighteenth round.
THURSDAY, JUNE 27, 1912. SXSSX their household goods from Fort Sum against W. A. Dunlavy, alleged to bePAGE EIGHT
BABY NEEDS WATCHING V'ner to Clovls. Mr. Carren tendered due on a note.
Lincoln County Seat Contest.IN SUMMER TIME.sseaeMuiBM.i jhis resignation as register of the land
office at Fort Sumner some time since
VnnJ as soon as relieved will Join his
The Uncoln county sent, case came
again to hearing In the District CourtTheir Little Stomaehi Get Out
of Order Eatily In Hot
Weather.ayside Jottings. )!: or the First District of New Mexico be-fore Judge E. C. Abbott at Santa Fe.family at Clovls. He will be editor-in-chie- fof the Clovls News; He will al-
so hang out his shingle as land law Saturday had been set as the day on
which Lincoln was to furnish an adMothers should watch closely the
condition of the children's bowels.
babies especially. Keep the bowel
Special Officer In Jail.
William Owens, former special
San a Fe olllcer at Helen, who Is ac
ditional bond In the sum of $10,000
lo protect the county and the con-
tractor from the damages- to be sus-
tained from further delay In the con
'regular and much of the illness to
yer.
Three Old Timers Pass Away.
One by one the well known old
timers of Kingston mining camp,
Sierra county, are crossing the great
divide. Frank Rnborg, who In the
cused of killing a man at Belen, was
lodged In Jail at Albuquerque. HI
THURSDAY, JUNE 20, 1912.
Colfax County Bridge Waehed Out
The Colfax county bridge over
on th" Meloche road, six
miles southeast of Rnton, was washed
out Sunday evening during a heavy j
rainstorm.
Magdaleno Wat Drunk. J
(DffHnliin llnca was arrested at Las
struction of the county buildings at
Cariizozo; this bond being In additrial at Hlllsboro on a change of early days was Interested In, and dis
which children are most susceptible in
summer can be prevented.
The most prevalent symptoms are
constipation and diarrhoea. When
waste from the stomach congests in
the bowels and makes your little one
feverish and fretful, with a feeling of
tion to the former bond of $15,000 put
up some time ago. Judge Abbott exposed of, gold claims on Tlerru. Illan- -
venue had resulted In a hung Jury.
Albuquerque Boy Killed In Colorado.
Chief of Police Thomas .McMlllln of ca, recently died at Manhattan, Nev. amined the bond In the presence of
Attorney A. B. Renehan for Lincoln'John Gray, a pioneer shoemaker, pass-
ed away at Goldfleld, Nev., nud Gusheaviness or languor, try giving It a'Albuquerque,
has received telegramVegas by Officer Henry Sena on the a
charge of drunkenness, and was given 'i Temps, Colorado, containing the
.imnended sentence of ten days and information that Ezequiel Montoya, a
and Attorney A. H. Hudspeth, repre-
senting Carrlzozo and the county com Contagious Blood Poison, as the name imnliespoonful of Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pep IlanlBh at Manhattan, Nev. Is an infectious blood taint which may be com mmmissioners. J. A. Haley was alsosin at bedtime. By morning this pleas-
ant, mild laxative will act gently, yetreleased unoii the payment of the boy
who claimed Albuquer- - present. Judge Abbott refused to acBrought
to the Pen,
Sheriff Dufen of San Juan county,
brought F. Brandt to the penitentiary,
Brandt having been convicted of cat
cept the bond and ruled that Lincoln
be allowed two more weeks from that
positively, and restore normal condi-
tions. This simple, natural remedy is
c08t8 que as his home, was found dead near
Another Suicide In El Paeo. Temps, death presumably resulting
William C McGown. attorney of El from an accident. date or until June 29th, In which toalso invaluable in checking summer tle stealing at the recent term of thediarrhoea. By thoroughly cleansing district court,Paso and representative in the state
legislature from El Paso county,
committed sulfide at his home by
shooting himself through the head
Ten Days for Drunkenness.
Encarnaclon Gutlerrei and Al
Green were arraigned at Las
on the charge of
A sentence of ten days
the bowels, the foreign matter and
poisons that irritate and inflame the
tissues are eliminated. Don't torture
the Navajo, who murdered Richard
Wetherlll was sentenced lo serve from
5 to 10 yearB, but on order of the
eated from one person to another. Its virus is of a most insidious
nature, multiplying from an insignificant germ in the blood until it
becomes a thorough systemic poison. So powerful and dangerous is
this terrible blood plague that no time should be lost in trying to drive
it from the system. It should not be temporized with, but should be
killed as one would a deadly serpent on the pathway. The first mani-
festation of Contagious Blood Poison is usually a tiny sore or pimple,
but it rapidly spreads, and in a short time the entire body shows its
presence in the blood. The mouth and throat ulcerate, glands in the
groin swell, the hair begins to come out, copper-colore- d spots appear on
the body, and frequently running sores and ulcers break out on the flesh.
A condition of such serious nature requires proper treatment.Not only must the disease be driven out, but the system which has
secure a surety company bond or a
bond on which each person qualifying
be liable for at least $1,000.
TUESDAY, JUNE 25, 1912.
Traveling by Automobile.
Mr. and Mrs. E. N. Fisher of
Virginia, arrived yesterday In a
big touring car, coming over the Bo-
rderland route from Plainvlew, Texas.
with a pistol.. Judge he was turned over to Superinthe child with harsh cathartic, purga-tive or nstrlngent remedies, that upMew School House at Old Albuquerque.' " a "ne of Jo wag imposed on the tendent Shelton at Shlprock, pendingvnt a negative vote was cast on two offenders. Gutlerrei will serve
Monday when the election was held in his time on the city chain gang, but
nrecinot No. 23. the Old Albuquerque Green hopes to raise the fine and
the appeal of the rase which will be
taken to the supreme court.
Lightning Strikes Young Woman.
While standing between her brother They
will visit down the valley points
set the w hole system, and at best only
relieve temporarily. Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin, while positive in Its ef-
fect, acts gently and w ithout griping or
discomfort, restoring normal condi-
tions.
In using Syrup Pepsin for children
school district on the issuance of costs.
$2,500 bonds for the erection of a j Bartender Started Fight. as far south as Carlsbad, and then go
to Santa Fe to see the ancient city.and sister In the west room of theirhome on Strawberry Flats, at Abbott,new school building
for that district, j Accused of starting a dog fight on
Big Sheep Camp. Central avenue, Albuquerque, and dls- - Roswelr News.
the mother can feel perfectly safe, as
Mora county, Miss Clrrlene Johnson
was struck by lightning. She fell to Packing
Plant for El Paso.
Within the next six months ElIt contains no opiates or narcotic the floor, eeemlng to be lifeless. Resdrug, being a combination of simple
laxative herbs with pepsin. By carry toratives were applied at once and Ina short time she became conscious.
Paso may secure one of the biggest
meat packing plants in the country,
backed by one of the biggest packers
In the Vnlted States. That it will bo
Ing off the dislodged tissues of mucous
The big sheep shearing camp at Tor--; turblng the peace, Sam Fleming, a bap
ranee is now In full swing with fifty tender, and Bob Faucett, a colored por-me-
at work. Among the shearers at ter, were In police court. Fleming and
work there are some experts who have Faucett are the owners of bull terriers
v
made records of shearing a sheep in wnctt it j, claimed, they fought
six minutes. The clip at this camp Is against each oth,r attracting a crowd
expected to reach about thirty car of a hundred people Xhelr ca8e wa8
loads. continued until the officer who cited
Died In Insane Asy urn.
,h(,m ,0 couW be pre8entNicholas Trujillo, committed to the Kaer Re.Arrested
membrane that inflame the nasal pass
ages it will quickly break the "sum
mer cold" that Is so annoying. Dr.
Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin Is Bold by
been weaKened by the powertul poison must be built up, before health
can be restored. Thequeston of most importance therefore is what
medicine has proven by actual results its superiority as a blood purifier?
We dalm this distinction for S. S. S, because of its successful record
for more than forty years.
S. S. S. cures Contagious Blood Poison by purifying the blood.
It goes into the circulation and removes the last trace of the infectious
virus, acts with fine tonic effect on the stomach, bowels, kidneys, and
other portions of the system, and thus makes a perfect as well as a
permanent cure. S. S. S. is made entirely of roots, herbs and barks,
each of which has a specific action on the system. Not a particle of
mineral or other harmful substance enters into its composition. S S.S.
is perfectly safe for any one, and instead of upsetting the stomach, as
mineraVmedicines often do, It tones up this important member, and
makes digestion easy. Thousands have cured themselves of Contn-tiou- s
Blood Poison by the use of S. S. S., and if you will write and
request It we will send you, without charge, our Home Treatment
Book which will give you all necessary information for crushing out
the life of this serpent-lik- e poison and curing yourself at home. We
'i!l also give you free any medical advice you may wish. S. S. S. is
sold at drug stores. THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, GA.
Her hand at the time was resting on
her brolher's shoulder and her other
arm touching her Bister, and yet neith-
er of them were shocked In the least.
At this writing. Corrienne Is able to
up, but her eyes are badly affected.
The lids seem to want to droop.
Eight Explosions In One.
In order to remove the shelving
druggists for fifty cents a bottle the
larger family size, one dollar. A free
trial bottle, postpaid, can be obtained
A man named Kaiser released at
ar. extensive plant is evidenced by
the fact that an option has been tak-
er, on 104 acres of land within the city
limits and the plans of the consu'tlng
engineer call for about thirty acres
more. El Paso Times.
New Church at Taos.
TI,e Church of the Lady of Guada-
lupe will be dedicated next Wednes-
day, June 20. That will be a great
asylum ai Ls vesas lruui
county, some months ago, died there.
The deceased was the son of Jose M.
Trujillo and Clara Trujillo, who have
by writing to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 40ti
Washington St., Moutlcello, Illinois.
Clovls by District Judge McClure on
the charge of having Incited the re-
cent race riot has been
for impersonating an officer. Two
rock near the railroad bridge at thegone to Las Vegas, accompanied by
another son, Alberto Trujillo, of Be- - others are being held In Jail on the
I
new dam near Cuervo, Guadalupe
county, eight holes were drilled to a
.depth of six or eight feet and charged
with dynanilte. They nearly all went
day for the Catholic of Taos. The
as Much as Santa Fe.
The assessed valuation for the town
of Farmington, San Juan county, for
the year 1312 foots up JSSS.SM with
arrested. During the preliminary Archbishop Pitaval of Santa Fe,
te present and conduct the religioushearing, the floor of the Justice of thepeace court gave way because of the
weight of the people who crowded the
between 20 and 25 lots that are yet
to be' added for which owners have
Wedding at Lai Vegas.
The marriage of Miss Rose Krause
to Maurice Bendix occurred last even-
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Simon
Racharach at Las Vegas. Dr. S. Pelp-er- ,
rabbi of congregation Montefiore,
as one charge, throwing the rock and
killing hundreds of swallows that were
nesting there. The Jar nearly upset
the boiler at the pump house some
thirty rods away, also Jarred the
court room. Fortunately, there was
no serious accident.
Hearing of Alleged Smuggler. Theofficiated. Miss Krause Is the niece
of Mr. and Mrs. Simon Bacharach and mtln f Jo8e, ,Chavez- - who was. t0
thrown out at the elbow. This makes
two of Mr. Baldwin's children to
have broken limbs in the last month.
Actor Abandoned Family.
On a charge or deserting his wife
and child, Claude Kelly, a vaudeville
actor, was arrested at Albuquerque
ceremony. Other noted divines that
will be present, are Rev. P. Tomaslni,
S. J., of Albuquerque, and Fathers
J. Deraches, C. Bobst, C. Cellier, L,
Delavelle and G. Pojot. The new
church Is a beautiful building and
was finished this Bpring. Taos Valley
News.
Linotype Operator Held.
Frank Ingles was bound over to the
action of the grand jury yesterday
charged with flourishing a deadly
uuve uau a preliminary examination
not yet been found.
Fire on Mescalero Reservation.
The fire that was making Its way
through the Mescalero Indian Reser-
vation waB extinguished after three
days' hard fighting by forest cuards
and settlers. It did quite a good deal
of damage to the grass and timber.
Sheep Without a Shepherd.
A band of about 200 sheep was seen
sister of Max Krause, formerly of San-
ta Fe. Mr. Bendix is bookkeeper of
before United States Commissioner
smoke stack.
Unearthed a Mastodon.
While digging a well on his prop-
erty In the Capitan mountains, Lincoln
county, Juan Gutierrez, unearthed the
ckeleton of a mammoth prehistoric
H. R. Whiting at Albuquerque, on a
imart traveling suit. Mr. and Mrs.
Greenamyre left on the Santa Fe lim-
ited for the Grand Canyon, and San
FranclBCO, Cal., for a honeymoon trip.
Mr. Greenamyre has been for the last
two years In charge of the United
States forest service experiment sta-
tion near Flagstaff, Ariz., conducting
experiments at the station In the
summer time and doing special assign-men- t
work In the Albuquerque offices
In the winter. Miss Franklin has been
for the lost five years a stenographer
In the forest offices here.
the firm of Bacharach Brothers.
Encampment of Battery A.
Battery A, National Guard, New--
charge of assisting in the smuggling
of ammunition across the border to
animal, generally believed to have
and will be taken back to Chicago to
3tand trial. Kelly had been playing In
a theater for several days. He agreed
the Mexican rebels, has been post- -Mexico, will leave Roswell about th heen a niastadon. The bones were
fifteenth of next month for annual
.
-- Mu' cuo" 5 weapon In the presence of Deputy to return to Chicago without reaulsi- -found about 12 feet from the surface
"""ru "l luo requeei oi uie uniteuThl vr it will ho In
wandering around during a storm at
Abbott, Mora county. There was no
herder with them. They were headed
encampment, of the ground In a lot of gravel and
In view of the fact that nearly everythe reservation of 7000 acres In the
Sherlff Jim JohnBon who had served a tion papers. Kelly was arrested upon
Btibpoena paper on him. Ingles is a telegraphic Instructions from Chicago
linotype operator. Ingles had filed- to the sheriff's office at Old Albuquer- -
States district attorney, who will have
charge of the case. Chavez Is allegedCapitan mountains, Lincoln county. north. The brand was letter F turned
upside down. No one appeared during
the day hunting for them.
complnint against Johnson for
bone of the entire animal Is Included
in the find the discovery Is regarded
as Important.
Tbehorses have already been secured " lu? uo carieu several
to haul the equipment. The special thousand rounds of cartridges to Old
Importance of the vacation trip to the Albuquerque for a party of alleged
reservation is for long range target rebel afents wh later smuggled the
SQUARE DEAL SENTIMENT
FOR TAFT IS GROWING..Trouble la Doubled.
Col. J. C. Tipton received a mes
que.
Heavy Wool Trade.
Thee Is an Immense quantity of
wool arriving and supplies going out
these days. It Is B irpilslng the vol- -
assault, the charge coming out of the
evening a month ago when the in-
cident happened. Johnson was speed-
ily turned loose. The case came up In
Massacre on Navajo Reservation.
A telephone message which cameammunition across the border,practice. sage stating that not only his daught-
er, Mrs. Lillian Tipton Goleman, had
died at Santa Rita, N. M, but the lit--
Receives Thousands of Congratulatory
Telegrams From Republicans
and Democrats.
Public Library at Raton. justice of the Peace M. W. Witt'sDeadly Trouble Over Girl.That jealousy over a beautiful ... ume of business done in Magda'ena,cm.rt m,ip. h,,nHgirl was the cause of a battle between hnnH
..h.k i. ,,. says the Magdalena News. Dozens of l Wnshlnertnn. n. l. .tune 2fi. A. M.
to the Gallup authorities a day or two
ago was to the effect that an Indian
woman had arrived at Fort Wingate
bearing a message that a riot had oc-
curred among the Indians on the Nava-
jo reservation. The first rumor was
The Raton Library association met
In the new Carnegie library at the
Gate City, for the purpose of gettins
together with the new librarian. Miss
tie year-ol- baby had also passed away
and was burled with the mother In El
Paso Friday afternoon. Roswell
a half dozen laborers, which resulted
in the death of one and the wounding
from four to ten horse teams are stevenson of Denver who held a proxy
bringing in wool and are then loaded jn he Republican national committee
of three others, near Camfleld, Colo- at Chicago was a luncheon guest ofMyrtle M. Cole of Fort Worlh. Texas ?.ews.
Thrown by Hit Horse,
Drowned In Rio Grande.
The body of John Mapes, a prisoner
on the city chain gang, who was
drowned above the dam at Hart's
mill Thursday morning, was recover-
ed yesterday morning at 0:30 o'clock
.' raio,
is the toldto arraneo matters for niacin story by Daniel Fern-
that twenty children and women have
been killed, but this report later dwin-
dled to a total of seven. The message
andez-
- held ,or billing of Er-librarv on a working basis. Several
hnrtrrf im- - r h!, nes( Henriques. . Fernandez is suffer- -
with provisions and supplies of vari-
ous kinds to be taken back to the
ranches.
Poisonous Insect e
Reynolds who was bitten
some time ago by a poisonous spider
of some kind, Is still In a somewhat
Frank Fleming, the well known Gila
cattleman suffered serious Injuries
when he was thrown from a horse
waB rather unintelligible and up to
President Taft.
"It was pretty hard to keep quiet
under the abuse," said Stevenson,
the Chicago convention, "but
my friends urged me to keep my head,
as the Roosevelt ruffians before the
committee were seeking personal en
ng tr serlou buIlet WOJnd andof good quality have been received r " in his flead-cu8 Aceord"and placed on the shelves and this ing "ernandex, he attendednumber will be materially Increased a dance
while working some cattle six miles
west of Silver City. He was dragged
several hundred feet and suffered
the present time It has not been con-
firmed by Investigation.
While DrunK, beat His Wife.
Ricardo Ascarate was arrested at
Las Cruces and bound over to the
grand jury for beating his young wife
with a six shooter after coming home
compound fracture of the leg besides
by further donations before the act-'"- : ,7 T UB waB
uai of ,h J?e" of ,he ba"" Tne dead manopening the library doors to the
public. ani Fernandez were the chief suitors
at the Santa Fe Btreet International
bridge.
The police were then notified and
Sergeant Lon Garner sent a detail of
men to the bridge. The body was
fished out of the stream and taken
to an undertaker's. An Inquest 'was
held Immediately by Coroner E. B.
McCllntock, the verdict being death
being bruised and shaken up.
serious condition. He was under the
care of the doctor at Hoods ranger
station, but was later brought home
to Magdalena. Gus Grostette of Mag-
dalena, Socorro county, Is suffering
iui me uanu oi me gin. wuen sue Marriage Licenses at Estancla.
Marriage licenses nave been Issued
favored Fernandez the trouble began,
at midnight Intoxicated. Mrs. Ascarate with an Insect bite on the neck thatat EBtancIa as follows: J. R. Robert- - is In a serious condition front wounds
Breaking Court Records at Roswell.
What is the record-breakin- terra
of the district court in Chaves county
is now in progress at Roswell. This
is the first term of court the new
judge John T. McClure has presid-
ed over. So far, the court is well.
Is very painful and causes him muchfrom accidental drowning. El Pasoon the head about the temple and In
Water Tank Bursts.
The new concrete water storage
tank at the Agricultural Collegeburst and flooded the farm yard and
road.
eon, Duran; Annie Eunice Crist, Du-
ran; Antonio Elweil. Chill!!: Crlstlna the eyes made by the butt o the re- - bond, which he gave. Roswell News.
Pontoon. Bridge at Barelas.Torrez, Chillll; William Leary, Estan
counters."
President Taft will receive the nine
members of the Republican national
committee selected in Chicago in his
office next Monday, when the question
of who Is the best man to manage his
campaign will be decided. While there
has been some talk of William Barnes,
Jr., ot New York, being chosen for
chairman of the committee, It Is be-
lieved that Charles Dewey Hilles, sec-
retary to the president, will be select-
ed. The president Is said to have in-
timated that Hilles Is his choice for
chairman.
Those comprising the special com-
mittee to confer with the president on
vo.ver. This was a runaway match
Wedding at Duran At the home cla, Mae Woods, Estancla. The last
named couple was married at the home
Citizens of Bernalillo county are
preparing to build a pontoon bridgeunder way forty-on- criminal and
of a few months ago, the bride being
the younger daughter of Margailtofifty civil cases have been disposed of tne bride' Parents at Duran, Tor- - across the Rio Grande to replace theBarela. Sho was stolen from theof. Most of the business has heen miss Aume Eunice
Inconvenience.
Elliott-Meye-
On Saturday evening at the home of
the bride's parents In Estancla occur-
red the marriage of Miss Anna Meyer,
daughter ot Sheriff Julius Meyer,' to
George Elliott, of EI Central, Califor-
nia. The marriage service was pro-
nounced by Rev. Julius Hartman, In
the presence of relatives only. The
young couple will depart In a day or
house of her employer through her Barelas bridge temporarily. Three?pans of the new Barelas bridge werecnaniuer window and the couple were
done by Judge McClure himself. Judge C"sta" x"lllei in marrlaE to Rob-E- .
L. Medler having presided in the LM 0iU RoDer's". J'ardmaster of the
criminal cases only one week. Two j?' P' & a w- railroad division point,
of the criminal cases lasted six and Te pastor of the First Presbyterian
of the bride. ,
Raton Reporter Changes Hands.
W. G. Brown of the Reporter Pub-
lishing Company at Raton, sold his in-
terests In the company to W. T. Lance
of Meredith, N. H., who will assume
the management and editorship In the
near future. Lance and family will
married by Justice Lopez,
Girl Badly Burned at Clovls.
Miss Vernon Riley was burned badfour days, respectively. ai Aiamogordo, N. M., unitedjthe happy couple, using the beautiful ly at Clovls, with gasoline, In endeav two for their home In California. The the national chairmanship are:
Gen-
eral Powell Clayton of Arkansas, Roy
O. West of Illinois, John J. Adams oforing to put some gasoline In a boiler groom is an employe of the Southern
swept out during the recent high wa-
ters In the big river.
Fourth of July Plans.
The Grady Record announces that
there will be a big Fourth of July
celebration there and Invites everyone
In that part of the country to partici-
pate.
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 26, 1912.
Forest Fires.
There have been several forest fires
this spring near Magdalena, but no
Lawrence J. Barr and Miss Cath-
erine A. McGrath, both well known
people o Raton, were quietly
united in marriage Sunday afternoon
a' the home of the bride's mother,
move to Raton as soon as arrange-
ments can be made.
Died From an Insect Bite.
John Harney passed away in his
full of clothes that was on the stove.
The gasoline spilled on the stove and
of course Ignited at once. Miss Riley
ring ceremony.
SATURDAY, JUNE 22, 1912.
Quemado Store Sold,
D. B. Baca and brother N. G. Baca
were In from Quemp.do the past week.
1'. B. Baca has Bold his Interest In
Pacific railroad company at El Cen-
tral.
Draining Flood Lake.
The big lake which formed Sunday
night several miles north ot Albuquer
also held in one hand a bucket filledroom in the rear of his shoe shop on
Mrs. Margaret McGrath, with Miss Loai avenue at Gallup, after only a with water and a half gallon of gnso-lln-e
which also Ignited catching herMay McGrath, sister of the bride, and ithe Rl Quemado Supply Company's lew days of serious Illness. Blood que as the result of the cloudburst in
the Sandlas, will be drained by meansclothes afire. The frightened girl ranstore to his brother who will manage poisoning was the cause of his de--
Iowa, Charles B. Warren of Michigan,
Thomas K. Nledrlnghaua of Missouri,
F. W. Estabrook of New Hampshire,
Newell Sanders of Tennessee, Alvan
H. Martin of Virginia, and S. A. Perk-
ins of Washington.
The White House malls are unusual-
ly heavy, messages of congratulation
being received In large quantities.
More than 5,500 messages of congratu-
lation have been received by the
president.
"Taft got a square deal at Chicago,"
serlo is damage has been done, but owfrom the room to the neighbors withU in the future. Mugdalena News.
Horse Falls on Rider. ing to the poor condition of the phoneher clothes afire, but for the presence
mlse. About a week ago he was bit-
ten on the hand by an insect during
the night. The hand became badly Inam Holstein had the misfortune
line some of the fires have burned
longer thnn they would have if the
E. 3. Corrlgan acting ns best people.
Only the Immediate relatives of the
family were present to witness the
wedding ceremony, performed by
Father Coney of the Catho'Ic church.
Oiling New Mexico Roads.
Oil roads in the vicinity of Roswell
of ditcheB and laterals. County Sur.
veyor Pitt Ross of Bernalillo county,
took a look at the lake and put a gang
of men to work making preparations
for the drainage. The lake had reced-
ed an Inch since Sunday night. It Is
of mind of her brother who followed
after her and. put out the Are, and
from the fact that she wore a flannel
to have a horse fall with him Sunday fected.
Fire at Malaga.at Jack Bruton's ranch, breaking both
people could have been notified.
Two Children Break Limbs.
One of Mr. Baldwin's small boys, aThe store building and contents be
oones or nis left arm Just above the
wrist. He was to town where said Senator Brown when leaving thedelight, entailing ".'"" ur"u?nIare a success and a longing to Harvey New at Malaga, few days ago while participating Inenahut little expense to make them so.:" "u,naa attended him.-Mu- gdal
believed the water will be drained
within ten days. Mr. Gentry, a fnr-me-r
in the flooded district, lost 85
t.uuy county, were totally destroyed by wrestling match on the schooltire. Loss about $5,800, with 11,000 in
skirt, she would undoubtedly have been
burned to death In a few moments.
Human Fiend Kills Horse,
Last Friday night about nine o'clock
some human fiend killed two fine
horses owned by Mariano Latasa, a
young man who came to Carlsbad sev-
eral years ago from Spain. The horses
were his only team and were kept in
ground at Luna, Socorro county, had
the misfortune to have an arm chickens In the flood.surance. The building cost $1,000, fix
Many quarter mile stretches have ,e tJbeen oiled with smudge oil this spring! I"""0"'- -
The farmers Instead of dumping the Ge0r.fe "eJ,no'ds Wo was bitten
crude oil from their smudge pots back f?me tlmf , .by a ."Poisonous spider
tures isoo and stock about $1,000. A Hall Storm In Estancla Valley.
Saturday afternoon's rain fell overbucket brigade was formed and sucrnH.l"' muv R'na' ' n a somewhatinto the tanks mured It r,n thai- -
White House after a conference with
Taft, "and I predict that the square
deal sentiment for him will grow from
this time on, I believe the president
will beat the Democratic nominee and
Roosevelt, and be elected for another
term."
"Things will go toward Taft from
now on," added Representative Camp-
bell,
"I am a Republican, and I believe
ceeded In saving the Bruce building
adjoining.in front of the orchards. It has been serious condition. He was under thecare of the doctor of Hoods raneer a corral at his place In the south part
of Carlsbad. The worse than devil
the north nnd northeast portions of the
Estancla valley, being heaviest about
ten miles northeast of Estancla. In
that locality It assumed the propor-
tions of a Ueluge. a large part of the
a sufficient long term since this was
applied to show the advantage. Freej
Frost In Taos County.
Reports from Cerro and Costilla.
who killed the horses stnbbed eachTaos county, are rather discouraging
station, but was later brought home
to this place. Magdalena News.
'
.. Wool Coming In,
There is an Immense quantity of
wool arriving and supplies going out
regards the frost damage done
horse once near the flank and one died
in probably ten minutes while the oth downpour being In the form of hull. the principles of the Republican party
from dust, graded well, bo that tho
water will run off easily, with the
Bhade from the big productive orch-- '
ard trees, make It a
stretch of road. It Is the prognostics--
The highest point of woman's hap-
piness is reached only through mother lived four hours. Latasa went to
last week. The bean crop has suf-
fered the moBt and prospects are that
half a crop will be a good yield this
his corral at about nine and found erhood, In the clasping nf her childtnese days. It Is surprising the vol-ume of business done In this small
r.lnnn 1"- ,- .
For the most part the hall seems to
have done little damage, due It Is be-
lieved to the fact that crops were
largely submerged before the hall be-
gan to fall. So heavy was the fall of
one dead and the other one dying. Sus within her armB. Yet the mother-to- -tion of many that in less than five
will triumph,'' said Can-
non.
A delegation of Southern delegates
to the Democratic national convention
In Baltimore stopped in to shake hands '
and congratulate the president on
picion points to an enemy f Latasayears many of the counlrv driven willf. . m "0,n lollr to ten be is often tearful ot nature's ordeal
year. corn has suffered some but
will come out; JiiBt how much fruit Is
damaged will require a few more days
be oiled
" norse teams are bringing In wool nnrt and as there Is olher direct evidencefully as well as and shrinks from tho suffering lnc.the city hull that It waB found six or eight InchIt is hoped that the officers will lostreets. dent to its consummation. But forare men loaded with provision and
supplies of various kinds to be taken
back to the ranches. Magdalena
to know definitely.
Runaway Couple Arrested.
Beth Davis, 17 years old, and Anas-
es deep In places more than twelve
hours after the storm coased. Crops
were pretty badly riddled, but it Is be-
lieved they will recover, Jackrabblts
were eo badly pelted that they could
taclo Delgado, 22 years old, were ar--
his victory at Chicago.
Among the White House callers
were Representatives Droughton, Pray,
Morgan, Morrison, Towner, Hughes,
Hnmllton, Burke, IiOud, Lever, Byers,
Aiken, McKlnley and Kahn,
The president spent the afternoon
nature's Ills and discomforts nature
provides remedies, and In Mother's
Friend is to be found a medicine of
great value to every expectant mother.
It Is an emulsion for external
application, composed of ingredients
which act with beneficial and sooth
cate the guilty party.
Three Suits Filed.
Luis Pndllla, at Albuquerque, filed a
suit against S. H. Hampshire for al-
leged false imprisonment and defama-
tion of charactor for $2,000, Padllla
alleges In his complaint that. Hump-shir- e
had accused him of the theft
of a saddle and act of harness, the
whole being valued at $41, and that he
rested at the union depot at Denver,
and were taken back to Colorado
Springs, at the request of William Da-
vis, the girl's father. Miss Davis and
not run very much, and any sort of
dog could catch them. No doubt many
FRIDAY, JUNE 21, 1912.
Bond Issue for Schools at Las Cruces
A mass meeting at Las Cruces
adopted a resolution In favor of a bond
issue of $0,000 for public school pur-
poses.
Boys Charged With Burglary.
Angel and Luis Carrlzo, aged 15 and
16 years, respectively, have been ar-
restee at El Paso on the charge ol
burglary.
were killed outright. Cattle were
Aews.
Gould Shoots Himself Accidentally
Ray G. Gould, Immigration inspector
stationed In El Paso, was accidentally
shot In the left leg Wednesday even-
ing when his ,45 revolver droppedfrom Ms pocket and discharged. Thebullet struck Gould In the left leg
above the knee, shattering the bone
and Inflicting a serious wound. He
was taken to the hospital and an ef--
on the Chevy Chase golf links.Deigado ran away from Colorado slnmpeded and had to be rounded up.
This is said to have been the heaviest
ing effect on those portions of the
system Involved, It is Intended to
prepare the system tor the crisis, and
hnd caused his (Padllla's) arrest nnd
Springs and were en route to McFar-lnnd- ,
Kan,, where the girl says they
Intended to be married.
Will Spill 18,000 Bottles of Beer.
Sheriff John Mlllhatibt of Wlehlta.
detention for two hours while ball
precipitation in that immediate neigh-
borhood since settlers located there.
Homance in Forestry Office.
Miss Marlon Franklin became the
Holmes and Rice Convicted.
was being secured, that he never
pressed the charge, and that the al
HYDROPLANE RECORD BROKEN.
Rochester, N. Y June 25. Fred O.
Wells broke the world's record for sus-
tained hydroplane flight today when
he piloted his machine over
bay, 73 miles, In one hour and
21 minutes at an average speed of 45
miles an hour.
tnua relieve, in great part, the surfer
Ing through which the mother usually
passes. The regular use of Mother's
Friend will repay any mother in the
comfort It affords before, and the help-
ful restoration to health and strength
It brings about after baby comes,
y. ua,K08We11 rendered a fort will be made to prevent an opera-verdic- tin Frank Rice and W. C. tion and amnutatlnn Kansas, or? orders from the attorney legation of theft, with the nrrest, had bride of Harold H. Greennmyre at Al-
buquerque yesterday. The marriage
sorvlce mi road by Rev. H, A. Cooper,
Injured his character and reputationgeneral of Kansas, has an engagementlo pry the caps from 18,000 bottles. fo the extent that $2,000 would be
pastor of the First PresbyterianjLast October a special detective for
church, at the home of the bride's
Holmes case, they being charged
With larceny of a span of mules be-
longing to S. W. Clore at Meek, In
the spring. They were found guilty.
Maria Elena Ronquillo.
Maria Elena Ronquillo, aged 17
years, died at Albuquerque at the
home of her aunt, Mrs. Franclsqulta
Konquillo. The funeral took place this
MONDAY, JUNE 24,
Death of Conrado A, Baca,
Conrado A. Baca died at his home
In Socorro. He leaves a wife and five
children. He was a Methodist,
Jury Commissioners Appointed.
Judge E. C. Abbott has appointed A.L. Davis, W. Goff Black and W. A.
Mother's Friend
is for sale at
drug stores,
write for our
free book for
expectant moth
mother, Mrs, L. B. Franklin. Mils
Franklin was altended by Miss Helen
B. Smith and Mr. Qroennmyre was at
about the right halm for him, Walter
D. Buchanan filed a suit against
Thomas J. Curran and the First Na-
tional bank, the hitter as garnishee, for
the Bum of $1,2X8.09, alleged to be due
on a note, Tho paper had been transf-
erred several times, but was In the
hands of the plaintiff at the time the
.suit was fllefl. (IroBS, Kelly & Co.,
Saturday fl'ed suit for 11,533.38,
Gqvernor Stubbs seized two carloads
of beer from Cincinnati. It was order-
ed destroyed, but the company effect-
ed an agreement whereby the liquor
Is to be poured out and the bottles
and cases returned. Each bottle Is to
be emptied separately by the sheriff.
Curren Will Again Edit News.
A. E, Curren and family shipped
RUPTURE CURE.
Reliable, Safe, Sure, $1 per bottle, prepaid
External Application
No Inconvenience.
It works while you sleep Send
your orders now.
DR. NELSON MEDICINE C0..UT1CA, N. V.
morning from the church of the Sac- - Graves as Jury commissioners for San
tended by J. W. North. The wedding
was simple and Informal. The bride-to-b- e
carried a large bouquet of Ameri-
can Beauty roses and wore a pretty
gown, which was later changed for a
ers which contains: much valuable
Information, and many suggestions ol
a helpful nature,
BRADF1ELD RECULAT0I CO., Ailasls, C
red Heart with Interment In San Jose Juan county, to draw the Jurors for
cemetery. , the fall term of court
